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ASSISTANTMINORITYLEADER 
L~RETTA~EINBERG 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN,~~TI~ DISTRICZT 
BERGEN COUNTY 

s !' 
645 CEDARLANE 

TEANECIZ.NJO~~~~ 
(201)928-0100 

1 PM (201) 928-0406 

June 13, 1994 

COMMITTEES 
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

ECONOMXCANDCOYMUNI~ 
DEYELOPHENT,AQRICULTURE 

AND TOURISM 

COMMISSIONS 
N.J.HISTORICAL COMMISSION 

N.J. ISRAEL CoM,MlSSlON 

Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.37831-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

I 1 Please accept this letter as a strong protest to the 
-environmental situation Maywood, a Hew Jersey town that I 

I 
1 

represent in the State Assembly. 

A number of my constituents have spoken to me about having 
thorium removed from Maywood. I would like to go on record as 

1 
favoring removal of the soil rather than remediation of the 

7 site. I feel this is most important to the health of the _ residents in this area. 
. 
1 ( Thank you in advance for your help in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

1 \ j 

1 

ii 
f 

Loretta Weinberg 0 
Assemblywoman, District 37 
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LW/S 
cange/B 

Printed on Recycled Paper 
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NEW JERSEY GENERAL ASSEMBLY - 
ASSETANTM~NOUITY LEADER COMMITTEES 

LORETTA~EINBERG HEALTH AND.fIUXAN SE&Es 
ASSBHSLYWOMAN,~?TH DISTRICT 

BERGENCOUNTY 
ECONOMIC AND COMMLlN~ 

DEVEMPMENT, AGRICULTURE 
646 CEDAR LANE AND TOURGIM 

TEANECK, NJ07666 
(201) 926-0100 

FAX (201) 928-0406 

June 13, 1994 

COMMISSIONS 
N.J. HISTORICAL COMMISSION 

N.J. ISRAEL cObfUISSION 

Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. BOX 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

'Dear Ms. Cange: 

Please accept this letter as a strong protest to the 
environmental situation Maywood, a New Jersey town that I 
represent in the State Assembly. . 

A number of my constituents have spoken to me about having 
thorium removed from Maywood. I would like to go on record as 
favoring removal of the soil rather than remediation of the 
site. I feel this is most important to the health of the 
residents in this area. 

Thank you in advance for your help in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Lw/jt 
cange/B 

Loretta Weinberg 0 
Assemblywoman, District 37 

Printed on Recycled Paper 





LAWOFSCE3OF 117688. 
ANGEL OJEDA 

ABOGADO 

4614 KENNEDi BLVD. b 17 1 38 p11 egq 
(201) 223-1233 

61 HUDSON ST. 
UNlON Cl-l-Y. NJ. 07087 HACKENSACK, NJ. 67601 

- 

June 9, 1994 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Fcrmer Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, 11J 37831-8723 

Re: Proposed Clean Up of 
Maywood Thorium Storage Site 

To Whom It May Concern: . 

I am a resident of Maywood, New Jersey. I live on East Hunter Avenue, 
approximately one city block from the thorium contamination. My wife and 
three minor children live with me. 

We are very concerned with-your plan for the removal of the thorium as 
recently published by your agency. 

We are informed that your plans treat the thorium site as a commercial 
area. Furthermore, the method to be used in remving the thorium will 
further expose us to the well knaJn and extremely dangerous health effects 
of thorium and the potential for monetary damages resulting from a loss of 
property values in our hometown. 

Simply stated, we are concerned about our physical, mental, Ifinancial 
and educational future and fear depending on you to protect us. Cur lives 
are in your hands! 

Kindly reconsider your plans and expedite the clean up of the thorium 
site. We appreciate your operation and your recognition in this matter 
to us and all of the people in Maywood. . 

AO/mrz 
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DEPARTMEriT OF IHSPESTl%S 
C?!.c hE?lJ?.I^L C:fTI’J: 

LOOi. N-3. 07644 
(201) 365-4005 EXT 41@ 

- 

USDOE 
Oak Ridge @p2rations 
PO 80x 2001 
2  y< :. ;., ._ z LC : ~ - .I 7’: L  I 

;u:-le 13, l334 

FE ; I*r;y.w?J,& ‘;;Le EE,,‘:;F ., 
ma:f, iv?-: 

Clear Ms. Cange: 

many properties within the Soro.dgh of Lc.22 have been 
found to De ccnzaminated ~ilih radiaac:itie materiais 
origi,3tring .5: t?,e former .Y:aywoc*I 3?1e:mlcsl. The akGs,ve 

r&port stat25 :7&L ,;ight resiasntial p.-,perties in Lodi 
have been decontaminated, one partially remediated, and 
thirty remain :c. SF bea!.t with.. 

For t?e e.zrouqh’s administrative purposes, we nsed to 
knoti tne addresses of each of tr,ese 39 >rcperties and'into 
which 0' t -,ese three gro~;ps i Y falls. ‘?Juule y.0~ plea-=2 2  
s e  r! I=: t h  i s i:?f,2rnlati,,r! to *JS as C~d.!lC’l.;;, as r>C,sSit-;e. 

Please fell free to ca?? me ii yzc have an:; 
questions. 

PE , CS? ,ZIH,FXii’ / 
ent-oua- Chemical Eragineer 

/ : 
d  

J i 

. . 
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Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 2001' 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

- 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

I have seen the EPA letter to you of May 21, 1993, from Mr. 
Jeffrey Gratz. 

In it he said: "It is EPA's position that if the intent of 
the proposed.remedial action is to allow unrestricted access 
to the site, either in the .current or future use scenario, 
then the appropriate soil concentration cleanup criteria 
should be 5-PCI/G through all soil layers regardless of 
depth." 

He also said that 15 PCI/G is not a healthy based standard. 

What other comment is needed? So cross off 5-15 PCI/G and 
soil washing for Maywood, NJ. 

As for Lodi and Rochelle Park, their soils can be handled the 
same as Montclair and they can go to the same site in Utah 
not Maywood, You did it in Peguannock, NJ. 

Apparently, with the DOE involved, money rather than the 
people's health is becoming a criteria -in cleaning up the 
site. 

The information I have seen from documents/letters that are 
motivating the Concerned Citizens of Maywood tells me that 
politics is taking.precedence over our children's health. 

President Clinton 
Governor Whitman 
.Attorney General Reno 
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June 6, 1994 

Dear Ms. Cange, 

Enclosed is'a copy of the EPA Action Criteria for Superfund 

Removal Action in West Chicago, Illinois (November 1993). I re- 

ceived this information from the Concerned Citizens of Maywood 

when they were picketing several weeks ago. 

Note that residential areas encompass not only residential 

properties but also institutional, commercial and municipal prop- 

erties. Page 2 states the 15 pci/g is not a health based standard 

and 5 pci/g is, and appropriate for use at residential areas. 

West Chicago is getting a 5 pci/g clean up but the EPA has 

flip flopped to allow the 15 pci/g for the Maywood residential area. .- 
Enclosed are street maps of the West Chicago and Maywood areas. 

Maywood is also a residential area! Take s of the thorium now . 

and ship it to Utah!!! 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Margaret Parks 

170 Stelling Avenue 

Maywood, N.S. 07607 
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amended by the superfund P!izdwnts al-d ReauLhoritaticm Act of 1986, the 
united states B-Ad runend 
otherchirp, totake 

Pmtectim 4exy (U.S. DA) is authorized, an&g 
respmse acticns whezver there is a release or Wc 

of a release of a ‘hxwdas submce into the emrim:. The tbciorml 
Priorities List WPL) is a list of h3zmbs waste sites acrcss the country 
that are eligible for &l.S. EPA respxse ac:icrs urder Superfu.. 

The U.S. EPA has listed fcmr sites in the vicinity of the City of West 
alicago, Illinoi3, a-I th? NPLI. The p&my cnmmimncs of mcern at these 
sites are radicxtive thorim arid its decay pmkccs derived frun ore 
pr0zessing cperaticrs at a factory in West O-icago, rxx hchdn as the Ke,7. 
bK&e 0mnical Corp5ratim .weSc Chicago Rare m&s Facility (“factory sitel’) . 
Three of the NPL kites bxzrre cuxmimted b&en the prrxessbg bastes (thcrim 
mill tailings1 were remved frun the factory at-d used primrily as fill 
material in and anurd the City of West Udago.. These sites axe knt3m as: 

(1) Kerr-kGez Wsidential Areas) site, 
(2) Kerr-WGee (Sewage Treatrrerlt Plant) site, ad 
(3) Kfxr-t-Gee (Red-Ke@er Park) site. 

The faxth site b3x.m ontamins ted ken dkxhrges ad runof.f frm the 
factory site traveled via a stokn sewz into na. Icress creek a!! dJzwzsLre3T 
to the West Branch of the LPage River. ?ks site is ‘h-m as: 

(4) Kerr-t-See (Kress cIzedO&: Bran2 of XBge River) site. 

The Kerr-MSee factory site frun which the am mminatim originated has not 
been listed m the NPL; it is regulated urder the licensing authority of the 
Illinois mt of ticlear Safety (ml. kazrmissioning, clean-up and 
clc6ure of the factory site mrremly is bzi?g adixssed under that authority. 

ArrposeandIntent 

The we’ of this docrnrent is to establish criteria for U.S. EPA’s z&mse 
actiaas atantamFMtedprtpertLe3 I-*-Areas that are notpsrt of 
theSedageh-eatnentPl.anc Ke.d-Ke@erhrk kress Ck&/Wesc Branch of 
(XIPage River sites. Pkze’three Nm, sites wil?rtx - by U.S. EPA i? 
separate acticns. 

VJ iJ - 

\1 i 
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decancamimted to tee fol1c-k~ limits prior to te,rr&atim of c5.e 
1 ices : - 

Torcmtraticrs of raamuclides in soil aWve bxkgxsmd 
ccnceiua:;c5 for toti zaditn, averaged over areas LOO sqae 
meters, s&l? not excezd: 

A) 5 picm.&es per g-mm of dry soil, ave,raged cwer the f i-s: 15 
cerkmeters kelck, the tiace?ZiT 

8) 15 pikxies per gmm of dry soil, averaged wer layers of 15 
centtiters chitis rrore than 15 dentin-ecers belw the surface.” 

me State *requ.irments in Seccim 332.150(b) of the Illinois 
kh-Ar&trative Ccce were bz& m the federal smxk7d.s in 40 cm 
192.12(a). Hnenthefederalstarduds in40CFRl92wredevelq.edover 
a decade ago, the S oicocuries per 
based standard, ht the 15 e/g stE& for sulxuface soil was 

Wi/g) stardard was a hplpl 

techn5~ based, reflecting instnmnt l+taticms in locating 
suGZ%ace -its. 

, 0: co situations that diffez zxbxaxively frun those 
for tich it 56s d&4. 

t.cat wxz depcsIt&nnrp locations at mill sites or 
at nea-rby pwles. me sutzsmfaoz soil stank& in 40 cm 192 uas 
origimlly prqxsss? as S gi/g. ?he findl Starr&d wasctnnged,noc 
~~the~thbasis~relaxed,~cratherinordertore3ucerhe 
ccst to DOE of lazaciq blried tails - under the assmpticm that this 
mxld rw.At in essentially the sam dqee of cleanup at the DOE sites 
as origindlly prqcxs& umkr rzhe 5 pci/g aiterim. The ye of a 15 
p?A/g sukrface critericm all& the COE to use field nwsurmzcs 
rather tbn labxa;ory malysis to detem&-z !&en taxied tailings had 
been detected. It is mly wroptite for use as a oosc-effective tool 
to locate radioactive wste in situaticrs where cmmninated subsurface 
mterials are of high activity ard ar9 not expxted to to significantly 

Aitkugh the e&i cmcentreticn standbtd in the matim is writ&n in 
conrn Of en awumga cM3.r M - Of 100 w rrosnrrl, QFBAlL crv=reg+J 
till mt be m-k%cted duriq di.scmeq ad chaxacterizaticn. This 
Flg&xmach is ax-wrrtive and shared minimizetkchaxesofnot 
identifying 0nGmGXKial dw5.q the di.SoY+Jery arvi chxacteriaticr: 
-* 





SITE LOCATlO?i },fAjY _ 
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June 8, 1994 

Dear Mrs. Cange, 

Please include Senator Byron Baer's Senate Concurrent 
Resolution #66 (see attached copy) in your record of comments 
on the MISS. These are my feelings as well as other informed 
residents of Maywood, Rochelle Park, and Lodi. 

IMMEDIATE REMOVAL! 

Sincerely, 
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SEXATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 66 117682 
_ 

STATS OF NEW JEREEY 

INTRODUCED XAY 12, 1994 

By Senator RARR 
- 

. 

Sri IT RESOLVED by the Senate of the State of New Jersey 
(the General Assembly concurring)r 

1. The United States Department of Energy, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, and the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission are respectfully memorialized. to take every 
expedient action, in conjunction with the officials of this 
State, to'effectuate the immediate and permanent removal of 
all thorium-contaminated soil from the Xaywood Interim 
Storage Site and other sites in Xaywood Borough, ,Rochelle 
Park Township, and Lodi Township, New Jersey. 

2. A duly authenticated copy of thie .concurrent 
resolution, signed by the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the General Assembly and attested by the' 
Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the General .-- 
ALssembly, shall be transmitted to the Onited States 
Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Ccnnnieeion, the presiding 
officers of the United States Senate and 'the United States 
House of Representatives, and to each of the members of the 
Congress of the United States elected from New Jersey. 

, STATENENT 

This concurrent resolution memorializes the United States 
Department of Energy, the .Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to take every 
expedient action, in conjunction with State officials, to 
effectuate the immediate and permanent removal of thorium 
contaminated soil from the Kaywood Interim Storage Site and 
other sites in Xaywood. Rochelle Park, and Lodi, New Jereey. 

Xemorializee United States agencies to remove thorium 
contaminated soil in Uaywood, Rochelle Park, and Lodi, New 
Jersey. 

J i 



SENATE CONCURRENT RESQ~VTION NO. 66 

SThTE OF S.5W JERSEY 1.1 76 88 

INTRODUCED uhr 12, 1994 

By Senator BhXR 

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTXOH 
Department of Energy, 

memorializing the United States 
and the XW:Z;; Regulatory 

the Kn~~~~~l 
expedient 

Protect%; Agency, 

State, to effect&e the immediate and permanent 
in conjunction with the %ficia~~%$ 

thorium contaminated soil frown sites in Xa ood Borough,. 
Rochelle Park Township, and Lodi Township, New ersey. r 
WHEREAS, The radioactive metallic element thorLum, a waste 
byproduct of certain manufacturing processes that occurred 
on-site from 1916 to 1959 at the Xa 
in Xaywood F 

Chemical Company 
New Jersey was mixed w th other substances and 

used as fili in several locations in residential areas of 
Haywood Borou’gh, and had contsmlnated some properties in 
Rochelle Park Township and Ln Lodi Township; and * 

- 

XHBXBAS, 
posed, 

Because of the imminent danger this sftuatfon 
the United States Department of Bner 

a cleanup that removed approximately 40, 85 0 
in 1984 began 

contaminated sail from several.of 
cubic yards! cf 

the affected 
and constructed the Xayvood Interim: Stora e S te to hold 
the contaminated soil on the site of the 
Chemical Company; and 

P Eroperties ormer Xaywood 

m-8 This contaminated 
shielded only b 

soil is 'now stored on-site, 
to reduce the ris 

plastic coverings, which are not 
in the); vicin$ 

ade 
residin 

of in ury to the health of the tit tens 9" 
ate 

of the Ma 
Site an 8 

ood Interim Storage 
to reduce the ris of harm to t e environmentI and r 

WiSRRASit:hbrfum contaminated soil still must be removed at 
the of the Xaywood Chemical Company, which was 
~~~~~~~do,'~e:Q51~~~sthe Stepan Chemical Company, and at 

in Xaywood, Rochelle Park, and Lodi 
that were contaminated by thorium waste from the Xaywood 
Chemical Company site; and 

m-, 
health, safety 

This widesp;,e~;a;ntamination threatens :$J p;k;iz 
and 

cosnuanities; and 
of the citizens 

--, Although the United States Department of Rner 
has been slow to develop a plan for the removal of Py th s 
contaminated soil and the Environmental Protection Ageno 
has not as yet decided on a final strategy for the remova Y 
of the thorium contaminated soil from these sites, the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has recently licensed a site 
in the State of 
Department of Ener 

Utah to accept this type of waste and the 
the contaminated so px 

has made a commitment to remove all 
1 to that site; and 

WFiEREhS , It is imperative that there be'no further dela 
~~;,emoo~l of the thorium contaminated soil from K 

in 
t ese 

remove 
that immediate action be taken to permanently 

all thorium contaminated soil from the Xaywood, 
Rochelle Park, and Lo& sites; now, therefore, 



NEWJERSEYSENATE 

May 17, 1994 

Hon. Mayor John A. Steurt and 
Members of the Council 
Borough of Maywood 
459 Maywood Avenue 
Maywqod, NJ 07607 

Dear Mayor Steurt and Council Members, 

Enclosed is a copy of SCR 66 dealing with the removal 
all thorium waste from Maywood and from your neighbors in 
Lodi and Rochelle Park. This matter has been a nagging 
problem for Maywood's citizens for too long and calls for 
immediate settlement. 

of 

I'd like to draw your attention to the fact that the 
resolution addresses contaminants that might be underground 
as well as those found in the pile. 

My office remains ready to do everything possible to 
assist you to reach a satisfactory conclusion. 
your advice and help. I welcome 



i : 
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DOROTHYZAORSKI 
166East MagnoliAvenue 

Mawiwd. NJ 07607 

..: T&phone: (201) 7124063 . I ,_I 

- 
May 18, 1994 

Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
IJ. S. Department of Energy 
West Pleasant Avenue 
Maywood, NJ 07607 

Dear !+5. Cange: 

I was happy to receive your letter soliciting my comments. Most 

certainly I would like to be placed on the Maywoad Site Railing 

List. 

1,'like many others in my community, am concerned that the removal 

of the thorium-tainted soil may be delayed again. It is my feeling 

that the "washing" of soil is an uncessary, delaying process. 

Therefore, I am voicing my objection to the continued delay. 



June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the MaywOod pile. I am opposed to the 
.D@E proposal with the option of implementing volume red&ction 
treatment,' if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one ._ 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



i I 

'June 9, 1994 . 

il 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form  letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

1 I 

\ 
.I 
1 The 

in their 
soil. It 

DOE has claimed that they do'not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 

i 
Ll 

seems apparent that this issue is a political one .-- 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil I1 with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site'after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

Sincerely, 
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1. 
Rare earths - Rare earths refers to various types of metals * ‘11768t 

1 1 present in the monazfte sands. These were extracted from the 
monazite for their value. Rare earth metals include cerium, 
lanthanum, praeseodymium, and neodymium. 

Remedial action - Remedial action is a general term typically used 
to mean ‘cleanup of contamination.’ With reference to cleanup Of 

il 
the Davison arid Latham pr.operties , it means any action required to 
br’ing the property to a condition which will permit its release for 
unrestricted use. In practice, this may mean removing grass and 
soil5 cutting trees, removing asphalt, etc. 

Thorium - Thorium is a naturally occurring element which is 
recovered from monazite for commercial purposes. bonazite contains 

ll 
from 3 to 9 percent thorium oxide. The principal use of thorium to 
date has been in the pr.eparation of gas lantern mantels because 

Thorium oxide is 
! 
Ll 

thorium oxide burns with a brilliant white light. 

\ also commonly found in high quality glasses and camera lenses 
because of its good optical characteristics. 

Use - Unrestricted use means that the property can be 
used for any purpose without regard to the radioactivity which used 
to be on the property. These uses could include anything - farming, 
a residence, a playground, etc. 

. c 
Uranium - Uranium is a naturally occurring, radioactive element; 
The principal use of uranium -- when refined -- is for the 
production-of fuel for nuclear reactors. Uranium in its natural 
form (as it exists on the Davison and Latham properties) is not 
suitable for use as a fuel source. 

Working level - Working level is a unit to measure the energy 
expended in air by radon or its radioactive decay products. The 
term was derived for use with uranium mine workers and has become 
.the accepted unit for environmental measurements. 

48 
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June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE praposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil V with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The 
in their 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 

soil. 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 

It seems apparent that this issue is a political one ~ 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 
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June 8, 1994 - 

Dear Mrs. Cange, Site Manager: 

I am totally against the proposed DOE plan for the 

cleanup of the Maywood pile because remaining soils left 

after soil washing (if it worked) would mean the use of the 

site would be subject to restriction, essentially forever, 

and probably result in a decrease in property values in our 

community. More importantly,.15 pCi/g is not a health based 

standard which is unacceptable for this town of approximately 

10,000 persons in a square mile area. Please record my comments 

for your report on the proposed cleanup of the storage pile. _. 

Sincerely, 

CCI Governor Whitman 



. 
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June 7, 1994 - 

Dear Mrs. Susan Cange- . 

The following are my comments on the proposed cleanup of 

the Maywood pile as sought by your office by June 13, 1994. 

Please make this part of your record of comments from the public. 

1. I support the DEl?E of New Jersey in their stance as 

stated in a Record article "NJ balks at thorium cleanup" which. 

I have attached. 

2. I am against the 15 pCi/g standard being applied in my 

town because it is not a health based standard. 

,3. Maywood's population is approximately 10,000 persons in 

a square mile area with potential to increase due to its location. . . 
A 15 pCi/g would have negative consequences for central Bergen County. 

Ship the wastes to a storage site in Utah as proposed: 
ALL OF IT'!!! NOW:!! 

Sincerely, 



\ L 
! 

!l 

il 
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.N. J. balks at thorium cleanup . 
fyM&HAEL MOORE Asks U.S. to meet 

tighter standards Tbeda’ta Department of Envi- 
mnmentai Protection and Energy 
h retiming to approve the federal 
government’s plan to remove tbor- 
ium-tainted soil spread tbmugb- 
out Maywood and Wayne, a move 
that could further delay a cleanup 
first promised mom than a decade 
W. 

Calling’ the federal Department 
of Energ 
510,000 cu Yf 

‘(I cleanup plan far 
IC yard3 of radioactive 

soil Vangemus to the public,” tbe 
DEPE is withholding its needed 
approval until the federal agency 
agrees to meet bricter standards. 

“We don’t believe the DOB’s 
cleanup pIan either complies with 
state law or affords an acceptable 

! 

level of protection to the public,’ 
&id Nick Ma&me, DEPE m- 
ager for the Msyrrrrood and Wayne 
ritea “We’re not going r0 go dong 
with this and give residents a f&e 
amae pf reck&y.” 

Trumpeted aa one of the final 
~htdes to aohing the radioac- 
tive soit woea of North Jenny, tbs 
DOE’s long-anticipated cleanup 
proposal, hammered out with the 
federal Environmental Protection 
kgency, a& for contaminated 
iirttobecleanedtoafevelof5 
kecuries of radiation per gram of 
oil in residential areas and 16 pi- 

axudcd per m-am in commercial 
district*- - district*- - 

But DEPE 05ciaB believe 15 But DEPE 05ciale believe 15 
picocuriea L toe bigb and want the picocuriea L too high and want the 

‘6 p&curie &ndard applied to ‘6 p&curie &miard applied to 
both residential and commemiat both residential and commercial 
pmperties. l&tone said cleanup properties. Martone said cleanup 
cannot legal1 begin without cannot legal1 begin without 
DEPE appmv DEPE appmv ai ai 

A picocuris ie a unit bf mdioac- A picocuris ie a unit bf mdioac- 
tidy. Thorium ia a radioactive tidy. Thorium ia a radioactive 
element that breaks down into m- element that breaks down into m- 
don, a gas proven to cause lung 
cancer and other ailments. 

Area officiala rupport the 
DEPEb demand for a uniform.5 
picocurie standard, 

Wsyae hfayoc David W&s. who 
haa been writing to tie DEPE to 
push for rtrictm atandarda, ap- 

See THQRIUIH Page A-8 

%om Page A-1 
: State balks at U.S. proposal 

“At Iem: the DEICE has taken e 
\ ugh. protective rtance. The fed- 

a 
ml rgencies rhould get in line 
th the atate’s directive ao we can 

F 
icily and safely,” 

ounty Executive 
Kim “Pa” Schuber. “I will be 

ing Governor Whitman to in- 

North k&e thorium dilemma 
,.&ad ir willing to intervene. 

The rovernor know6 reridents’ 
have (I good awe for concern,” he 
aid. This hea te be cleaaed up 
and. a& consulting with DEPE. 
commis8ioner [Boben Shii], ehe 
wiil get thhap moving ppith the 
federal agencien.” 

But the DOE eaid New Jer& 
qprnot ~gu$d 0 appreva the I-.~ _, 

“It’6 tao l ady to say what well do. ’ 
We’m NilI waiting to get the 
rtate’a ritfoo in writing.” 

Tha hi, WhiCh Owly Np- 
ported e uniform s picocurie 
cleanup rtidard but later backed 
OIT after grap 
for a year, eat 4 

ling with the DOE 
the federal rgencia 

-The thoriim k a 
9 

roduct 0. 
the manufacture of ,gaa aotemr at 
the old Maywood Chemical Work8 
between 1916 end 1936. and at the 
former W. R Grace Q Co. plant in 
Wa 

F 
e between 1949 and 1971. 

lliciah fear that the proce~ of 
developing new l taodards. coupled 

plan could further away cue 
cleanup, brat prepeaed in 1933. 

Hate haa misgivinga,” raid Jeff 
Grrtz, EPA rite manager in 
Maywaod and Wayne. “Our as- 
sumption of 15 picocuriea being 

“I dent know what will happen 
next end I’m not pure what thr 
DOE or EPA% position h now,” 
said SUMO Caoge. DOE rite mnn- 
aver for Maywood end We~ae. _ mwer cntsa” 

may have to recoruider their no&. 
time. ~_~ 

%‘a undentaodabls why the 

:witb ihe -psribifity of disagree- 
ment negotiating a compromise. 
could furLher delay the cleanup of 
the aoil, just aa the DOE and EPA 
quabble delayed the existing plan 

_ for 13 months. 
“I hope this doeaa’t turn out like 

it did a year ago between DOE and 
EPA,” Cange raid. “But I ceo’t say 
for sure that it won’t.” 
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June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one .-. 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



June 6, 1994 

Dear Mrs. Susan Cange: 

For Your information on April 27, 1994 the Maywood Mayor and 
Council adopted Resolution #66-93 (attached1 opposing the 
depositing of any comtaminated soil on any property in the 
Borough of Maywood which should be reflected in any EPA/DOE 
proposed cleanup plan. 

Copy was sent to EPA and DOE to make them aware of the 
sentiments of the Maywood Mayor and Council and residents. 

YOUR SOIL WASHING WOULD VIOLATE THIS RESOLUTION !!! 

So either clean all the wastes out or clear yourself out. 
Maywood residents have had enough!!! 

Yours truly, 

, 



CLERK 
MARY ANNE RAWOLLA. RMC 

(201) 945-2900 
FAY l?lnc\ QnPnR77 . ,“. \-- ., --- --. - 

i . MAYOR 
JOHN A STEUERT. JR 

BOROUGHOFMLWWOOD' 
459MaywoodAvenue,Maywood, NJ07607 

COUNCIL PRESIDENT 
ANTHONY NAPOLl 

COUNCIL MEMBERS 
JOAN T. WuwiZ 

l l iOh4ASM.BERNTSON 
RICHARD P. O’NEIL . 
MICHAEL J:RUBER 

RESOLUTION 166-93 ANNE SALVATORE SCHMID 

OPPOSING THE DEPOSITING OF CONTAMINATED 
SOIL IN THE BOROUGH OF MAYWOOD 

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of the Borough of Maywood 
authorized a referendum in August of 1991. requesting voters of 
the Borough to express their opinion regarcling the further. storage 
of contaminated soil in the Borough of Maywood.and requesting tfie 
expedihious clean-up of and removal of all contaminated soil from 
the Maywood interim storage site and vicinity properties; and 

WHEREAS, on November 5, 1991, the voters of the Borough 
overwhelminql 
site,.and 

indicated their support for the clean-up of thf! 
vxc fl nity properties and their opposition to any additional 

storage; and 
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council intend to empha'iize.to 

the appropriate authorities, including the Department of Enerz 
and the Environmental-Protection agency, their continued 
opposition to the de ositing of an 
prwinThe Boroug *-MaywoodY E%m~2X~ Zi&2&'i~*any 
EPA/DOE proposed clean-up plan; and 

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council also intend to Call again 
for expeditious clean-up and removal of the thorium cgntaminated 
soil and other contaminates from the Borough of Maywood; 

NOW, THeREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and Council 
of the Borough of Maywood that a copy of this Resolution 
expressing the intent of the Mayor and Council be forwarded to the 
Department of Xnerqy and the Environmental Protection Asency to 
make the said auth&ities aware of.the sentiments of the Mayor and 
Councn and the residents ofhe Borough &of Maywood; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution be 
sent to Congressman Robert G. Torricelli and County Executive 
William P. Schuber to ask them to continue to use their good 
offices to protect the residents of the Borough of Maywood from 
the environmental concerns arising out of the contaminated soil 
referred to above: and 

. 
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Keith & Sara Kozaxyn 
607 Oak Avenue 
Maywood, NJ 07607 

I 176.88 

June 6,1994 

Ms. Susan Id Cange, Site Manager 
us Department of Energy 
Former Sites Resteon Division 
PO Box 2001 
oak Ridge, TN 3.783 l-8723 

Re: Proposed Cleanup of Storage Pile 

Dear Ms. Cange 

Wedonotshareyourhappiness. Thepro~tousesoilwwhingasanoptionforcleaningup 
the Ma~ood Interim Storage Site (MISS) is not encouraging. The cleaning method is 
unproven As stated in prem laborakny experiments, soil washing may only clean to 
betwesn 5 and 15 picocurk. The EPA supports an established “h&h bawd” levei not to 
exceed 5 picocuries. 

We cannot unde&nd the thoughtlessness shown by the DOE towards the residents of 
h4aywood. This is a public health hazard. It is situ&d near a community pool and residential 
housing. Anything short of excavation and disposal to a permanent site Ml be unacceptable. 

A secondq issue is the potential reduction in property value. The devaluation of our house 
doea not sit well. There is no way wt will sit idly by while our community is dcstryyed by non- 
resident individuals. 

Permanent disposal just might bc far less expensive in the long run. 
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JIJI I5 9 22 An ‘911 June 7, 1994. 

- 

Susan Cange, Site Manager 
U. S. Dept. of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Divlsion 
P. 0. Box 2002 - 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 f -8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

I was under the impression that all the Thorium that is stored in Maywood was 
going to be’removed. I was very upset and concerned to find out that this is not 
the case. From what 1 understand, the DOE cleanup plan will be leaving a 15 
picocuries per gram at the Maywood dump site, thus making Maywood a permanent 
dump site for this hazardous material. 

My concerns first are of a medial nature. Within my neighborhood of Belle/Edel 
Ave. there have been at least 6 adults with cancer. Four have died and 2 are 
undergoing cancer therapy. There also 4 children born with birth defects and one 
child has died from SIDS. My son Brian was born with a congenital heart defect in 
t 98 1. It is very alarming that within a 2 block area of about 20 homes there has 
been 10 incidences of cancer or birth defects. 

Maywood is a very nice community to live in and raise a family. It is definitely 
your typical small town community. It is be no means a commercial town. With 
the DOE’s method of removing the Thorium, leaving 15 PCl’s per gram it will make 
Maywood seem like it is a commercial area. This waste that will be left behind 
will h8Vt? a negative effect on our community when it is time for a home owner to 
sell his home. 



117688 

I feel very strongly that It is the chemical company’s responsibility to pay for the 
total cleanup of the Thorium in Maywood and other communities where they 
dumped this hazardous material. The local towns and the State of New Jersey 
should not have to pay for this cleanup. I feel that the families have suf.fered 
enough by losing a relative or friend to cancer or having a child born with a birth 
defect. 

- 

Arlene Formisano 
608 Edel Avenue 
Mqywood, N. J. 07607 
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June 1, 1994 
- 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

We reject your desire to be allowed to "clean" only to a 
level of 15 pci/g but you will make a best effort to approach 
the 5 pci/g where possible. From Maywood's experience with 

DOE we cannot trust you for a best effort if it would cost 
more than you like. 

Also we reject having 15 pci/g material remain since it means 
the site properties will be subject to restrictions probably 
forever which is certain to also have an effect on adjoining 
property values. i . 
We reject also any need for delay to do a 5 pci/g clean up if 
you are directed to stop manufacturing any more delays. 

cc: Carol Browner, EPA 
Hazel O 'Leary, DOE Secretary 
Governor Christie Whitman 
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Dear Mrs Cange, 

Enclosed is a flyer I received at the Maywood Sidewalk Sale 
several weeks ago. 

First let me say I object to your soil washing and pile 
removal plan instead of a 5 pCi/g clean up which seems to 
have been conducted at other superfund sites. 

The flyer quotes your Mr. Seay that EPA could come in and ' 
continue the DOE's efforts without interruption and DOE would ~_ 
not fight to keep the project and would do what Congress 
tells you. 

Since you are pleading shortage of funding, let EPA take over 
the project with funding from their superfund and the 
responsible party. 

Yours truly, 

CC: Governor Whitman 



I * 
-1 . Ihe Shopper News February 26. 1992 ..mbp 

DC!E lead thori-tirir clearway EPA could 
- 

._-- .-._.__ 
By CHRIS MElOEXSERG 
01 De sboggtr acrs we didn’t fight against taking-‘ 

this project and I'm sure the 
MAYWOOD - A U.S. Depart- 

ment of Energy (DOE) ofJicia1 :’ ‘. -. *’ 
DOE is not going to fight to keep 
i”)kt$ki like this because we 1 1.7688 

DOE’s feelings would be hurt at 
all.” he added. 

Environmenti Protection 
Agenq (EPA) - if that is what 
lawmakers and residents want. 

%‘e do cxnctly what Con- 
grcss tells us, said William 
Stay. with the DOE’s ‘Oak 
Ridge, Term. operations oflice. 

formation pertaining to the 
thorium study, and oversees 
the process. 

___-.. . _.-- ^ ..-_-. +--e- -----. ... . .- - 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS EXCERPTED FROM TAPED MEETING BETWEEN MAYWOOD CONCERNED 
CITIZENS AND N.J. DEP OFFICIALS HELD ON OCTOBER 24, 1985 IN OUR LADY OF QUEEN 
PEACE SCHOOL, MAYWOOD, N.J. 

AMONG THOSE ALSO.,PRESENT:- BOB.ATKINS.fDOE~ ---BECHTEL's'MR. CROTWELL - ".' 
MAYWOOD's ADVISOR: DR. VAN PELT, HEALTH PHYSICIST 

VOICES ANSWERING QUESTIONS ARE THOSE OF ARNOLD SCHIFFMAN AND 
DR. JORGE BERKOWITZ of DEP - - - - a - s - ._ - _ _ - - _ _ 

NOLAN: "If DOE tries to make the site permanent, what do you do? 
What does the State do? 

BERKOWITZ: "If DOE tries to make the site permanent - I think the State of NJ 
proceeds to pursue what actions if feels is responsible action 
that would be consistent with its position, and that basically 
means that it doesn't accept it - it fights it." 

NOLAN: "Can it fight the government?" , 
BERKOWITZ: “It sure can." 
NOLAN: "If DOE leaves and they have threatened that they would leave, 

we - at least our officials have told us that.. .” 
SCHIFEXAN: "Wha.t happens to, tie,. clean up activity?“- ’ s. .. 

NOLAN: “What does the State then do, as far as...” 
SCHIFFMAN: “I think the State's position is..." 
Interruption By: 

BERKOWITZ: "It will have to be cleaned up. 
It is a Superfund site as well as a FUSRAP site and as such, 
it has it be cleaned up. 
Not only does it say that - the DEP says it has to.be cleaned up - 
the United States EPA (says it) has to be clearied up. And it is 
our responsibility to clean up the site irrespective of what funds 
clean it up." 

SHIFFMAN: "That's right - that's the answer. 
* * * * * 



June 6, 1994 

Dear Miss Cange, 

Last year DOE'S proposed alternative was phased 

action and offsite disposal, but EPA said your clean-up 

should be 5 pci/g, not 5-15 pci/g. After almost a year, 

EPA was "persuaded" to agree to the non-health based 

5-lS.standard. 

EPA reviewed your April 1993 draft proposed plan- 

feasibility study and enviornmental impact statement. I 

read Mr. Gratz's May 21st 1993 letter to you. 

So where is the proposed plan for clean up? Now 

it's on the back burner. Now it's the pile and soil 

washing. 

We say No Thank You. - It's time to start digging and 

dump all the wastes in Utah. 

$p=&-~ze 

Cesare J. Parodi 

Ethel J. Parodi 
57 Belle Avenue 
Maywood, N.J. 07607 
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578 Palmer Avenue 
Maywood, New Jersey 07607 

June 6, 1994 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration-Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Attn: Susan Cange, Site Manager 
Former Sites Restoration Division' 

Gentlemen: 

As residents and home owners in Maywood, 
very concerned about the health not only 
all residents of Maywood. 

New Jersey, we are 
of our family but of 

We are not interested in any soil washing. lu'e feel the only 
step to= taken is to remove the thorium and soil below the 
thorium pile. It should be taken to a permanent dump site 
OUT OF MAYWOOD. 

Dorothy Era&o 
,.I' 

cl' 

- 
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622 Haywood Avenue - 
Hayvood, Hew Jersey 07687 

June 4, 1994 

U.S. Departm ent of Energy 
Form er Sites Restoration Dfvision 
A ttr Susan H. Cnage, Site M anager 
P .O. BOX 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Dear Ms . Cange, 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter to the Editor of the Our 
Town Newspaper, M arch 31, 1994, writted by Louise Torell. 

I believe every paragraph should be included in your report 
of citizen's com m ents made on what you call an EE/CA for the 
contam inated pile of soil in Haywood. 

I totally agree with Ms . Tore11 so consider them  my com m ents 
as well. 

Is it not long overdue for M aywood to finally be Hazardous 
free? 

How could the E .P.A. agree to a 15 Pci/G when they have yet 
to find out hoti it could effect the residents in the com m unity. 
How could the D.O.E. do the same? 

I do not want any of the soil left in my  town. The entire 
pile should be excavated and rem oved perm anently! 

Sincere1 y, 
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U.S. Department of Energy 
For Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Rs: Xaywood Site - Proposed cleanup of the Storage Pile 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

We have been residents of Maywood for 6 years. We have a 
small child and are deeply concerned about this so called interim 
storage site. In reading various articles and hearing various 
conversations within the town, we were under the impression that 
this storage pile was going to be removed. We have recently 
learned that there is a proposal to wash the soil. We are 
completely against this for the fear of endangering our health and 
also for our home depreciating in value because of this. 

Maywood is nothing but a residential area, there are no high- 
risers, no big businesses or factories, therefore we totally 
disagree when we are told that Maywood is not a residential area. 
We think it is inexcusable that our health and our child&s health 
be put in danger. 

Sincerely, 

Robert & Lisa Fiscina 
47 West Grove Avenue 
Maywood, New Jersey 07607 





- Parodi . . . 

I Dcu Editor - 
By waiting a week on your 

thotiutn birthday present ar- 

I tide. you could hvc aawd 
CongrKsmM “rrialutf~ 
atrane anbarrassm 
asked him what’s row on? 
%‘ho is pawring whom? 

You quoted him on March 
21. standing by tbc pile that 
he created. on the Maywood 
lntcritn storage site (MISS) 
he helped crea:e via an agree- 
ment between the Depart- J ment of Energy (DOE) and 
Stepan Company. Without a 
MISS! +e huprdous wastcf 
would hove ban shtpp~0 
elsewhere just like at Mont- 
cl&. ‘Glen Ridge, West 
Orange. ac. YK. excavate 
and dispose out OF state. ‘The 
NJ Department of Environ- 
mental protatlon Md F.ner- 
gy (NJDEPE) plan for May- 

: wood was used for Mont- 
clair instead. You sutcd that 
forricelli said the pile 
removal will take two to three 

1 yoarsmdDOEwillnlw.sebs 
’ plans In May for all the 

wastes beneath the MISS and 
a various residential and 

I, 
commercial properties in 
Maywood, Rochelle Park, 

J- an d Lodi. 
Mura. thu DOE plans to A-_-. _.-. - ~~ _ 

use a “soil washing”proccss 
to aparae and reduce vol- 
gne OF contamination fro-m. 
dund.Apnx+trthataur: 
‘nor work a the Montclair 

Montclair1 
I Fiidly. you said Tonicdli I 1 made a&axes that it is 

both the DOE and hi inten- 
tion to sa to lt that the &an 

, L up be carried out to the high- 
1 en Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) standards. 
But thra days later, on 

, 

s 

Much 24, Senator Lautcn- 
( berg announced that EPA 

and DOE had now agreed on. 
“strict” cleanup guidelines of 
5 pci/g above background For 
residential prop&a and 1S 
pd/g for commercial/gov- 
crnment areas of the site. The 

rcsidctuials are in Lodf and 
Mdlt Park. T&n there 
will be ‘%mcccmiblc” pro- 
p&es. like under build&+ 
WtlkhWillbCiglSORdUtltll 
they arc danolished in the 
future or othcmisc. If aoil 
wxhlng worked. the soil kft 
behInd uu be wnuminacd 
u high K IJ p&g. vdth no 
limits under the buildiigr. 
mls along with unranedi- 
ucd soils under buildings, 
Mayvoodwinachrnoed 
from an Intaim Storage Sic 
to I Permanent Disposal site. 
But they promised Eve-year 
reviews to insure human 
health remains “protected”? 

?hc state cleanup standard 
is 5 pci/g and NJEPA and 
USSEPA had clearly proven 
thu IS p&g is nor I health 
based standard and cited 
cancer risks involved. 

As late u November 1993. 
sia months after the May- 
wood diiute stmcd. the 
EPA issued the action crimria 
for a West Chicago site, with 
the same kind of waste. They 
cited the law to prove J pci/g 
is a health based standard for 
&atmp of the residential 
lrcas including commerical. 
institutional and municipal 
properties. And that IS pci/g 
is not a health based stan- 
dard! But on March 24 the 
New York EPA acting ad- 
ministrator caved in by ignor- 
ing the EPA’s own health 

, 
. s$x. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,v.v.% . . . . . . -...I.‘.:.~-~:.:.:.~~.~.~~. . . . . . . . . . . *a. 

shipment of dl wastes direct 

Jd 
insist now that these positions 
be rcfltctcd in the DOE pro- 
posed pIan unless they dis- 
agree with Mr. Tomicelli as 
Senator kutenbcrg does. 

Siiccrely. 
Chuck Parodi 

48 WKt Grove 

. I 
based Facts. Who is rapomj- 
ble? An i@gatiol, is m 
o~&r;,,La s cdI it Bpck- / 

Dur state officials must 
stand fum. Our focal officials 
must urge the NJDEPE to in- 
sist on a 5 pci/g cleanup Of d 
contzminatcd soil wherever it 
is. and the County and State 
Boards of Heahh as well! Mr. 
Torticclli said. “1 will be 
working closely with both 
departments to ensure that 
the concerns of the citizens of 

So bq it: Excavate and dis- 
pose a Entirocue, Utah. 
No unproven soil washing 
delay. No more interim or 
permanent disposal site. 

/ 
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June 1, 1994 - 

U.S. Department of Energ{ 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
Attr Susan H. Cange, Site Hanager 
P.O. Box 2001 

'Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Dear Hs. Cange; 

I am opposed to your plan of soil washing and tests. If the 
soil washing works, it is logical to assume that the contaminated 
soil would be left in Havwood. Some of that soil is from Lodi and 
Rochelle .Park and I sure you are aware that Haywood strongly 
opposes this. Still you ask for comments. 

In a copy of Hazardous Waste News Y371, it reports "A higher 
prevalence of birth defects and liver disease among persons living 
near a thorium waste disposal site in Wayne, New Jersey". YOU 
want to wash and 'leave the soil in Wayne, too. Naywood has the 
same kind of waste. I can't help but wonder what the consequences 
for the people of Haywood will be. Has a proper study of possible 
health risks ever been conducted? In my opinion, there are no 
acceptable levels of radioactivity.- 

It also says "There is a move afoot now in Washington and in 
the mass media to divert attention away from the problem of toxic 
wastes. The goal seems to be to cut funding for the Federal 
Superfund Program of toxic waste cleanup. It seems clear that 
such a move, if successful, will result in increased health costs 
for the American people." What will be Haywood's costs be? 

Is President Clinton in favor of this? Maywood and Wayne ARE 
NOT. Wove u the soil out as promised and promised, or move the 
D.O.E. out land let E.P.A. or the state manage it. 

Very truly yours, 

i//I &5.&b' 22 
A. M. Pacciani 

C/C President Clinton 
Governor Christine Whitman 



June $1995 1.9 7 6.8.8 

- 

Susan Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Dept. of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 l-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

I am pleased that the Department of Energy is committed to 
removing the contaminated soil in Maywood. However, I am 
quite displeased with the option of soil washing possibly to be 
undertaken in such a densely populated region. There is only one 
safe alternative and that is the removal by excavation and 
shipment to a permanent storage site. 

The people of Maywood deserve the safest removal . Maywood 
cannot take any more risk to the health of its citizens . 

Sincerely, 

Annette Schmidt 
97 Belle Avenue 
Maywood, NJ 07607 



June 8, .1994 1.1 76 86 

Susan M. Cange 
JH Itl ‘9 OS dI( q 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

- 

Re: Maywood Interim Storage Site 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

In Response to the proposed soil washing of the contaminated soil located 
in Maywood, New Jersey, GIVE US A BREAK !I! The figures and ideas represented 
as to the soil washing are nothing short of a scam. Any person associated 
with this type of situation and a reasonable intellect can see that. This 
is nothing more than a pacifying maneuver in which a feeble attempt is being - 
made to silence the people who are'directly affected by this. What they are 
doing is risking human lives to save few dollars. 

8.; 

il 

i 1 

Years ago, they said that the site was not a problem. Then they said if they 
bury it, it wouldn't be a problem. Then after determining how dangerous it 
really is, they came up with the correct answer. 
and dispose of it. 

Remove it in it's entirety 
Now they say, it's not that bad, if we wash it we can make 

it safe and in the mean time save some money. -How absurd ! With all the time 
and effort spent on this issue so far, if they would have just removed it as 
origanlly planned it would be gone and done with instead of wasting more time 
and money. We could use the resources for more practical ideas. As has beeh 
shown in the pass, these new "revelations" of safety limits in regards to the 
soil washing proposed, will again be found to be err6neous and once again we 
will be right back where we started wasting more time and finances but more 
importantly exposing and risking human lives needlessly. I say why not just 
dispose of it and be done with it. It’s the only logical way and the only 
RIGHT thing to do. 

Ms. Cange, it is easy for people who are not directly affected by this nuclear 
poison to sit back and say "don't worry, everything will be fine". As a life- 
long resident of Maywood, not only is my physical health, livelihood and property 
value under a direct assault, most importantly my childrens futures and their 
childrens futures are at risk. For less money than they waste on bogus govern- 

-ment studies and programs, you can dispose of and be done with once and for all 
with this most dangerous situation for which there is ultimately only one 
solution, REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF COMPLETELY !!! We all know this is the RIGHT 
thing to do. 

cc: Carol Browner (EPA) 
Hazel O'Leary (DOE) 
Governor Whitman 
Senator Lautenberg 

w 
83 Belle'Avenue 
Maywood, N.J 07607 



David & Michele Hohues 1.1 76 88 
605 Oak Avenue 

Maywood, NJ 07607-1515 
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- 

June 4,1994 

h43.susanrvf.cange,siteManager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723 

Re: NOT “HAPPY” 
Proposed Cleanup of the Maywood I@erim Storage Site 

DearM.s.Cange - 

Firstly, we do not shsre your happiness regarding the DOE’S proposal to coasider volume 
reduction treatment as an option. 

I 
1 

% 

The yolume reduction is nothing more than “soil washi@ which is an unproven cleaning 
method. As you well know in prekninsry ~expcriments, perfiicd by your department in 
conjunction with the EPA, there is no guarantee that a level of 5 picocurie3 can bc achieve4i. 
The soil wsshing, at best, may clean to a level bctwccn 5 and 15 picocurics. It is unconzionable 
that the DOE would permit such a site to exist so close to a community recreational facility 

I 
i 

fkquentcd by children, let alone rcsi&ntia! homts. The EPA supports the established uhealth 

i 
based” level of less than or‘qual to 5 picocurics. Why should we accept anything less? 

il 
Secondly, the value of real estate will dectease in Maywood as a result of the site having gone 
through an ‘bppmmP DOE remediation. I believe you are aware of the Wo Further Action” 
(NFA) #tes being published in the Compr&ensive Site List. We do not appreciate the 

k 

“American DrcanP being tampered with or destroyed. 

Thirdly, wean:positivetbatifthtbazardousmaterialwasexcavattdanddispasedof~thc 

p: 
onset the cost would have been far less than the mismanaged tab currently being run up. We 
assure you this is one cause worth lighting. 

David&Mi~~eHolmes - 
Maywood Residents 



- 

, 
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June 5, 1994 

Dear Ms. Cange, 
- 

I am against your soil washing plan for the following 
reasons: 

1. Noise levels will probably be higher than Maywood's 
noise code 

2. Your "cleaned soil fl after soil washing can't be 
placed back into the pile immediately, meaning more piles 
being formed and more contaminated dust getting into the air, 

3. Most likely, Maywood would become a soil washing 
regional center for other surrounding t.owns (if soil washing 
worked) due to the size of the soil washing machine needed 
for this site and because of the DOE's attempt to cut costs. 

In closing, please record my comments in the public 
comment section of your report. You can also send me a 
written reply to these questions, 
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- 

DearMs. Susan Cange, 

Your FUSRAP Update 
for your MISS pile 

flyer says you seek public comment 
clean-up plan. This flyer says: 

Data reviewed 
level was met 

have shown that 5 pCi/g 
in the majority of- 

cleanup efforts where the standard was 
15 pCi/g. 

Please mail me this data you based this statement on. 
I believe the only way this could have been achieved 
is by removal- not soil washing. 

Did you reach this health based standard of 5 pCi/g 
in your Montclair cleanup? 

I feel, after speaking with members of the Maywood 
Concerned Citizens, that your statements have been misleading 
in the past and that this is another .example via this 
slick public relations flyer. The costs of this flyer should 
have gone to paying for . . . 

COMPLETE & IWEDIATE PILE REMOVAL!!! , 

Please make this letteti part of your public corrments 
section in your report. 

Sincerely, 



The DOE Public Information 
Center and I are celebrating our 
second year as part of the 
Maywood community. A lot has 
happened for me and the Infor- 
mation Center during that short 
time. 

The opening day was April 9, 
1992; I had no idea what to 
expect It was a slow stab In the 
beginning, the questions asked 
most often by Visitors were ‘What 
b this place?” and “What do you 
do here?” When I explained the 
administrative record, the infor- 
mation repository, available fact 
sheets, and the history of the 
Maywood Interim Storage Site, 
they were amazed at the amount 
of information that was available. 
Some have sent their children to 
the Information Center to do their 
term papers. Many residents have 

come in with questions and 
concerns that are serious and 
important to them. They want 
answers right away, and the 
Information Center offers them 
someone to speak to. Some 
visitors have other concerns-they 
ask for bus schedules, doctors’ 
addresses, state agency phone 
numbers, and even a glass of 
water.. 

My two years at the Inforrna- 
tion Center have exceeded my 
expectations. It is satisfying when 
college students who come in to 
work on a term paper are sur- 
prised at the information amil- 
able, and it’s very rewarding to 
help people find answers to ’ helped me to learn a lot about 
questions of great concern to the history of Maywood. 
them. And helping the historical tf you haven’t had a chance 
committee prepare a presentation to visit the Information Center 
for the Maywood Sidewalk Sale yet I hope you will! 

Site Cleanup Criteria Resolved 
In March, DOE and EPA agreed on the cleanup ment properties will be removed to attain a levei of 

criteria to be used for radioactive contamination no more than 15 ptilg above background, with a 
at the Maywood site. further goal of 5 pCi/g above background to be met 

After much discussion and analysis, the 
agencies agreed that 
cleanup criteria will be 
determined based on site- 
specific risk analysis for 
different land uses. 

‘Residential properties 
will be cleaned to 
5 picocuries per gram 
(pciig) above the natu- 
rally occurring level of 
background radiation in 
the area. Soils greater 
than six inches deep on 
commercial and govern- 

where possible. Data reviewed have shown that 
the 5 pCi/g level was met in 
the majority of cleanup 
efforts where the standard 
was 15 pCiig. Risk analysis, 
using very conservative 
assumptions, has shown 
that these levels are protec- 
tive of human health and 
the environment. 

.With these criteria, 
cleanup efforts at the 
Maywood site should 
proceed in a timely, safe, 
and cost-effective manner. 



480 Hill Street 
Maywood, NJ 07607 
June 7, 1994 

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Dept. of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

I was glad to read that the State of New Jersey refused 

to approve your so called clean-up Plan. 

I also oppose your plans includihg this soil washing 

business and especially not cleaning up to the State standard. 



J5x 15 8cswH 
June 3,1994 

- 

Ms. Susan Canget 

I am a 76 year old senior and have lived In Maywood for over 

41 years. I lost my wife 2 years ago and my son takes care 

of my home for me. 

This home Is all I hese and I don't want it poisoned by this 

Thorium pile anymore. You 'have promised-it's disposal for as 

long as I can remember and I want it removed. 

My home Is my only in+estment and by leaving contaminated soil 

in Mayuood under lSpCilg, you make Maywood a permanent waste 

site and hence lower my home value. 

Thank you for your attention. . 

Kr.Angelo Caso 
428 Poplal Ave. 
Maywoad, N.J. 
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June 8, 1994 

Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Dib ision 
P.O. Box 200 1 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 l-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange, 

As a homeower and resident of Maywood I am witing with re8ards to the cleanup of 
the storage pile located at the Maywood lnterrm Storage Site. The recent statements 
attributed to Mr. Nick Martone, the state Department of Environmental Protection and 
Enerp site manager calling the DOE’s cleanup plan “dangerous to the public” as reported 
in The Record newspaper has me deeply concerned. As you are aware, Maywood is 
mostly a residential communit?;, not a commercial district, and as such, the I5 picocuries 
of radiation per gram standard used for commercial areas should not apply to the 

.- proposed cleanup program for Maywood. I would hope that the DOE, together with the 
EPA, could formulate a process and procedure for the removal of thorium-tainted soil in 
Maywood taking care to protect the safety and health of the citizens they serve. 

Sincerely, 

/ JohnM. ho 
77 Lenox Avenue 
Maywood, N.J. 07607 
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23 Stelling Avenue 
Maywood, N.J. 07607 
June 6, 1994 

- 
Susan M. Cange 
Site Manager 
U;S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

As a life long resident of Maywood who has chosen to raise my 
children in the same town in which I grew up, it is with much 
alarm that I have read of your agency's recent proposed solution 
regarding the contaminated thorium soil stored at the Maywood 
Interim Storage Site. 

Your tentative plan to implement volume reduction treatment (soil 
washing) as. a means to solve Maywood's thorium problem is totally 
unacceptable. There is no guarantee that soil washing will- 
effectively remove all the contaminants from the site. There is 
no doubt, however, that shipping the entire pile to the Utah 
storage site will. When carcinogenic materials are involved, 
every citizen has the right to expect his government to guarantee 
their total removal. This is the only way to ensure the 
elimination of the potential health risks associated with these ._. 
deadly materials. Thank you for your consideration in this 
matter. 

Sincerely, - 



It ’ 
.I 

u 
u 
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June 5, 1994 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

I am enclosing a picture from the newspaper showing how 
property in Glen Ridge, New Jersey, is cleaned. 

There is no reason you cannot do the same for the Lodi 
properties and no need for years of delay with your soil 
washing plan. 

Just bag it and start getting it out. You are not going to 
dump some of your surrounding- contaminated soils from nearby 
towns in Maywood. 



- 

11768 
. 

:m an environmental cleanup concern removing rodiooctive soil from the yard of a home 
on Lorroine Street in Glen Ridge 



l-l 
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June 2, 1994 

Ms. Cange: 

I have seen page 34 in your book about the pile removal 
and soil washing. 

Surely you-are aware tha' L tiut mayor and council have 
notified you and the EPA that they oppose soil washing and 
leaving wastes behind and want a 5 pc'i/g clean up. 

Your page.34 states the removal with option would be 
conducted only with the approval of the*affected local 
authorities. That kills soil washing! 

What about removal with the 5-15 level.? Are you going to 
again defy Maywood officials and residents? We will not roll 
over to, your arrogance. It is 5 pci/g or say good by! 

Yours truly, 

q$3&%7Fn_.b ~ 

cc: President Clinton 
Governor Whitman 



I.1 76 88 
4.2.2 Availability of Services and Materials 

Availability does not apply to Alternative 1, the no-action alternative. The services and 
ib 

1 I 
materials required to implement.Altematives 2 and 3 are readily available. -- 

- \ 
4.2.3 Administrative Feasibility 

i.l Administrative feasibility considerations include the potential of a proposed action to 

t! 

achieve response objectives and to satisfy state and local concerns. These concerns include 
permitting and interagency cooperation, public and occupational safety, transportation factors, 
impacts on land use and values, compIiance with policies and requirements, and public 
acceptance. The NCP specifies that a formal community relations plan be developed to provide 
information to the public and to obtain public comment. A site-specific community relations 
plan has been developed for the Maywood site (BNI 1992). 

; ! 
1 State and local authorities and citizens have indicated a strong preference for removal of 

the MISS waste storage pile. Since Alternatives 2 and 3 achieve this objective, they are 
. 

1 

expected to have favorable administrative feasibility. Alternative 1 would not address these 
concerns. Short-term negative impacts on the community ‘would include traffic and noise 
associated with removal, treatment, and transportation of the contaminated materials under 

L 

Alternatives 2 and 3; these impacts would be minimized by conducting all activities according 
to pertinent regulatory requirements, by using good engineering practices, and through an active 
community relations program. 

1’ 
-1 No administrative feasibility issues are anticipated with respect to commercial disposal 

of the waste. The waste volume associated with this proposed removal action would be a small - 

3 
fraction of the total waste capacity of the commercial disposal facility. 

- 
communications would be maintained with the public, local-media, EPA, and state r&d local 
officials, as specified in the community relations plan for the site (BNI 1992). 

‘4.3 COST 

z 
’ i 

The costs of alternatives are considered only in a comparative manner to determine if the 
cost of one alternative is much greater than that ‘of another alternative of similar effectiveness. 

I 
General estimates of potential costs for each alternative can be compared to permit a screening 
according to relative costs. Funds from DOE, not from EPA’s Superfund, would be used to 
implement the proposed removal action. Because ‘the proposed action would be completed 
within a short time, present value considerations would not appreciably affect cost estimates; 
cost estimates for this analysis assume no discount or escaJation. 
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June 1, 1994 

3ear Mrs. Cange: 

If you were allowed to soil wash, would you include the chemical 
wastes in building 76? Tell us what kind of chemicals and the 
locations.where they were found. (See attached memo from Mary 
Car ton 1. 

Why was waste removed from the 560 drums and the drums disposed 
of? 

Did you label the LSA boxes the same as the drum labels before 
disposal of the drums? 

Do you think anybody is going to believe your ALARA pitch? With 
the D.O.E. it is A-L-A-R-M! 

Just dig up the wastes and ship it out like the state of New 
Jersey says ! 

I seriously wonder if we are living in a safe area due to this 
pile. Maybe a cancer study should be conducted to see if our health 
is being threatened. Thank God for the Concerned Citizens! 

Sincerely, 

cc: Mr. Shinn, NJ EPA 
Gov . C. Whitman 



June 2, 1994 
Susan M. Cage, Site Manager 
~yrJood= 

Dear Mrs. Cage: 

Your DOE has said it has not decided whether to pursue the responsible party 

or parties in Maywood and Wayne, New Jersey. However your 1994-1998 five year 

plan report states, " another law that DOE must canply with is the &nprehehsive 

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability ACT (CEXCLA), or "Superfund.lt 

Its goals are to identify and clean up sites contaminated with hazardous waste 

and see that the responsible parties pay for damages zind cleanupP 

I want to kmw from the DOE Secretary how and why the DOE can ignore the 

law cited in their own report and switch the costs to the taxpayer funds? 

Then they have the nerve to say soil washing and a 5 - 15 less strict, 

clean up level will save the taxpayeps money??? 

So I amopposed toyourEE/CA plan and your 5 - 15 planand Idenmdan 

investigation as to why taxpayers are paying for the Thorium clean up 

instead of the responsible party. 

cc: Hazel O'Leary (DOE) 

San Lautenberg 

cov. whim 

U.S. Attorney General Reno 



- 

June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan dange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE propos,al with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

The 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated _. . _. . - in their 

soil. It seems apparent that this iSSUe is a political one ._ 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 



-- 

June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

to me 
Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 

to send to you for your solicitation of comments on 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 

the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The 
in their 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
\ 

soil. 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 

It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 
since budgets are estimated through the political process 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics'of 
superfund? 
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I! Ms. Cange, -- 

We received a copy of a paper called Hazardous Waste News #37L 

from the Concerned Citizens of Maywood. What does DOE say or do about 

3 
this? 

i: 

Persons living near a thorium waste site are at higher risk and 

the government wants to cut funding for clean ups. That is what is 

9' J going on in Maywood with your soil washing business that does not take 

out all the wastes. 

-1 a- You still would leave wastes but you would cut the costs of moving 

wastes out at the expense of the health level of the clean-up site. 

II. 

'\1 

What Maywood wants is the Government Agency that can and will - -- 

clean up the area. That is not the Dept. of Energy! 

I 

I 
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June 3, 1994 

Dear Miss Camge, 

'I am opposed to'your soil washing tests and pile 
WW.lVpV"‘l --..".--a Especially if yo-ur soil wasting worked! You wouid 
leave part of the contaminated soils in Maywood. You would 
even try to do this with soils from Lodi and Rochelle Park' 
and you know for a fact Maywood strongly opposes this. Yet 
still you ask for comments! 

In a copy of Hazardous Waste News #371 it reports 
"A Higher prevalence of birth defects and liver disease among 
persons living near a thorium waste disposal site in Wayne, 
N-J." I believe.you want to soil wash and leave contaminated 
soils regardless of what the nearby residents and local 
authorities desire. 

It also says- "There is a move afoot now in Washington 
and in the mass media to divert attention away from the 
problem of toxic wastes. The goal seems to be cut funding for 
the federal superfund program of toxic waste clean up. It 
seems clear that such a move, if successful will result in 
increased costs for the American people." 

Is President Clinton in favor of this? Maywood and Wayne 
are not! Move it out as promised and promised, or move POE 
out and let EPA or state manage the site. 

Governor Whitman 
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Providing news and resources for environmental justice - January 6,1&t 1.1 76 8t 
. . . 

Several studies of industrial’dumps and 
inated water supplies during the last decad 
reported adverse health effects among esposed humaa 
populations.’ fhe principal health findings in&de: 

9 Significantly reduced stature (height) for a given 
rge among children who lived near Love Ca 
chemical waste dump in Nia ara Falls 

l, the 
,&g li --pared 

tq a i4pttml group of ch~ en vtng her from the 

CliEMlCALS AND HEALTH-Part 3 
arthritis; heart problems (angina [chest pain) & 

I heart attacks); muscle we&nes~ ,in arms on d Iegq 
tremors, cramps, and spasms; headaches; dins 

* lethargy; balance problems; and mood svmptok 
(anxiety, depression, insomnia, irritability, and rwku. 
ness 
Site. b compared to populations living funhcr [rotn the 

Recall bias was examined and rejected as ;he 
source of these problems. - . 

l A ntrvey of 2039 persons in 606 households 
living ne31 the Striogfellow Acid Pits in Riverside 
COUOLY, California revealedsignificantly elewated rates 
for the following conditions: ear infections: bronchitis; 
Uthms; angioa [chest painl; skin rzshes; blurred 
vision: pain in the can; daily cough for more than a 
moath; nausw,.&eguent d&rhea; unsteady gait; and 
frequent urination.? .._. =alI bias was cxarn5ncd and 
rejected as the wuse of these problems. is a naturally-occurring radioactive element processed 

on this site by a private firm under contract to the old 
Atomic Energy Cdmmission, oow called the Depart- 

of Energy.) 
l Low birth weight and birth defects in California 

children born in census tracts having waSte disposal 
ites.’ C 

l Enlargement of the liver (hepatomegaly) and 
ahnormal liver function tests reported in residents 
exposed to solvents from, a to& waste dump in 
Hcwdcram Cou tv l D4c”. errnatltls, respiratory irritation. neurologic 
symptoms and pancreatic cancer at 7 waste disposal 
sires.’ 

. Significantly elevated rateS of illness, including 
chronic kidacy disease. svoke. hypertension [high 
bled pressure], heart disease, anemia, snd skincanccr 
in a poputntion exposed to toxic metals (cadmium and 
lead) from mine wastes in Galena, Kansas.’ 

l Leukemia (cancer of the blood-forming cells) 
among a group of children drinking water tonramina- 
ted with industrial sohents in Woburn. Masr. In 
addition, a study of 4936 pregnanaes and 5018 resi- 
dcnrr of Woburn aged 18 or youngyr revvcaled signifi- 
cant positive associations between muke of contami- 
nated water and birth’ defects of the central nemous 
system, eve. tar, and face (e.g.. :I& p&iC), x5 weil as 
abnormaiitics of the chromosomes.’ 

o In Lowell, Mass., a group of 1M9 people living 
1200 feet trom a large chemical wY:e dump was 
higher in self-reported comp!aints of whceu’ng, short- 
ncss of breath, couglL and persistent cold+ irrcnular 
heart beat: coastant fatigue and bowel tlysfim~ion, 
compared to people living 2 and 3 times ;1s far from 
the dump? This study examined the possibility of 
recall bi;u (people ~clccrivcly remembering health 
problems, or chemical e..osurrs) and concluded that 
recall bias did no: emlain the findines. 

l In Hamilton, ‘Ontario. a stud; of pcoplc who 
lived and/or worked near an industrial dump revealed 
significantly elevated rates of the following conditions: 
bronchitis; difficulty breathing. cough; skin r&x 

l In TucAArizona a studv of 707 children born 
with he~defe&~~aled th& 35% of them were 
born to parents living in a part of the city where the 
water supply was contaminated with industrial solvents 
(trichloroethylene FCE], and dichtiroethylene). ‘Ihe 
rate of birth dcfccts of the heart was three times as 
high among people drinking the contaminated water, 
compared to 
nated water.j P eop!e in Tucson not drinking contami- 

l A study of 296 women urperiencicg a spontan- 
eous abortion during the first 27 weeks of pregnsacy, 
rtimpared to 1391 women hatig live binhs, revcaIcd 
an association benvcen spontaaco*;s :&::.?ix md 
drinking water contaminants (d<~cc:~>!t ic=*rls of 
mercurv, or high levels of arsenic. ;~z.i::ic.z~ a>r! 
silica).” 

l Residents of Byaum, North Car~;Iz. a!ri&:g 
raw river water contaminated by industriai ani! +x1- 
tural chemicals, have developed canccrz 1.4 co 2.6 
rimes more often than expected.” 9 

c 

To summarize: Epidemiological studier UIXIO~ 
prove a cause and effect rclatfonship. NcverQe.lrss. 
avni!atle information indicates tha: hztrdous waste 
dumps can harm. and have harmed, humam living 
nearby. Likewise, contaminated water supplies have 
harmed people. 

The problem of waste dumps is continuing to grow: 
As Ihe National Research Council of the National 
Academy of Sciences said in 1991, ‘A limited number 
of cpidcmiologic studies indiutc that increased rates 
of birth defects. spontaneous abortion, neurofogic 
impairment, and cancer have occuricd in some resi- 
dential populations exposed to hazardous w;lstes. We 
arc cbnccmed that olher populations at risk might not 
have been adequately idcntificd.* And the Council 
said, “Millions of toas of hazardous materials are 
slowly migrating imo groundwater in arcs whcr: they 
COdi post probienrs in the future, even though 
current risks could be negligiile.“” 

IThere is a move afoot now in Washington, ~-4 in 
1 the [I‘.SSS media, to divert attention way from the 
I/- 

! 2 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the follcwing reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The 
in their 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money -_ budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one ~ 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 
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June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form  letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed c,lean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil N  with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one 

since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



- 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

to me 
Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 

to send.to you for your solicitation-of comments on 
proposed clean up of the May-wood pile. I am opposed to the 

the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complied with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. ._ 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one 

since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

. 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site'Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

The 
in their 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated . soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 

since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics qf 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



June 5, 1994 

Dear Ms. Cange, Site Manager, 

1.1 76 6; 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter to the editor from the 
OUR TOWN newspaper of March 31, 
Louise Torell. 

1994, and was written by a 
I believe every paragraph should be included 

in your report of conunents made on what you call an EE/CA for 
the pile in Maywood. 

I totally agree with Mrs. Tore11 so consider the 
comments made by her mine as well. Isn't it long overdue 
the people of Maywood to be free of this hazardous waste 
pile? 

for 

How could the EPA agree to 15 pci/g clean up standard 
when they have yet to find where it could be used in 
residential communities? 

How could the DOE do the same? 



i 1 

Your artlde Iast Thursday 
read ‘Thotium Rcmovpl To 
Begin in Fall” and reported 
Cmgresmm TorricdIi gave 
~~~uranccs ihat both the 
Department of Energy 
WOE) and !A kt3xka Is iii 
see that the deanup be-car- 
ried but to the highest envi- 
ronmcntaI prowction agency 
standards. 
. . That would mean a clcan- 
up to SPci/G above back- 
ground. The site managers 
Jeffrey Gratz. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), 
aad Nick Manon. NJ Dc- 
partmcnt of. Environmental 
Pro’tection rad Energy 
(NJDEPE), have both clearly 
mtablishcd that J PcVG ic the 
health-based standard and 1s 

.,&SO is bat applicable and 
q~.protcctive enoughIll 
-.,.-Also Ronald T. Corcory 
(1 l/10/93) replying for. Act- 
ing Commissioner Jeanne 
Fox (NJDEPE) said the 
NJDEPE has gone on record 
stating support for the 5 
Pci/G cleanup and on record 
aIs for, all wastes generated 
by the cleanup be disposed of 
at an Out*f-state facility. 

A NJDEPE. July lS, 1993 
letter stared the same posi- L / 
thS for the Wayne site 
cleanup. 

_ . _---e- 

In November. 1993. Con- 
gresswoman Roukcma wrote 
to DOE Secretary. O’Leary 
over the cleanup process. She 

J 

J 

urged safeguarding . public 
health and that the concerns 
of the local residents be 
addressed. 

I hope alI our OffSalS will 
loudly imd’publicly demand a 
S’Pci/G clcanua standard of 
alI contaminateh soils. A per-. 
mamnt cleanup is nmrrary 
to gti,uff.the NPL Superfund.. 
List. 

A Ma-that ‘is fmtiy 
hazardoitiwaste free will be 
of bcncjfr-‘t@$l. ~Aftcr 14 
years we ~dcsc&% cl&nup - 
not a political comdromise. 

Louise Torell 
. 415 Bergen 

.&ater Vincent Pitruuello, 
USEPA Region II. wrote on 
October 15, 1993, and as- 
sured the Concerned Citi- 
xms of Maywood that the 
remedial action for the 
Maywod site will be as pro- 
tcctive 19 the dean up at 
Montdair that called for ex- 
cavation. transponation and 
offsite disposal of all wastes 
exceeding the 5 Pci/G cri- * 
teiia;.Soil washing did not 
work, so let’s get to ex- 
cavating - not delaying!!! 

The EPA in April. 1993, 
< 

said their agency has yet to 
identify situations in rai- 
dential communities where 
the I5 Pci/G could be con- 
sidered appropriare. J 

. 

. 



Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723 

178 Van Cleve Street 
Raywood, NJ 07607 
June 10, 1994 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

In response to your notice seeking public comment on proposed cleanup of the Maywood 
Interim Storage Site pile, I am writing my comments'below: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3, 

(41 

The cleanup plan must adhere to the 5 Pci/g standard, which is the EPA long- 
established "health based" standard, regardless whether they are residential or 

- commercial properties. I have a letter written to me by an EPA official last 
year attesting to 5 Pci/g as the absolute health requirement. Subsequently, I 
quoted paragraphs of that letter in my letter.to the editor of our town paper, 
"Our Town". 
In commercial properties where employees are working 9 AM to 9 PM in many 
instances and there is a constant flow of customers, it is conceivable the same 
standard should be applied. After more than a year of arguing over the cleanup 
standard, EPA later caved in to DOE demand under political pressure rather than 
on the basis of scientific justification. 

As the majority of Maywood residents do, I strongly oppose the method of "soil 
washing" as a means to reduce radioactivity. The "soil washing" method has--no 
successful record of reducing radioactivity to below 5 Pci/g. Instead of cost- 
saving, it is only a.further waste of time and of taxpayers' money. 

All soils above 5Pci/g, no matter how deep it is, should be excavated and shipped 
to Envirocare in Utah in accordance with the New Jersey State Plan. 

All thorium-contaminated soilsabove 5 Pci/g in Lodi and Rochelle Park should be. 
shipped directly to Envirocare in Utah. They should not be allowed to be 
transported into the MISS. 

Thank you for your attention. 

4 3 
M. Lu 

cc: New Jersey Governor Whitman 
New Jersey Senate and Assembly 
New Jersey DEPE Commissioner 
Bergen County Executive Schuber 
Maywood Mayor and Council 
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June 9, 1994 
- 

Dear Ms. Susan Ganges. 

. 

Please note that for years the town of Lodi use to get its 

water from the aquifer under the MISS, In recent years as 

more infkaation was revealed about the site became public, 

the town officials closed their wells and were forced to 

purchased water because of the comtamination. The State still 

classifies the site ground water as potable. However, to use 

it and site and aquifer would have to be cleaned. 

i I -_ 
In your plans, you would soil wash and leave contamination 

behind and leave probably worse contamination under buildings 

on contaminated sites. 

How could the aquifer be cleaned? 

Most importantly, 15 pci/g is not a health based standard. Our' 

health does not seem to be a priority with the DOE. 

Please put me on record as being opposed to your propsed plan. 

Sincere1 

&#mJ 

d 



Some residents tiant St&pan 
to pay more for clearbup 
Ey WRlS NElDEGBERG 
oinltslloppsrnm 

While the federal govem- 
nent baa wllsistently balked at 
the reqnest, some citizens in 
Maywood and I& are urging 
authorities to tie enforcement 
actionagainst StepanCompany 
topaymoretowardcleanlngup 
area -and thorium 
containination. 

The federal Environmental 
Protection Agenv has cleared 
Stepan of ~llutina I.&i’s mu- 
*al wellfield. Meanwhile, in 
Maywood, Rep. Bobert Tar- 
ricelli l-D-9, is holding steadfast 
to his position that Stepan 
should not be held flnanclally 
liable for footing thebill to clean 
thorium-tainted coil, even 
though the EPA alreadv cited 
the firm as a potentiallv re- 
ponsible party (PBPI for the 
tainted eoil several months 
before Torricelli and Sea Bii 
Bradley intervened legislat- 
ively to malre the federal gov- 
ernment the PBP in 1983. To 
secure cleanup funds, U.S. 
P&UC Law 

Toticelli’e refusal to change 
also comes despite the fact that 
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corpor- 
ation is committing some $140 

nillion to clean similar ll(eI2 
Lllorium sites in we&chlcago, 
EL under an order kom that 
Itate. Illinois, unlike New Jer- 
sey,doesnotIuiveitahtied 
in taking enforcement action by 
federal elected officials. Kerr- 
McGes, lie Stepan, inherited 
theWestChicagoprope$y&om 
a predecessor firm, Lindsey 
Chemical and Ligh~‘in 1967. 
Yet Kerr-McGee has no protec- 
tion from state and federal en- 
forcement action.on came after 
Stepan had already consented 
to pay for a remedial investi& 
tion feasibiity study regarding 
thorlum, wllich is scattered 
throughout the region and in 
eight burlal pits on grounda 
surrounding the site. Mter re- 
fusiig to cooperate. for over 
threeyears,Stepansinceoeto- 
bcr 1991 has been working 
under EPA orders to study and 
emntually remediata chemical 
clitants using company . 

‘LE&ytbhg leade back to 
Stepa~” complained Mayor 
Phillip Toronto of I&i, where 
municipal wells wiil stay 
polluted under EPA’s ho ac- 
tion” Gndinga. ‘They polluted 
the aquifer and I believe they 
are still polluting it. If it looks 
like a duck. walks like a duck 

a 
E 

e 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 

tnd &I&S like a duck, then iH 
pttobeaduck” 

For some reason, Toronto 
Ipeculated, government 
~uthoritiea do not want Stepan 
D pay more toward helping to 
Jean groundwater contamina- 
don, a8 well as thorium-tainted 
nil contamination, which has 
pollnted a portion of his com- 
muni~aswellasldaywoodand 
Rochelle Park 

Iu defense of Stepan, Katz 
cited a report on the IA& well- 
field from Elbasw Services Cor- 
porati~ which pointed gut 
that the’ ‘iadioactive isotopes 
found ln ‘a t&t well differ from 
tkmsa which emsnan ted from ... 
the old Maywood Chemical 
Works site (acquired by Stepan 
ln1959I.Stepanhasalsoden.ied 
liabilitq for thorium. 

Toronto said the borough ln- 
tend8 to ret&n ownarshlp of the 
dormant wellfleld. He said he 
envisona that it will someday 
again be a viable watersource. 
councilman w6lter cm-ion& a 
Toronto supporter, agreed 

It would be tremendous if 
key could pinpoint the source,” 
Cuxioni said. But I think it will 
only be a matter of time before 
new technology is developed to 
clean up the site. 
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June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. : 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated. 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one _ since budgets are estimated through the political process. 

Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

I  

.  

i I i 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern‘s health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 
r4 , C ' 

/( 

/j&-L 

,A - -5 ,- ,g :/ .:I' \ / I/ - / ,‘ ,,-- 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

d- Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
prcposed clean-q of the Naywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

il (2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 

3. 

to leave "cleaned soill' with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below 'on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. .- 

d 
The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 

in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

i 
3 Sincerely, 

Ll 

d 

. 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Cange, I 

My concern with the DOE soil washing plan that you are 
hoping to implement in Maywood are the many operational 
problems that could possibly arise. Loading and moving the 
soil around, noise from the soil washing machine that may be 
violating our noise level ordinate, and the production and 
storage of contaminated water as a result of the soil washing 
process are all problems that could arise. 

More importantly, the continuation of 15 pCg/ level 
wastes stored and located near residences and our municipal 
pool gives me the impression that the residents' health has 
taken a back seat to costs incurred due to storage/movement .- 
of wastes to Utah. 

Please make my comments part of your record on the 
proposed cleanup of the pile. 

Sincerely, 
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June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 

sine 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one 

Has 
:e budgets are estimated through the political process. 
our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 

supeirfund? 

Sincerely, 



. 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
tc me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

._ 

The 
in their 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 

soil. It 
budgets to simply move out all-the contaminated 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one 

since budgets are estimated through,the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 
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June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The 
in their 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 

soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health.been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the.. 
public. :- 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
beloti on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 

- 
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June 9; 1994 

DearMs. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(11 

(2) 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. . 
DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 

. seems apparent that this issue is a political one -. . - since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



, , I- I 
1. 

‘1 

c 
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Dear Ms. Cange, 

After reading - in the Star Ledger today (see attached 
article), I see Wayne residents have the same concerns as the 
people from Maywood: 

Jl!l 111 2 01 PH ‘94 

- 

1. property values dropping 
2. harmful effects on peoples' health 

Please record my opposition to soilwashing for these 
reasons. Take out all the contamination as previously 
promised and ship to Utah. 



- 
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THE STAR-LEDGER, Wednesday, June 8,1994 

Klein gains thorium cleanup funds 
By ELIMBBTB MOOBB in antstratldn, that it’s been there for 

Rep. Herb Klein has anwmced SO long and it’s affected their lives and 
he ha seewpd @ man hm tic Property ties? .and they mt it 
Department of Energy (DOE) to clean c3eaned up*” heslud. 
up thorium-contaminated soil in An estlmakd 115.000 cubic yards 
Wayne. Of Soil became contaminated during 23 

mein (~-8th m.) said yesterday Pears yhen tw.comPanieS processed 
he wank the money and an upcoming monmte sand at the Site on Black 
meeting of township, State and feded DA Ridge mad ~AJ extract chemicals 
representatives to hasten the cleanup b be used by lkhhg devices and OP- 
of the site. tics. Mona&e Sand naturally contains 

“Ever since I atarkd my tern of ‘Mioactfve thoriWn 
offlce. people have been talking to me Rare Earths Inc. processed the 

, sand beginning in 1948 until the David- 
son chemical Division of W.R Grace 
Co. acquired the Site in 1957. The plant 
cloagd in 1971. 

The DOE was given the responsf- I 
bfity of handling the contamination in 
1983. In March federal officiab said 
they ?wld consider a Soil-washing 
pm~ess rather than containment to 
clean up the site. 

FederaloBMalSsaidasoiIwaSh- * 
hg machine developed .by the &WV- 
ronmental Protection Agency wiu be 
sent to Wayne this summer to conduct 
stestrunofthewashingproceSS. 
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June 9, 1994 . 
0 Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one .- 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



147688 
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June 9, 1994 , 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soi18t' with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. .* 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 



June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(I.) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil " with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
soil. It seems apparent that this issue is a political one .- 
since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

L 
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June 7, 1994 - 

Dear Mrs. Susan Cange- 

The following are my comments on the proposed cleanup of 

the Maywood pile as sought by your office by June 13, 1994. 

Please make this part of your record of comments from the public. 

1. I support the DEPE of New Jersey in their stance as 

stated in The Record article "NJ balks at-thorium cleanup" which 

I have attached. 

2. I am against the 15 pCi/g standard being applied in my 

town because it is not a health based standard. 

3. Maywood',s population is approximately 10,000 persons in __ 

a square mile area with potential to increase due to its location. 

A 15 pCi/g would have negative consequences for central Bergen County. 

Ship the wastes to a storage site in Utah as proposed: 

I AIL OF IT.:':': NOW"" . . . 
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June 9, 1994 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply' move out all the contaminated 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one . - since budgets are estimated through the political process. 

Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 



‘\ - 

Ms. Cange: 

.June 6, 1994 

J i 
I understand your soil washing has not worked yet on waste 
soils like in Maywood or over in Montclair. 

.Aiso that soil washing if it did whatever it is supposed to 
do would save taxpayers' money. 

What I don't understand is why the taxpayers' money is being 
used to clean up the situation cause&by an identified, 
responsible party. I want to know why the government is 
making the people incur the costs for a known polluter. 

Soil washing would not be necessary if the identified 
responsible party was made to clean up the site. 

J 



. 

Dear Mrs. Cange: 

I am totally against soil washing because if 
contaminated soil under 15 pCi/g is left after soil washing 
in Maywood, our properties would likely decrease in value. 
Remember, Bergen County is among one of the nation's highest 
priced real estate markets. Is the federal government going 
to reimburse property owners for the-likely drop in real 
estate prices? 

Please make this part of your record of comments. 
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June 9, I994 
. 

Dear Ms. Susan.Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, .for the following reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below-on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one . . . - since budgets are estimated through the polltxal process. 

Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 
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June‘9, 1994 
. 

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

Please accept this form letter that a.neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

The 
in their 
soil. It 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
seems apparent that this.issue is a political one 

since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Sincerely, 
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Ms. Susan M. Cange 
- 

1 
& 1 Site Manager 

Former Sites Restoration Division 

3, 
PO Box 2001 

\ Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723 
> . 
1 2 Dear Ms. Cange: 

!E 
‘i J- 

Regarding the Maywood Interim Storage Site - Hasn’t it been an interim site long 
enough? I want the thorium tainted soil gone! I am outraged that the Dept. of Energy is 

L 
1’ considering “soil washing”. By making Maywood a permanent waste site, this will effect 
( ’ property values which means my house value will decline. I use this as a form of savings. 

; 
1 

’ The state requires a SpCi/g, why are we not following this health standard? I will urge 
my politicians to follow NJ. health standards and urge complete excavation and ship- 

3. \ ment to Utah as promised by politicians. 

i LL 
The information about this facility is limited because of the limited readership of the-local 

\ town newspaper. Many people are unaware of the crisis. Is there a cancer cluster in 
Maywood as their seems to be surrounding the thorium pile in Wayne? 

J y‘ 
I hope the Governor will involve herself in making this issue a state’s rights vs. federal 

3 
control. I will urge my politicians to follow NJ. health standards and urge complete 

i excavation and shipment to Utah as promised by politicians. 

Frank E. DiLorenzo ’ 



- 

KEN & CORAL PETRETTI 
33 Parkway l Maywood 9 New Jersey l 07607 

Dear Ms. Cange, 

We are concerned over the status of the Maywood, New Jersey 
Thorium site. The New Jersey DEPE has said that the proposed plan 
for clean up is “Dangerous to the public”. We request that no action 
be taken until we are guaranteed of a safe and complete cleanup. 

. 

In addition many rumors of cancer deaths continue to circulate. in. 
our community which we find extrerirely alarming. Many of these 
rumors cancer cases and deaths are in the site area. 

. 
Ken & Coral Petretti 
Concerned parents, citizens of Maywood. 
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COUNTY OF BERGEN 
Administration Building l Caurt Plaza South l 21 MainSt. l ‘Room 3OOE l Hackensack, N.J. 0X01-7ooO 

(201) 646-3630 

William P. Schuber 
I c#.JntyE%ecutivc 

. -- 

June 13.1994 

Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
Department of Energy 
Oak Ridge Operations 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 1 

Re: Maywood Site - EEKA to Remediate The Storage Pile 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

This letter will serve as my comments regarding the engineering evaluation/cost analysis (EEKA) 
for the remediation of the Maywood storage pile. 

I concur with your proposed recommendation of Alternative #2 - “Expedited removal of the 
contaminated material from the waste sto-&ge pile, followed by transport of the wastes for off-sit& 
commercial disposal..“. The uncertainties of the soil washing technology, contained in 
Alternative # 3, which has been raised by the community, municipal and county officials; indicates 
that total excavation of al! materials from the MISS is the only viable alternative. The DOE and 
EPA have been on record indikting the uncertainties in the performance of this treatment 
technology. Your proposal to conduct the treatr$ility study in 1994 of the proposed soil washing 
technobgy for the Maywood soils, provides a reasonable plan of action. 

While I am pleased by your recommendation, I do have several reservations. First, the S- 15 pCiig 
cleanup standard has not received universal support and endorsement. Community, municipal, 
county and state officials have not endorsed the negotiated policy between the EPA and the DOE. 
Determining the appropriate cleanup standard continues to be a major stumbling block and halts 
the cleanup process. Further discussions to resolve this discrepancy need to take place prior to 
commencing the cleanup. 

. My second reservation involves the process in which it is determined that the soil washing 
technology can reliably achieve significant reduction in the volume of waste requiring off-site 
disposal. As the 5 - IS pCi/g cleanup debate has garnered considerable institutional obstacles, ‘we 
may revisit the same paradox of determining whether one option is more preferable over another. 
Quite frankly, I envision the same debate and extended negotiation process between all 
environmental agencies. Therefore, I am recommending that comprehensive coordination 

I I 
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Page 2 
Ms. Susan Cange 
June 13, 1994 EWCA 

_ _ 
- 

amongst all interested parties take place to ensure that we are not subjected to another prolonged 
mediation phase. . 

Third, I have great concerns with respect to the protection of human health and the environment 
during the actual soil removal activities. I will be expecting the DOE, and its contractors, to 
ensure the following: that contaminated dust will not be generated; that you will employ the 
most stringent safeguards to ensure that no spillage of soil will occur during transport to the 
MISS; and that \?lind and water erosion will not occur: The community expects appropriate 
measures will be utiliied to reduce theseand all other potential adver-,e environmental impacts 
and human risks. 

P 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments to your EUCA report. I look forward to 
continuing my dialogue with you regarding the Maywood Super-fund site. 

Bergen County Executive 

WPSklS 

cc: Borough of Maywood 
Borough of Lodi 
Borough of Rochelle Park 
Bergen County Department of Health Services 

, 
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COUNTY OF BERGEN 

Mminismtion Building l Court Plara Sod l 21 Main SC. l Rm3OOE l Hockensack. N.J. 07601-7~ 
(201)646330 - 

Wilhm P. Schaber 
Covncy t~curlvr 

FAX (201) 646-3101 

FIRM: po!L 

FROM: 

SUWECT: 

COMMENTS: 

K fYF PAGES’(INCLUDlNG COVER) 

Operator 



June 9th 1994 

- 

Susan H. Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tn 37831-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

Your EE/C!A report for removal of contaminated materials from 
the Miss Storage Pile is unacceptable. One reason is we cannot 
believe WE reports or statements based on our past experiences 
with you. Another reason is DOE's current attempts to avoid 
excavation and disposal of all wastes offsite as directed by 
Congress, reported in the June 1st 1984.DOE memo of Franklin 
E. Coffman, director (OTWDRA) enclosed. 

Carefully note that the DOE secretary included the project in 
FUSRAP, not Congress. Maywood is and never was a FUSRAP site. 

As a result Maywood and Wayne are caught up in a diversionary, 
delaying, unproven soil washing scenario to mask the fact "That 
Congress is underfunding the FUSRAP Program." 

So is Tonawanda N.Y. where DOE's Richard Guimond,let the cat 
out of the bag as per the 4127194 news article enclosed. 

Note what else he said: The program can't write checks without 
congress money - The public will be involved as long as people 
can "Come up with some alternative other than shipping everything 
to Clive, Utah", the location most often cited for proper storage 
of the waste. 

In other words give him the alternative he wants. 

He also says DOE has to do what is the least expensive and the 
most protective. But he opposes the 5 PCI/G level for Maywood 
and Wayne called for by the State and wants to try soil washing 
and doesn't know what it would cost if it worked. 

If it does not work he may call Wm. J. Muszynski (EPA) and say 
forget about what we said at'our little meeting. 

On top of that I received a memo from a Tonawanda NiY. Official 
quoting Guimond as saying soil washing worked in New Jersey 
and on more highly radioactive materials than Tonawanda. He 
did not identify where. This is DOE's concept of truth in 
reporting. 
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Now read carefully (( He,referred to New Jersey's attempt to 
transport off-site sta%ng that the objections by other states 
to the dangers of transporting through them made it - 
unacceptable." When do we find out about this? This is not 
unbelievable. This is DOE at its best. Like there is no . 
Montclair wastegoing to Utah? Or Colonie, N.Y.? 

He also said what's done here would reflect on other decisions? 
Sound familiar? Capping the N.Y. site was so opposed by 
residents he talks about soil washing instead. 

Just like .his letter of April 19th 1994 to Congressman Klein 
he says DOE withdraws Capping plan for Wayne and talks soil 
washing. Also that if it did not work it would take much longer 
to excavate and ship offsite. He has blamed underfunding by 
Congress. 

As in West Chicaqo,funds should be sought from the responsible 
parties for Wayne and Maywood. That's not FUSRAP. EPA could 
ignore DOE's "Draft" 5-15 comments as they did not in New York. 

Maywood and Wayne should be excavated and shipped out of state 
as was directed and promised. The 5 PCI/G standard is in and 
soil washing is out. 

An investigation is certainly in order to correct the actions 
described above. Mr. Guimond is also out as far as we are .._ 
concerned. 

We would also expect some explanations and actions by our 
Congressional O fficials. 

69 Lenox Ave. 
.Maywood, N.J. 07607 

CC:Vice President Gore 
Hazel O 'leary (DOE) 
Carol Browner (EPA) 
Governor Christie Whitman 
Congressmen Torricelli, Klein 
U.S. Senators Lautenberg, Bradley 
Mayor and Council, Maywood, Wayne 
Bergen County Executive Schuber 

Tonawanda, N.Y. 
Robert Shinn 
NJDEPE 
State Senator 
Byron Baer 
West Chicago, 
Illinois 
TAG 
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Department of Energy 

, 1.1 76 88 
a 4 - 

‘-NOF: HE-20 

“?JEtf;-Action Description Hemorandua (AOH) Revjew: Proposed Remedial Actjon oi 
Vicinity Properties, Haywood, Hew Jersey 

File 

After reviewing all of the pertinent facts including the attached Action 
Descr!ption Henorandun (AM), I have determined that the remedial action 
descrrbed in the subject AOH is an action which in.and of itself wfll 
a clearly insignificant impact on the quality of the human environment 

have 

within the meaning of the Hational Environmental Policy Act (HEPA), 42 
U.S.C. 4321 et set?. 

. 

c--- 
. . 

Separate env(ronmental revtews will be prejared to support future decisions 
on remedial action at other vicinity properties, permanent disposltlon of 

*: a; 

.the contaminated materials or other reme&al actjons'that may Impact the 
.i .t 

quality of the human envlrorment wtthfn the meenfng of the HEPA, 42 U.S.C. 
1 

+' 4321 et seq. 
h’ ,: 

Office of Termtnal Waste Disposal 
and Remedial hctfon - 

Offjce of Nuclear Energy 

.Attachment 
i 

- cc: w/attach. 
R. Stern, PE-25 
S. Greenleigh, 
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St eve Cooper 
276 Ham i ? t cm 

Dear 5. !C.mge: 

A s a re-,ident of the City of Hackensack, New Jersey, I am 
concerned about what is happening in t!-,e neighbor ins tour-. of 
Maywood. I am writing to you to express my deep concern, no 
outrage, at the proposed plans put forward by U.S. Representative 
Robert T,srr ice: 1 i, CNJ-9th CD:], at the behekt of his corporate 
sponsx Cuinr: Stepar: CStepan Chemical 3, to raise the 
aiceptabil ify level of the thorium tainted soil in and around the 
” Noun t Tor r irei 1 i-Stepar; Chemical Toxic Waste Dump” from 5 pciig 
t 0 15 aci/g, acj was reported in newspaper accounts in “The 
Shopper News. ” That Torricelli and Stepan would put our children 
and %ur communities at risk- for corporate profit, the .“bottom- 
1 ine, does not speak too well of them. 

.- 
One suspects that if the soil in question were in their 

backyards they would soon lose their cavalier attitudes about its 
removal . Enclosed are newspaper accounts from the June 1, 1994 
edit ion of “The Shopper News”, for your edif icat ion. I assure 
you, this is not going to be the last you hear from me on this 
matter. 

Sincerely, 

enc1. 

cc. Amy Goldsmith 
Chuc ): Par od i 
David, Pr ingle 
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EPA rep: pidjects are not the same f ii -- 
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ttzz%sE~~~ 
chipping dI 040.000 euhic 
yards ttlohm-&dnted soil out 
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dents hankand Carol Bier&L 
They questioned why Mea of- 
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wood Interim Storage Site 
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muve Wl!il!i3m ‘Pat” Scbuber. 
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bkthathMr1owedLhiag3 
om,= ahe said. We need to 
in forces with t&p& 
her than tighting them. Ae 
1e wing goeg ‘united WC 
md. divide re fall.’ g 
Barbara Guetler. a rep-n- 

ative of West chimg~k 
horium Action Group (TAG). 
aid her members M ~0”. 
inced -that B firm resofve 

-If even one EPA te&-& 
NewYotWetsrtanrpportiog 
the use of 15 p&G that.-5 
bxIe wdl Car ua,“aaid Guet& 
whotwnvincedtlmttbsMPy. 
wood and west ChicagD eitea 
me ady similar. except for 
DGEe involvement 

Web concuned. beeausc 
DOEi5SUcdtbeBPACOmm~ 
~=rp=JwJunupPlao 
when they have no * 
acing h-e.’ fhetlar added. 
%tbecauwtbe9i&¶ledtbc 
OlmmenQ in ‘dmfr 5x-q w&e 
heenumbletow2them~ 

SbeqwluedtbatDOEia 
nemua bbcpum an9 -8tea 

7faomdingcomes down the 
ae indicating that we cuuld 
nm a tougher cleanup,” be 
aid. 7 don’t think anyone on 
he mayor and councrl wauid f*.gy-* ---- _ _-____ 
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mor ‘s - . 

51 East Hunter Avenue E 10 I 29 p# ‘$j 
Maywood, NJ 07607 

(201) 368-8663 _- 
June 4,1994 

Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Ms. Cange: 

I am shocked about the flip flop of EPA from a 5PCVG health based standard for cleanup to 
the 15 PCVG DOE standard. 

i 
! 1 Especially after EPA proved 15 PCVG is not health based. They did not flip ftop in 

Montclair. 

1 DOE’s plan is not health based and I oppose It especially your untried cost cutter soil 
washing. That’s my comment. 

1 
1 Now let‘s hear from DOE and EPA. W ill you please furnish Maywood a copy of the 

transcript of the taped meeting between Mr. Guimond and Mr. Muszynski at EPA in New ._ 

1 
York. 

1 
We certainly are interested in the answer to ‘what’s next after the Guimond and Muszynski 
meeting”. 

Sincerely, 

Michael and Barbara Morris ’ ’ 

; 
1 : 

cc: President Clinton 



- . 

June 9, 1994 . 
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager: 

- 

Please accept this form letter that a neighbor has given 
to me to send to you for your solicitation of comments on the 
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile. I am opposed to the 
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction 
treatment, if feasible, for the following reasons: 

(1) The DOE's plan neither complies with state law nor 
affords an acceptable level of protection to the 
public. 

(2) 

The 
in.their 

DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money 

soil. It 
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated 
seems apparent that this issue is a political one .-. 

since budgets are estimated through the political process. 
Has our childern's health been overlooked in the politics of 
superfund? 

Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan - 
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or 
below on the site after soil washing (if it works) 
becomes a reality. 

Sincerely, 
/bf&L; 

~~-cb 

. 



- 



. 
!l * b 

i 
CONGRESSMAN . 176&l 

. ’ 
- . ROBERT G. 

New Jersey 9th Dlstrlct 
.6- 

?L 
i 1 
1 d 
i 
d 

Monday, tlarch 21, 1994 Phil Goldberg 
(201) 646-1111 

vlLilLA/ Richard Guylaond, Principal Dep. Asst. Sec. of Energy 
(202) 566~1709 - - 

-- 

Bntactt 

TORRICELLI AX'XOUXC.ES START DATE POR CLEAN-UP OF 
THORIVX-TAINTED BOIL AT XAY'WOOD SOPERPUXD BITE . 

1 
KAYWOOD, NJ -- Rep. Robert TorriCelli (D-Nev Jersey) today 

announced that work will commence in July on the removal of the 
34,000-cubic-yard pile of thorium-tainted soil that has been 
stored in Xayvood for close to a decade. 

. 

i.l 
i 

"Within a matter of weeks, engineers vi11 begin to prepare 
for the removal of the Mayvood pile.. And within a.matter of 
months, the first thorium waste will be sent on its way by rail 
from Maywood to a permanent home in Utah,* Torricelli said at the 
announcement. "Today marks the culmination of 14 years of hard 
work by the Xayvood community and its elected officials, and 14 
years of considerable patience." 

A final schedule for removal of the waste was negdtiated'by 
c/;r,p . Torricelli and the U.S. Department of Energy over the last 

several months. In May, the Department will release its plans 
for removing the pile., Work at the site will commence in July to 
prepare for the first shipment of contaminated soil,by rail to 
the Envirocare facility in Clive, Utah. This work will consist 
of upgrades to rail spurs already present at th8 site and 
decontamination activities to allow access for equipment and 
workers. In October, the first tainted so!.1 fill leave the site 
for Utah. 

The Department of Energy has set aside $13.6 million in its 
Fiscal Year 1995 budget for the Msywood project, including $11.1 
million for actual removal activiries. :'The allocation of funds 
shows that the Department of Energy is fully committed to 
commence removal activity this year. I will be testifying before 
the House Approprihtions Committee later this week to ensure that 
this funding is preserved by the Congress," Torricelli'added. 

Removal of the pile is expected to take two to three 
In addition, 

_years . 
negotiations between DOE and the En on a draft :n on a draft 

Clean-up plan for the thorium-t-that is still spread bintedthat is still earead 
throushout several dozen Drooerties in Havwood. Lodi and Rochelle 
Park are nearing completibn.- 

L 
Once the pl;n is.released, the 

public will nave 60 days to comment. Torricelli said, "I will be 
working closely with- ents to ensure that the concerns 
of the citizens oE Xaywood are reflected in the final plan." 

\ 
1 



-. u ROBERT G. TORRICELLI 
_I : . .nl,mmcl. uw *“WV 

Noveinber 22, 1993 
+ 

tEongresrr of the 93nited States 
Qouet of 14opresmtstiucs 

TlQshington, PC zo515-;oog 
117688 

Dear Friend: 

I'm pleasad.to inform you that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
recently made a decision that will be of enormous benefit to our efforts to \ 
remove thorium waste from Maywood. The NRC has granted a license to 
Envirocare. of.Utah to permanently store thorium waste. This license mz&ces~-~-. 
Envirocare the first facility in the nationto be licensed to store such 
waste, and means that a repository for the Maywood waste has now been 
identified. 

As you know, the United States Department of Energy has been working L, 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency' to draft a final cleanup plan 
for the Maywood cleanup. The plan is certain to call for the shipment of 
most of the Maywood soil to a commercially licensed site out of state. 

In the meantime, I have been working to ensure that once a final plan 
is approved, there is a site-'ii?id%!-contract with the Department of Energy 
that can legally Zcept and safely store-the thorium waste. The NRC 
approval removes the final roadblock to the granting of'such a contract to s 
Envirocare. '-7 .' I am confident that once a flnal cleanup plan is approved, 
there will be no delay in sending Maywood's thorium to Utah. 

The citizens of Maywood should be commended for their patience during 
the arduous effort to remove deadly toxins from our neighborhood. While we 
all regret the delays, it is important that the job be done right. The 
careful environmental planning and evaluation that has been performed will 
lead to a better cleanup that will guarantee safe transportation and 
d$sposal and effiE%nt use of Federal dollars. c ------- 

Please be assured that I will continue to work 
thorium waste from Maywood as soon as possible. If 
or questions, please feel free to write or call. 

RGT:reh 
ROBERT G. TORRICELLI 
Member of Congress 
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143 Lenox Ave. 
Maywood, NJ 07607 
June 08, 1994 

Susan Cange, Site Manager 
US Dept. of Energt 
Former Sites Restoration Div. 
PO Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, TR 37831-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

At the recent Maywood Sidewalk Sale I received a flyer 
at the Concerned Citizens table, that included a news- 
clipping dated February 26, 1992, that said, 'EPA could 
lead thorium clean up and DCE would not oppose ft. 

Your Mr. Seay said EPA could come in and continue the 
DOE's work without interruption. 

It's now June, 1994 and no clean up. Why not give 
EPA a chance? ._ 

Didn't you let EPA take over Maywood's Utah Plan 
for Montclair? 

, 



CONTANT, scmamy a’ ATIuNs 
2 06 PII ‘94 ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

33 HUDSON STREET 

HAGKENSAGK, N. J. 07601 
,201) 342-1070 

TCLCCOPlCRtz01~&2-s2l3 

JONN N. COuTANT ~lS31-1S88~ 

RICNARO JON CONTANT. 

MICNAN. L, SCNLRBY*’ 

mRUCL L ATKINS- 

OANICL R QRELNSTEIN* 

MATTWCW s. RoaERs 

ANDREW T. fCOP 
6RUN T. KtSML’ 

June 9, 1994 

NCW YORK OCClCc 

337 NORTN MAIN STRCCT, S”,TL ,I 

NEW ClT1: N.Y. IOSSe 
(9141 626492s _ 

FENSTER 6 WEISS. LSOf.- 
01 couNsEL 

JVilC K. 0-N . . 

mcvcw 0. afwsmhu* 

aER4mlNL c. aEcRs* 

Wl”,AN J. WUY 

S.Y. NY* 

Susan M. Canqe, Site Manager 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
Department of Energy 
Oak Ridge 0 erations 
P. 0. Box 2 01 E 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831 

Re: Borough of Maywood,. New Jersey 

Dear Ms. Canqe: .- 
Please be advised that I am the attorney for the Borough of Maywood. I 
have been asked by the Mayor and Council to write to you to advise you 
of the opposition of the Mayor and Council to the cleanup proposal of 
which the Mayor and Council have.become aware with regard to the 
Maywood Interim Storage Site ("MISS"). I enclose for your review 
copies of my letters of April 13 and June 6, 1994, to William J. 
Muszynski and Kathleen C. Callahan, Director of the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"). The Mayor and Council of the 
Borough remain steadfastly opposed to any cleanup standard other than 
the 5 pCi/g standard that had previously been endorsed by the EPA. 

As noted in the enclosed letters , we have learned that the New Jersey 
Department of Environmental Protection ("DEPE") has continued to call 
for a cleanup in accordance with the 5 pCi/q standard, and the Mayor 
and Council hope that the DEPE's opposition will cause the EPA and the 
DOT to adhere to the 5 pCi/q standard. 

In addition, the enclosed letters indicate the opposition of the Mayor 
and Council to the proposed soil washing operation. There are at least 
two reasons for this opposition. First, the Mayor and Council have not 
been provided with any evidence that the so-called soil washing 
technique will safely reduce the level of contamination to the 5 pCi/g 
standard. Second, the Mayor and Council are of the opinion that the 
proposed soil washing should not be conducted on the MISS. This site 
is in the middle of a highly populated and heavily traveled area. 



Susan.M. Canqe, 

Page 2- 

4.176 88 

Site Manager 
Maywood, New Jersey 

- 

Accordingly, based on all of the information available to the Mayor'and 
Council, the position of the DEPE, and the previous position of the 
EPA, the Mayor and Council have no intention of approving the proposed 
resolution of the dispute betw,een the DOE and the EPA, and oppose the 
revised cleanup proposal'which we are told is scheduled to be formally 
presented to the public for comment in June 1994. Please consider this 
letter as the opposition of the Mayor and Council to that proposal if 
it has been presented for public comment. As I have not received a 
copy of same, I also ask you to send it to me. 

.Thank you; 

._ 
ATF:RG 
Enclosures 
cc: Mayor and Council 

c 
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June 6, 1994 

Kathleen C. Callahan, Director 
Emorgoncy and Remedial Response Division 
United States Environmental Protection Age&y 
Regian 11 
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building 
New York, NY 10278-0012 

Ret Borough of Haywood 

Dear Hs. Callahan: 

T;an;gy4u for your Hay 10, 1994 letter, which replies to mine of ,A$ril 
The Mayor and Council have asked me to write you to.aQain 

exicess 'their ‘strong disaporoval of the 'S/15" criteria for'. the 
cleanup, and opposition to 8' .aoil washing* operation on the Ma;rJood 
Interim Storage Sit0 ('MISS"), The MISS property should be clean& to 
the 5 pCi/g standard. Although you refer to land use consider&id& in 
your letter, the Mayor and Council are convinced that the Uresitiential" . 
standard is the only viable health-based standard for the'HfSS. 
property should be cleaned up so that. residential, commercial,?~~ 
industrial uses are permissible. 
later, as you imply, 

The time to do this is now, Got 
as land use changes affect the properties. i 

I enclose for your review Resolution No. 66, of the Now Jersey Scna& 
which calls for the immediate removal of all contaminated soil from thi 
MISS, and the related‘properties. The Mayor and Council of the Borough'", 

! of Haywocd have also expressed this demand by Resolution, as have th&; * 
r voters of the Borough of Maywood, by referendum. .t: 

; The Mayor and 
r proposal for 

‘Council also must again express opposition to the:, 
'soil washing. on tho MISS. The MISS is in a highly I _ 

populated and congested residential area. 
the use of the untested 

This is not the place for ': 

following, 
'soil washing' operation. I note the : 

as reported by The Record on May 24, 1994: i .~ I .i 
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An April 1993 report by the EPA on the proposed cleanup of 
thorium and radon in Orange stated: ,940 treatment tech- 
nology is known today that can substantially reduce the 
toxicity, mobility, or volume of the type of radiation.." The 
report suggested disposal of all the contaminated soil. 

- 

.According to an EPA r.eport released in December 1993, 
'before it and th'e DOE resolved long-standing differences on 
how to remedy the Wayne and Maywood contamination problems, 
"S8paratiOn of soil and radioactive contaminants has been 
ineffective 8nd was considered "not feasible" for Maywood 8nd 
Wayne. 

Released in February, DOE literature introducing the soil- 
washing alternative said: "The offectfvoneos of [soil 
washing], or how well the process will work, is uncertain.. 

With this information at hand, 
soil washing 8t the MISS. 

the Hayor and Council strongly opposo 

Of even greater significance, however, is the strong position taken.by 
the New Jorsoy Department of Environmental Protection and Energy. As 
roportod in The Record on June 4, 1994, the New Jersey DEPE ha5 called 
the proposed clean-up plan *dangerous to the public.. 'The DEPE has 
correctly called for strict adherence to the !i pCi/g standard? 

The'Mayor and Council urge that the E-P-A. and the D.O.E. follow .the 
lead of the New Jersey DEPE. I 8lSO reqU8St that you prOVid8 me with 
the information you refer to in your letter, which you state would 
indicate that the type of soil washing unit being considered has been 
Oper8tSd safely and effectively elsewhere in the country. 1 8190 ask 
that you advise me of when and how the "revised cleanup proposal* will 
be formally presented for public comment. 

Thank you. 
, 

Very truly yours, 

ANDREW T. PEDE 

ATFxRG 
cc: MayOr and Council 

Congressman Robert G . Torricelli 
Senator Frank R. Lautooberg 
William P. Schubor, Bergen County Executive 
James Pasqualo, New Jersey Department of Health 
Nicholas Martonc, New Jersey DEPE 
Governor Christine Todd Whitman 
Commissioner Robert Shinn, New Jersey DEPE 

. L 



BYRONBAIZE 
sou1oP. rm ois?nlcT 
BXXO~NCOUNTY 

May.17, 1994 

Hon. Mayor John A. Steurt and 
Members of the Council 
Borough of Maywood 
459 Maywood Avenue 
Maywood, NJ,07607 

Dear Mayor Steurt and Council Members, ' 

Enclosed is a copy of SCR 66 dealing with the removal of 
all thorium waste from Maywood and from your neighbors in 
Lodi and Rochelle Park. This matter has been a nagging 
problem for Maywood's citizens for too long and calls for 
immediate settlement. 

I'd like to draw your attention to the fact that thd 
resolution addresses contaminants that might be underground 
as well as those found in the pile. 

My office remains ready to do everything possible to 
assist you to reach a satisfactory conclusion. 
your advice and help. 

I welcome 



'SEXATE QOXCU~ RSSO~~XO. 66 
_.* s!rAl%wallmJERsEx 

mTRoDucgD mx 1211994 177fffj8 . 
By senator 8AEE 

A coxcuRxxnT Rssawrrroli melmrialiring the unitad state8 
DFnt of. tnergy, the XnvU Protectt Agency, 

the mtuclear Regulatory ccanim8Loo. to 
expedient action, in conjunction with the officials ofevX 
State, to effectuate the iummdiate and permanent removal of 

- 
thorium contaminated soil fxun eitee in Xa 

3- 
Borough, 

Dochelle Park Township, and Lodi Towmhip, Xew ersey. 

WBEREAS, The radioactive metallic elemnt thorium, a waste 
byproduct of 
on-eite from 
in xaywood~ 
used aa fili 
Hqwood Borouh 

to&l 
and had contaminated some propxtlee in 

Rochella Park ahlp and in Lodi T-p; and ' 
WHEREAS, Eecauee 'of the imminent danger thi6 situation 
pooed, the United States Deparfment of Xae 
a cleanup that removed approximately 40, 
coataaiuated @oil from oeveral of the affected 
and constructed the Uaywood Interfm. 
the contaminated aoil on the Ate .of 
Chemical Company; and . 

WEEPEAS, This contaminated soil is, mow stored on-site, 
tWyce the ris 0 in ury s t~imehea.lth of the tit z% 
ahielde; only be qlasjic covarings,;ere not ady 

in the ofcin t 
f 

Interim Storage 
Site an to reduce the rftx of ham to environments and 
~RP.AS~t~horlum contaminated soil. etillmust be removed at 

of the Xaywood chemical Company, which was 
pu;uked in 1959 by the Stepaa Chemical Canpan 

other aiteo in Dayuood, Poohelle Parf;: M"Lo% 
that were contaminated by thorium waste fraa the haywood 
Chemical Company aitet ed 

itsE?* 
This widespread contamination threatens i$e pu;u;f 

oafety and welfare of the citireng 
coax&ties; aud 

=-, Although the. Dnited s'tates Department of Ener 
has been ulow to develop a plan for the removal of th s 9y 
contaminated soil and the Environmental Protection Agenc 
haa not ae yet decided on a final strategy for the remova I 
of the thorium. contaminated soil from these 
Nuclear Regulate 

7 
sites, the 

Commission, has recently licensed a' site 
in the State o Dtab to accept this type of waste and r$ 

.Department of tnery ha? made a comitment to renmve 
the contaminated 80 1 to that site; and 

WREREAS , It irr imperative that there be no further dela in 
;;;efemoval of the thorium contaminated soil froar t ese K 

and that &mediate action be taken to permanently 
remove all thorium contaminated soil from the Haywood, 
Rochelle Park, and Lodi niteEl now, therefore, 
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c April 13, 1994 

L William J. Huszynski, P.E. 
; Acting Regional Administrator 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Rogion II 

'\\ Jacob' R. Javits Federal Building 
New York, NY 10278-0012 

Rot EPA Region 2'8 Position on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup 
I Levels for Radionuclide Contamination at the Mnywood 

Chemical Company Superfund Site, Maywood, NJ 

I. 
Dear Mr. Wuszynskir 

J 

’ 
5 

Please be advised that I am the attorney for the Borough of Maywood. 
The Hayor and Council of the Borough have received a copy of your March 

‘: 23, 1994 letter to Joe La Grone in regard to the above-referenced 
matter. Although a more detailed statement is forthcoming, the Mayor 
and Council authorized mo to immediately write to you to indicate their 
objection to the proposed clean-up plan referred to in your letter. 

,.. The Mayor and Council ,strongly object to the use of.thc 15 pCi/g 
,' 
3. 

standard. The Mayor and Council were under tho impression that the..EPA 
was enforcing a S pCi/g standard. The 15 pCi/g standard is not a 
health-based standard according to the information provided to us and 

s 
s 

is therefore.unacceptable as a remedlation love1 in the affected a&a. 

Accordingly, the Hayor and Council of the Borough of Maywood urge,.;& 
to stop any proceedings advancing the clean-up levels reached in dour 
letter, and this demand is also being made 'to the Department of Enedgy, 
as a copy of-this Setter is being sent to Mr. La Grone. 

. 
The Mayor and 

Council had hoped that the EPA would not waiver from the 5 pCi/g . . 
the position taken by the Dopattment of Energy. They 

you reconsider your proposal to agree with the Department 
of Energy's clean-up standard. -A 



f 
. * 

William J. Muszynski, P.E. 
Re: EPA Region 2's Position on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup 

Levels-for Radionuclide Contamination at the Hawood 

- 

Chemical Company 
April 13, 1994 
Page 2 

Superfund Site, Maywood, NJ 

In addition, the Mayor and Council insist on the immediate removal of 
all of the contaminated soil from the Maywood Interim Storage Site and 
other affected propertieS in tho vicinity. The Hayor and Council 
oppose any soil washing program on the site because of the obvious 
effects this will have on the health of residents in the area as well 
as people working for businesses,surrounding the site. The Mayor and 
Council have not seen any evidence indicating that soil washing is an 
effective remodiation measure that will reduce the. level of contamina- 
tion to the 5 pCi/g standard.. Again, the Mayor and Council ask you to 
immediately rethink your position in regard to soil washing on this 
site. Instead, all contaminated soil should be removed from the site 
and either stored or treated elsewhere, far away from populated areas. 

Thank you for your consideration , and if you have any questions, please 
do not hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yoursI 

ANDREW T. FEDE 

ATF:RG 
cc: Joe La Grono 

Hayor and Council 

, 
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.N.J. balks at’thorium deanup - 
By MICHAEL MOORE 
6MwllLs 

Asks us* to lneet 

ercid 1. . 1. . 
_.I.L -.. .  

ego. 
Calling’ the fedetal Department 

t&$$$:?& Abm: Of$@&t; 

of Energy’s cleanup plan for 
Trumpetid w one of the haal elem&t that brcaka down into ra- 

510,000 cubic yards of radioactive 
o~~c~~ b ml~ing the m&mc. doa, a W  Pm= t.0 CA- lug 

cancer and Other A~~IKGI~- 
soil “dangemus to the public,” the 

tive roil woea of North Jersey, &e ‘~.““““.~.~.“M~‘.00,, UAW 
DEPE is withholding ib needed 

DOE% long-aaticipati cjtxnup cIt?anup Area officials support the Aren officials support the 
. . . _. lwi!DP’. Ammw.n.4 cP.- . .&form fj 

approval until the federal 
‘proposal, hammered out with the DEPE’s demand for A unEoF 6 

agrees to‘ meet dricter ahn 
ency 

zird.9. 
federal Environmental PmtA&n piMe *tAmlArd, 

Wayne Mayor David Waks who 
“We don’t believe the DC&?8 

cleanup plan either complies with 
Agency’ calls for contAminAted has been writing to the DEiE to dirt to be cleaned to A level of 5 

State kw Or Afford8 an AcceptAble 
picccu& of n&&on per 

I= 
of push for stricter standards, api- 

mil in residential area an 15 pi- See TRORIUM Page A-R 

\ 

From Page A-l 
: State balks at U.S. proposal 

pa at me -.- . . 

_-_ ___-__ -_ 
“‘yng new l tandan& coupled - . . . _ _ 

R 
hkd the %Wh de&hi. “1 

Nod Jeney’r thorium aemma 
k ,.end is willing to intervene. 

“~t*e too l rrty to ray whit wer do. 1 The thorium b A mduct of 

ail the DEPl?.” he raid. ‘They 
We’re eta wu’ting to get &e the ~UfACtureOfpe AnterIle At 

‘The governor know residenta’ ebte*e 
9 

Am raking to me the light of have A good ceuee for wncem,” he 
ition in writiug.* 

day.” iaid* mb hea to b &eend up 
The I%& which 0rlgkAny nip- 

the old Maywcad Chemical Works 
between 1918 And 1958. and et the 

“At leant the DEPE has tAkeken A 
ported .A uniform 6 picocurie‘ former W. R. Grape &Co. plant in 

tough. pm*ive absnce. The fed- 
md. sftcr coaeulting with DEPE. 
commbaioner [Robert Shim), die 

,-J eenup rt.sndard but Inter backed W e ktween 1949 and 1971. 

era1 rgencree should get in line 
with the &at& directive eo we ten 

will get things moving with, the 
lbc d& & r~0~ %ici.ds fear that the rocew of 

federal agencies.” : 
thefeded Agerdes developing newetandan& coupled 

clean this up quickly and mfely,” But the DOE eaid New Jer&‘s a to reconsider their poei-. : With the poeeibility of disagree- 
raid Bergen County Executive 
William “Pet” Schuber. “I will be 

e pamnt mfwal to ap move the “I& understand&e .w 
ment negotiating a compmmire, 

preeaing Governor Whitman to in- 
p en could further elry the ekte bee mmng,,,- P B aA 

the 
Jeff 

could Lrther delay the cleanup of 

cleanup, firat pmpoeed la 1953. Grrtr, EPA rite manrger in 
the coil. just as the DOE and EPA 

tervene end push the federal egen- “I don’t know Wht will LPWn 
quebble delayed the elirting plan 

cie;p$iopC the ntendarde of the next end rm not sure what the 
Mqywd and Wayne. “Our a-’ _ for 13 monh 
eumption of 16 picocuriee being “I hope this doe&t turn out like 

Whitman rpokeemen Carl Gold- 
DOE or EPA% position b now,” 
eeid Swan Cenge, DOE rite mea- 

totectiie may have to be rteva- 
&ted. we -Y bwe t.0 look At A 

it did A ear A@3 between DOE end 
en raid the governor in ewem of .+ger for h&wood and W&me. _ lower crito&m 

EPA” &age eeid. “But 1 a&t #Ay 
.for *Are that it won%’ 

.~ ~-- ._.._____..” 
I&. “But 1 can’t #Ay 

.for rure that it won%’ 
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Parodi . . . 
Dear Editor - 

Bywaitingrmkonyour 
thorium birthday present ar- 
tide. you could have saved 
Congrasmmrur Torrid from 
extreme cmbamsmcnt and 
asked him what’s @ku on? 
who is prasuring whom? 

You Quoted him on Mardl 
21, standing by the pile tba! 
he ucatcd. on the hfaywood 
Inraim Storage Site (MISS) 
he helped create via an agra- 
mess between the Depart- 
ment of Energy (DOE) and 
Stepan Company. Without a 
WIS$ tpc h-dous ?“ctef 
would have teen shippat 
dsewhqe just like u Mont- 

~,dair. IJ Oh Bidge, West 
orange, etc. Ya. cxcavue 
and C&pose out of state. The 
NJ lkpartment of Environ- 

- mental Protcctloa and Encr- 

1 
* Gir”uZPZ) &I rot way- 

I.Wood was used for Mont- 
dair instead. You stated that 

I 

Torricelii said the pile 
rcmovd win take two (0 three 

\ycan and DOE will rdcasc its 
‘plans in May for dl the 

wssa beneath the MISS and 
‘u 

9 

vuious residential and 
commercial properties in 
‘~dywmcl, Rtielle Park. 

I 

Also, t-hat DOE’ plans to 
( use a “soil wasbmg”procas 

to tcparue and reduce vol- 
ume of comsminadon -from 
dt%U WiLAprocasthUdiif: 

L 
hot work u the Montclair 

sita and Maywood has 
hfgRrr concentrations of 
-adioactive material than 

ontdaid 
l-k F&y, you said Tonicclll 

made assumea that it is 
both the DOE and his intcn- 

ontoscctotthuthcdcan 

u 
p be car&d out to the high- 

Environmcmal Protection 
Agency (EPA) standards. 

ut three dam luff, on 

II 
ardl 24, salacor Ldum- 

’ rg announced thto EPA 
andDOEhadnowagrccdon 
%rictg*dcsnup guiddiia of 

LP 
/g above bsckground for 

sidcntial properties and IS 
pci/g for commercial/gov- 

nment areas of the site. The 

u 

:. ._ .- 

residentids arc in LA and 
RochcUe Park. Then there 
will be %accesdble” pro- 
patia. like under. buildings, 
which will be ignored until 
they arc demolished in the 
future or otherwise. If soil 
washii worked, the roil left 
behind an be contaminated 
as high as IS pcilg, with no 
limits under the buildings. 
Tllus along with lmrcmcdi- 
ucd roils under *buildings, 
Maywood will be changed 
from an Interim Storage Site 
to a Pennancar Disposd Site. 
But they promised five-year 
reviews to insure human 
health remains ‘protected”? 

The uue danup standard 
is 5 p&g and NJEPA md 
USSEPA had dearly prone 
that 15 pcilg is not a health 
based standard. and cited 
canax risks involved. 

As lue as November 1993. 
six months rt#r ‘the Kay-. 
wood dispute started, the 
BPA issued the action criteria 
for a West Cl&zag0 site, with 
the same kind of waste. They 
cited the hw 10 prove S pcifg 
lsahatltbbasedslandardfor 
danup of the raidcntial 
ueas including commcrical. 
institutional and municipal 
properties. And that 1S pci/g 
is not 8 health based stan- 
dard! But on March 24 the 
New York EPA acting ad- 
ministrator caved in by ignor- 
ing the EPA’s own he&b 
based facts. Wbo is raponsi- 
ble? An investigation is in 
order. Let’s call it “Back- 
wuu: 

our state OfEdals must 
stand fm. Our local ofticials 
must urge the NJDEPE to in- 
sistonaSpd/gcleanupofall 
contamhatcd roil wherever ic 
ii, and tJic County and State 
Boardsof Health as well! Mr. 
TorricdU said, “I will be 
workiug doscly wi& both 
departments lo ensure rhat 
the conccms of the citizens of 
MaywJod arc rdlcctcd In the 
find plan.” 

So & it. Excavate and dis- 
pose at Envirocare.’ utsh. 
No unproven soil washing 
delay. No more interim or 
permanent disposal site. 

,.-...-...-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-...%-...- . . . . *.-.-.-.~.~.-,-.-.-...-, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . ..v... 5..v.*.%~.%*.*.~ ..A -. 

Shipmeot of all wastes direct 
to Utah! 

May-mod officids should 
insist now that that posnions 
be reflected in the DOE pro- 
posed plan unless they dis- 
agree with Mr. Totricdli as 
Senator Lautenkrg does. 

Siccrely. 
Chuck Pa&i 

48 West Grove 

. 

, 
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International _ 
Association 
Of Machinists 
And Aerdspace 
Workers 

Pride In The Past 
R !E: 

Faith In The Future 

11768 
Local Lodge 1018 

Post office Box 31 
La Guardia Station 

Aushing, N.Y. 11371 
Phone and Fax Number 

518-997-0312 

Public Comments (EE/( 
on clean up 

475 Bergen Avenuk 
tiaywood, l?J 07607 
June 07. 1994 

Susan Cange, Site Manager 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

The DOE lacks credibility in Maywood. See our ll/i2/89 letter to R.P. Whitfield 
giving many reasons for our opinion for comments in DOE FI 1991-1995 brochure-B/89. 
Note Comment and DOE Response (1989) _ ._ ..- .- 

DOE Response Pg. .247 
mvmONMENTAL RESIORAl’lON _-.- L- 

lSSUE 11 
cO~~MENT~ DOE hm no credibility la hbpood, 
New Jauy, what DOE officiah aanoI k uwcd. 
h4qwwdhaskcnIhevictimdlkmddczdu 

Five years later, our opinion is that DOE lacks greater credibility. DOE has 
not improved relationship with the public in accordance with above Response, and 
even despite the establishing of an office in Maywood to improve their public relation 
image. 

See 3/30/93 (Tore11 to O’Leary) ltr - regarding further subterfuge activity by 
DOE personnel, political activity on Tag Grants, lies and deceipt.(copy attached). 

Approximately 5 years ago, March 18, DOE personnel met with local officials and.the 
Envirocare representative, at which time it was decided that when Envirocare obtained 
the permit to accept mixed waste, it would be shipped to Utah. When this permit was 
received DOE classified the waste ll(e)2. Envirocare later received a permit to accept 
the 11(e) 2.. 

See attached newsarticle (g/21/93) Record - Agency OKs dump site for contaminated 
SOL1 - 
“Soon, 

Clears the wav for clean UP in North Jersey. Senator F.R. Lautenbelgquotes, 
there will be a facility to ship these deadly toxics to. This clears a huge 

stumbling block in our efforts to get these wastes out of New Jersey,” 

1. ea= II 



S. Cange 
6107194 

11768t 

Re: Public Comment on 
Clean, up of MISS 

- 

Subsequently to this good news, DOE personnel comes up with a soil washing method- 
an UNAPPROVED METHOD for clean up. Such a method DID NOT WORK IN MONTCLAIR, but 
DOE personnel has the & to attempt to use it in Maywood and the nerve to call 
such anunp-oven method-technology. We have asked our officials that their office of 
public relations be closed, but perhaps while they are still here, the office should 
be called a propaganda office to brainwash the public into accepting the soil washing. 
We have fought long and hard in Washington for passage of the Right to Know Law, 
which was enacted to protect the worker in hazardous industries and people who live 
near toxic waste sites. See attached copies of Rachel's Hazardous Waste News 1370. 
Chemicals and Health - Part 2 and #371-Chemicals and Health, Part 3..stating facts 
regarding increased risk of birth defects and some specific cancers to people 
living near a hazardous waste sites. 

.: 
- See attached Record newsarticle (614194) N.J. balks-at thorium cleanup - Asks 

U.S. to meet tighter standard and states that cleanup cannot legally begin without 
DEPE approval, and 6/g/94 newsarticle -EPA cuts price tag for radium cleanup - 
Essex project also taking less time. 

IT CAN BE DONE FASTER AND CHEAPER - The clean up. THIS SHOULD BE APPLIED TO MATWOOD TOOIll 

The DOB should not sacrifice the health of the publicatany expense 
.-. 

The original plan for Maywood is "Excavate and ship out once there was a place to 
put the waste". That is what the public has been fighting.for the last 10 years. 

While Secretary Hazel O'Leary welcomes whistle blowers, 
our requests for a meeting with her. 

DOE personnel never acknowledged 
We therefore have every reason to believe that 

our letters never reached the Secretary, 
by her underlings. 

but have been cut off with responses forwarded 
l 

Unless DOE personnel in charge of this project brings our requests to.the attention 
of Secretary O'Leary, and giving,her the true facts on this serious health issue, 
the matter should be forwarded to the Attorney General's office for a full investigation. 

Sincerely, 

ENCS: As stated above 

cc: Concerned Citizens of Maywood 

4+@ & ye 
Louise Tore11 
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I P’ 326 190 825 
475 Bergen Avenue 

~~~‘$,N;gg;7!o~ 7 6 8 t 

- . 
Hazel O’Leary, Secretary 
Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Ms. O’Leary: 

These are my comments on the DOE Five Year Plan 1994-1998, 
inclusion in the comments and responses. 

sent to assure 

First, the Site Manager and personnel involved at the DOE “information” office 
in Maywood have carefully managed to keep the 1994-1998 plan out of the hands of 
Maywood residents. There has been no copy at the office and, as late as March 24, 
the site manager said,. “Oh, they are updating the 1994-1998 Plan”. 
Yes, there is a general lack of trust of DOE hereand at the site in Wayne, N.J. 

Such an information office is a waseof taxpayers money. This is what DOE terms 
a Community Relations Program to educate the public. See the first attachment 
showing pickets and the cost for the unnecessary office. 

(NO MORE THORIUM, PROTESTORS DEMAND - 4124192) 

And the second attachment - (Why Have They Lied to You!!! - You Have the 
Right-to-Know!!! > This quotes Mr. William Seay and James Wagoner (both DOE) 
saying more funding to start a Utah (disposal) move would be available if EPA 
reassumed control of the Maywood Project through its Superfund. Mr. Wagoner 
Is quoted saying EPA has a pot of money called Superfund and DOE does not because 
they have to request the money. Why shouldn’t EPA reassume control of the project. 
It was a Superfund Site since 1983 and never was a Fusrap Site. Proof of this 
is readily available. 

The third attachment is an August 25, 1992 memorandum from Concerned Citizens of 
Maywood. N.J. to Bergen County Executive, Wm. Pat Schuber on the subject: Legal 
EPA TAG Grant vs. DOE Illegal TAG Grants? 

While Page I-172 of the 5 Year 1994-1998 DOE Plan says the cle&up process must 
not be politically controlled but must be a joint effort between municipalities 
and the government for the benefit of the public - the memo shows usefmissuse of 
a $50,000.00 carrot to set up a local politicians coalition to work toward 
DOE’s goal of overcoming the public’s objections-to and mistrust of DOE personnel 
and activities - especially DOE’s intent to continue to store wastes in Maywood 
from other towns about which they lied. After 10 years Maywood has 35,000 more 
cu. yards from outside. 
We certainly expect some investigative action, 
“summary”. 

not just the usual curt response 

cc: President Bill Clinton 

P.S. See attached for list 
of enclosures 



The federal Nuciear Reg~lsftory Com- 
mi+m on ,Monday granted a key approv- 
al ln the long-nnlnin esort to cle4ln up 
thorium-coatamina tJ soilbllKQwood 
and Wayne, aUowing for the storage of 
uranium and thorium at a remote rib ia. 
Utah. ‘I : I 

by 
In approving thi I-year-old ap licat& 
Envirocare of Clive, Utah; &e NRC 

esteblished the first commercially li- -<. 

A. 
a ms..&5/v -fl 

_- . . _ . - --.. -A..--._.-_ -_ 

l%orium,atypnxhct0ftker&mfac- 
'turn of gas lantern6 at the 
Chemical Worka between 1916 
haa been found on property formerly 
owned hy the Stepan Co. Thorium ia a 
radioactive element that breaks down into 
radon, a w linked to lung cancq. 

By +e-estimate8 of the federal Depart- - 
ment of Energy, there are about 400,000 
cubic yards of thorium-contamiitgd ~3 
at 55 Propels in Maywood, Rocbelle 
Park, and Lodi. About 35,000 yards of aooil 

-i See THORIUM Page 6-f *. .-i. 
ECPiQD i 
-‘:- .-._-.__ TUESDAY, SEPTEMBUJ 21. 1993 . ..- 

I i EPA approval ekpected- 
From Page B-1 04 Washington. No timetable for mota location about ‘100 m& 
iti stored under tarpaulins ‘in the removal of the soil has been 
Maywood. establiihed. 

west of Salt LBke City. Just off 
Interstate 80 in the Great Salt 

The Wayne site, formerly owned 
by the W.R. Grace CO., a chemicd 

But a disagreement between the L&Y Daefi, clive in home TV two 

and shipping firm, contains about 
DOE and the EPA over the defmi. large hazardour-waste dirpoqal 

firms, and not much else. 
40,000 cubic yards of contaminat- 

uon of con~mina~d soa has de. 

ed foil, all of which is being stored. 
bed the release of the plan, &. Clive i8 part of 6 larger, 100. 
Bpite the deley, New -Jersey Sm. square-mile zone known m the 

soil from that e& was conhmt- Frank R. Lautenberg 
nated when the firm extracted the 

welcomed Hazardous Industry Area, where a 

element and rare materials for use G e 7 approval by federal regulators. number of hazardous waste firr& 
in gas lamps and optical lenses. at new8 for tbe citi- are located, mid Myron L.ee;:sa 

* 
Bo* slta am On the EPh’s su- 

and Maywood,” 
perfund hat. 

public education apeciaIist;in 
mid h a augment. Toelle County, Utah. ’ 

The DOE, which has been in ]I~~$$!.~#~~ %‘s I& dy A &WII,~ :ge 
charge of the cleanup since 1985, 
was expected to release 8 cleanup ~&!! 

raid. !%‘a kind of like a milepost’in 

plan for the Maywood site in July. 
wf$iiiETe+. kyti;td. It’s 60 miIea f$n 

g&?&e wmtes ou . w n 
That plan, whkh could cost up to of 

..” 

$416 million, called for the diepoe- The Utah site to which the aoil 
al of dOme pa& of the aoil in Utah will be taken ia an uninhabited, re- 

St& writer Cogeen Wanctno cant+ 
uted t0 MS WPofl- ‘.? 

‘ I i ,,’ I 



ProvMog ncwx and raouaa for env+tnac~l Justice - December JO,1993 1376.8 

CHEMICAlSAND HEAUK-Par?2 " . 
hazardous waste dtcs to the health of people Q 
cowntiu without hazardou waste situ. Both studier 
found aa locrurtd frcquery of unan in countlts 
vith huudou, was@ Ztt~ A 1983 study reported 
that age-adjusted 
rata were higher r 

bstinal (Gl) canax death 
an nadonal mcrag~ in 20 of New 

The Assktau Surgeon Genera! of the US Pub& 
Health Service, Bany L Jobsob told C~agrers &I 
May19!93tbatWqt~arthazardous-cdtc 
‘seems [to be] uaaated with a andI to moderate 
itmused rkk of some kinds of bhb defects mh. 
some spdk aoars.” Since 1986 Johasoa has been 
bsktant Administrator of the Agency for Toxic 
Suhstanc~ and Disease Regisy [ATSDRJ, the unit of 
the Public Hcakh Sewice that Coqrcss,crcatcd to 
deal with hazardous waste bcalth &ES. 

Jo&on told Conflcss that ‘hcaltb invcsti~tim of 
communinK uouod some, hazafu0us waste SltK 
have found tucr~cs in the nsk of birth defects, 
ocufot~xiC UISO~UC~S. kukemi~ car&lmmscular IbUrt 
and arcuIatory system] abnomulruy rcsptntory ana 
SCOSOIY ifntatlon, aad dermatitis [skin Pnordccnj.l 

Johnson told co th l33ld 
on the oflidd supe a%lz&sty:zLM x2! 
iadustrial sohrents are 

P 
resent at &7% o T the sites; 

loorganic compounds sudi as lcad) tf 87%, and 
pcstxidu at 50% of tlac sites. Hc wid 41 milka 

Americans live mWn 4 ndla of ll34 Supcrfund sites 
that were studied On avcfage, 3323 people live within 
one mile of each site; aizxe there are l331 listed dty 
thk meam a total of 4.6 million Ameticaa ljvc witbiu 
a mile of an offidal Supcxfund site today. 

Johnson dd a typical site amta&s more than 100 
different chemie ‘such mixtures may bc much more . 
toxic than any of the indiiduaI chernials,. he told 
coogrcss pllc situadoo k auuaqy ti-‘mearhat BQfqc 
than Johnson dwdd. U.S. J31vuonmmtal Protcc- 
tioo Agency (EPA) 

=i?P dve hazardous waJte 
leachate at 13 repraeota- 

es brom across the axlony. 
only 4% of the orpnic chemicak in the luchatc WC 
idcotilied by gK dlfomatogrr by/mass speafoapy 
[GQMSJ, but this 4% included &I- mdiidual cbcmical 
compounds, In&ding l3 meti Qe unidcntifjed 
96%‘of the organic chcaGcals t ‘of unknown to&@: 
the National &search CouodJ said when it reported 
EPA’s 6ndings in 199L’l 

To illustrate the point that cvco a single chcdcd 
can cause real problems, Johnson discurced the 
idudd Avent trichbroctbyknc the sccood-most 
common dknicd found at Supe 6 ad titer, after 
1-d). He said, ‘An incrwring body of dentifk 
cvidcoce indicatu past cxposurcs to haurdous sub- 
stances can cause latent [dcIayed] U!VCISC health 
effects. Recent Endings from the ATSDR CXPOSU~C 
Wktxy Of a 

*k Pa t0 tnc 
proximately SC00 peno~t aposed in the 
OK&Y!ene flcE\ io ddnkiie water 

ibowed registrants rc~~&g‘elcv&cd ram of &&ct~ 
stroke, clcvated blood pressure, a@ ocurologic 
problemr’ 

Johnson then described two large catictr studies 
that compared the health of people in counties with 

. .-. 

CANCERS and BIRTH DEFECTS 

Jcrs@ 21 amntiu for the period lwSl977). The 
\ cnvironmentd vatiab a that amktcd most clot&~. 

with dcvatcd death rata wcrc population *de&y, 
urbaniutiott, and rcscna of toxic waste disposal 
dt~.’ A 1989 stu & looted at S93 hazardous waste 
sites &I 339 US. countia P 49 states) wbcre coatad- 

ii Paced ground mtcr was c wk sowtcc for drinking, 
during the period 197@1979.’ (Src RHWV #J27.) 
Eass canar deaths wcrc found in. c--ntks crith 
hazardous wastc.rita compared tcr cotta&b Xtijut 
huardous waste sites 6x the follo&g .kinds of 
canan: hog, bladder, ~~phagus, stgaiad~, large 
fotdnc, and rectum for white ma& and canan of 
the lung, brc+bladder, stomach, lar 
r*z& for whlte_~cma!c& 

intestine, and 
No ,n-v&a were not 

Johnson dcscriid a study by tbc New Jcny 
Depamnent of Xedth of rcproductivc &ects ass&a: 
ted with contaminated driaking water? Public drink- 

. 

&g watei syscms were cvahlatcd ln 75 towns in 
‘northern New Jersey. Ibe s!u looked at rll live 
births and stillbirths (pcludiag Ln osomaldcfats . - 
ad plural bii) dunng the period 198X988 in the 
7s towas. The 75 towm were not know to have 
cxassivc health roblens 
systemr had kvc e 

Uthougb some water 
of ado co0rambM~ above 

fcdcraI standards at-the time of the study, cootamina- 
ti001cveIsGlthc7stownsucthou ttobctypicaloc 
U.S. water supplies, Johnson told 8 ogress 

In the 75 IoaPS, atatkdcaUy &oi!icaot assodadont 
were found for the following: total tialomethanes 
[the ~hemicak formed in drinkingwater sup 
~OIIOC k added to kili gcnnsj were ass& 

li~~wi;;’ 

low term bii weight, intrautumegowth retardation, 
central nervous system defects, and ma$r heart 
defccrs. Tricbloroeth Icoe’lM) was assoclatcd with 
neural tube defects dcfccq of the I i bnin] aad onl cleft dcfccts [for 
Carbon tetracbloride was &o&c 
biih weighs intrauterine growth retardadon, central 
amms system defects, attd otal deft defects. Diablo- 
roCthane was ksodated with major heart dcfccts, and 
dichloroethylcnerwere associated with central OCNQUS 
ynem defects. 

Johnson then dcscrfbed a large study of birth 
defects among children whose mothers lived near 
waste dumps in New York state. ‘A particularly 
important study examined the association between 
congenital malformations in cbihfrco and maternal 

? 
mhity to hazudous waste sites in the state of New 
0r4’ Johnson told Congress. Researchers at the 

Yale University School of Mcdiiine and the New York 
State Departmeo~ of Health (NYDOH) stupicd 2?$5 
bii!u and cooclu+d tht, over+. wogeo lmng Nathan 
armlc~fm~~v~dvnp~ave~l2.~~~cr~~ 
of bunng a child anth a UIaJOf birth de u% corn ued 
(0 women living funher than a mile from a ump. 
(See RHWN #3J3.) . 

?be reseuther~ looked at 590 inactive dump sites 
in 20 northern New York Gxntics. Among the 590 
cites studied, 90 were ranked as Qigh risk’ rites 
&GN.SC there WAS documented Nfdeoce that choi- 
ult had migrated off the sitca. The study found chat 
wmnen living wilhin a toik of any of these 90 sites bad 
a 63% greater chance of bearing a child with a major 
%..:“I. .JJ-rr ‘----errsi tn v.-.rnCI) 1Mnv further &an a 



-- 
‘2 . 

z 

ii 

Scvenf stuck of iodastrkl dumps and con& 
inated water supplies during the last daadc have 
reported adverse heakb et&u among czposcd human 
popuiatioatt ?kc prkipal health tidings ittdttdr 

l SigniGcantly reduced stature (height) for a given 
agcamongchiIdrmwholivcdncar~cCanakthc 
cheodcal waste dump in Niagara Frlk, N.Y. compared 
toa~otrolgroupofchildrcn%ngfunhcr&omthe 

$‘A higher prcvafeo~pf bktb defpit. and k?) 
oscasc among petsons Mug aur a thorium waste 
dkposd site in Wayne, New .Jctscy, compared to 

v 
persons living lbrthu away from t$c site? 
nrnKunKy~gndioaaiveckalmtproasscd’ 
oothissitcbyaprivuchnn~ercootnn~Chco~ 
Atomic Energy CommLrzioo, now called 
meat of Energy) 

k- l I.& bs &#tt and bii dcfccts in California 
chiJdrco born in census lmxs h*vingwKtt dkpsal 
situ’ 

l Ealargement of the liver (hcpatomcgafy) attd 
abnormal liver function tats reported in ruzdcms 
aposed to sdvcnt.s ho a toxic satre dump in 
Iiardcmaazt County, T~IIL’ 

l Dermatitis, rcsphtory irriudon, nctndogic 
symptoms and pancruUc unar at 7 waste disporrl 
SitK.’ 

l gigniticantly elevated rates of ilhta including 
chrome kidney disease. stroke, hypertension (high 
blood pressure), heart discax, anemt~ andsLin aoar 
in a popuhuioo exposed to totic metals (cadmium and 
lead) from mine wattcs in Gale- Ran.&.’ 

l Leukemia (cancer of the blood-forming cent) 
moog a poup of children dtinking water contamina- 
ted ~4th industrial so&vents in Woburn. Msn Ia 
addition. a study of 4p36 pregnancies and 5018 rcsi- 
dents of Woburo aged 18 or younger revealed sign& 
cant positive wociations between intake of wntami- 
oated water and bti defects of the central ocrvous 
ryneot, eye. ear, and face (cg.. deft palate). as wc!l as 
abn0rm.aliric.s of the cbrom0somcr’ 

l h Lowa hias& J gmup of 104dpeople living 
I200 feet from a large c&miaI ~-UC dump was 
higher in self-reponcd complaiots of whcudng rbon- 
nuS of breath, cough, and pcrsistmt colds; irregular 
hxrt beau constant fatigue and bowel dysfunction, 
compared to people living 2 and 3 tima as far &om 
the dump.* shis study examined the posubilhy of 
rod bias (people ~elcccively remembering health 
probleny or chemical eaposuru) and concluded that 
rarll bias did not cuplain the findimgs. 

l IO Xadton. Oourio. a study of people who 
g*d and/Or worked near an industrial dump revealed 
Sl@atly elevated rates of the following conditions. 
bronchitis: difficulty breathing; cough: skin rash: 

crm; and mood 

am coolpart!dfopopukdoos8viagAtnhcr~thc~ A site. RcuUbiaswu aamincd qd rcjcucd as the 
snura of tksc problas l Asutvcyof2039genoos&606ho&!& 
lMng near the Strio@ow Acid Pits h River&k 
Caaty,CXifornfamuledsfgnific3ntlydevucdnter 
for fhe t%ouiugcoaditiocs car infcaiolrz braodd* 
asrbmz angina [dus paia]; skin rashes; blurred 
vkio~pahtiuthc~dailycoughbrtnorcthana 
mont& oaus~ L apmt diarrhea; unsteady gais and 
frqumt urinabn. . .._. RZdI bias was aaxxuned aad 
rcjcud as the UUSE of that problems. 

*&?LerosArizona,astudyof7O7chU&eobom 
with hum dcfacs rcvcded that 35% of them were . 
born to parents living in a part of the dry where the 
war supply wu amtaminatcd with indtirial solvents 
(txicidomethylenc m  and dicld&oethylcoe). The 
rue of birth defects of the bun was three times as 
It&b among people drinking the contaminated water, 
commred to DCOO~C ia 7itaon not drit&iaL coni- 
natcilmtu.~ l 

l A  study of 2% momm apericncing a B 
aous abordoo during the fim 27 weeks of pregnancy, 
compared to 1391 women having live bii rcvcalcd 
an asociatioo betweco spnntatteous abotsioo and . . . . __ ._-. _ 
Urtnking water contamtnants (detectable lc~ef.5 of 
gap or high IcvcIs of arsenic, potassium and 
----,- 

l Raideoo of aymnn, North Caroiiii~ drinking 
raw river water cootaminatcd by industxid and a&I- 
turd chcmicats, have dcvcloped unccts 2.4 tn 26 
fimu more oftm than upaxcd.‘* 

To suatmarizr Epidemiological studies cannot 
prsre a ausc md dfca relationship. Nevertheless. 
a=iIa!Ac infonnstioo indiates fhat hazardou; waste 
dam 

$ 
can harm. and have harmed, hutnara living 

FaZcci people. 
Likewise, coouudnatcd water supptiu have 

‘I’Ec pmblcm ofwaste dumps k continuing to gh. 
Ilr the National Raearch Council of the National 
Academy of Sciences said in 1591, ‘A limited number 
Of tidcmiolopic studies indiatt that v 
of buth defects. swotancous abortion. oeurolosic 
uaumncnt, and cancer have oautxd in some rcsi- 
dentirl populations anosed to hazardous wastes. We 
arc concerned that other 

-8” 
pulations at risk n&fit not 

have ban adequately I entified~ And the CauodJ 
ni4 milliiru of tons of hazardous matcriah arc 
d~wly migrating into groundwater in arcas whcrc they 
could pose problems in the future, even though 
mrrmt risks could be ncgiigiilc’” 

There is a move afoot now in Wxshington. and ia 
the rnau media. IO divert attentmn away from the 
problem of to& wastes. The gd secxu to be to cue 
funding for the federal Superfund program of toxk 
waste cleanup. It seems clear that such a mov+ if 
~wautfuL will result in iocreved hafth COSIS for the 
Amclicm people. 



.N.J. balks 
By MICHAEL MOORE 
8wrwlef 

The state Department of Envi: 
ronmentai Protection and Energy 
is reftasing to approve the federal 
government’s plan to remove thor- 
ium-tainted soil spread through- 
out Maywwd and Wayne, .s mwe 
that could hrther delay a cleanup 
first promised more than a decade 
ago. 

Calling the federal Department 
of Energy’s cleanup plan for 
510,000 cubic yards of radioactive 
soil “dangerous to the public,” the 
DEPE is withholding its needed 
approval until the federal agency 
agrees tu meet stricter standards. 

“We don’t believe the DOE’s 
cleanup plan either complies with 
stats law or affords an acceptable 

dsy.” 
“AC least the DEPE has taken a 

tough. protective stance. The fed- 
eral agencies should get in lins 
with Lhe state’s directive so we csn 
clean this up uicldy and safely,” 
raid Ber en 5 bounty Executive 
William ” at” Bchubsr. “I will be 
pressing Governor Whitman to in- 
tyvene and push Lhe federal agen- 
;;Pt; adopt ths standarda of the ” 

Whi&an spokesman Carl Gold- 
en said the governor is swsra of 

at thorium cleanup 
Asks US. to meet 
tighter standards 

cocuries per gram in commercial 
districts” 

But DEPE officials believe 15 
picocuries is too high and want the 
5 picocurie standard applied to 
both residentia1 and commerciel 
pmpertiea. Martone said cleanup 
cannot legally begin without 
DEPE approval. 

level of pmtsction to the public,” 
said Nick Martune, DEPE man- 
ager for the Maywood and Wayne 
sites. “We’re not going to go along 
with this and give residents a false 
sense of security.” 

Trumpeted as one of the final 
obstacles to solving the radioac- 
tive soil woes of North Jersey, the 
DOE’s long-anticipated cteanup 
proposal, hammered out with the 
federal Environmental Protection 
Agency, calls for contaminated 
dirt to be cleaned to a level of 5 
picocuries of radiation per gram of 
soil in residential areas and 15 pi. 

A picocurie is a unit of radiuac- 
tivity. Thorium is a radioactive 
element that breaks down into ra- 
don, a gas proven ta cause lung 
cancer and other ailments. 

Area officials support the 
DEPE’s demand for a uniform 5 
picncurie standard. 

Wayne Mayor David Waks. who 
has been writing to the DEPE to 
push for stricter standards, ap- 

See THORIUM Page A;8 

State balks at US. proposal 

and. after consulting with DEPE 
commissioner [Robert Shinnl. she 
will get things moving ,tith the 
federsl agencies.” 

But the DOE uid New J&y’s 
apparent refuMl to .p rove ttie 
plan could further slay the B 
cleanup, first proposed in 1983. 

“I don’t know what will happen 
next snd I’m not sure what the 
DOE or EPA’s position is now.’ 
said Susan Cange, WE rite man- 
ager for Maywood and Wayne. 

“IL’S too early to My what well do. ’ 
We’re &II waiting to get the 
stste’s 

The P 
ition in writing.” 

PA, which originally sup- 
ported a uniform 6 picocuris’ 
cleanup standard but Istar bscked 
off after grsp 
for a year. ss, 4 

ling with the DOE 
the fcdersl agencies 

may fmve to reconsider their posi-. 
riOIt& 

“It’s understandable why the 
d.ste has misgivings.” seid Jeff 
Gratz. EPA site msoager in 
Maywood and Wayne. “Our ss- 
sumption of 16 picocuried being 

P 
mtective rosy have to be rseva- 

uated. We may have to look at a 
lower criteria.” 

Tbs thorium ia. 
9 

mduct 0 
the manufacturs of pa enterns a: 
the old Maywood Chemical Workr 
between 1916 and 1956. and at the 
former W. R Grace & Co. plant in 
Ws 

F 
e berween 1948 and 1971. 

fficiab fear that the process 0 
developing new standards. couplcc 

:wirh the Possibility of dissgrce- 
ment negotiating s compromise, 
could hrther delsy ths cleanup of 
the soil, just as the DOE and EPA 
qusbble delayed the existing plan 

_ for 13 months. 
“I hops thii doesn’t turn out like 

it did s year ago between DOE and 
EPA,” Cange s&i. “But I can’t say 
for sure that it won’t.” 
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$EJ?A cuts price tag [ 
‘. ifor radium cleanup I * I 

I ’ .f Essex project also 
staking less time 
:’ TRENTON - The U.S. Envi- 
honmental Protection Agency esti- 
7mates that cleaning up radium 

a : contaminating three F&sex County 
ineighborhoods won’t be as costly 
-- or as slow - as first projected, 
&II official said Monday. 

! 
i The original EPA estimate was 
$ZO million, with a target date of 
Z2000. The. figure has dropped to 
:$200 million, with completion 
:.sometime in 1297. 
!. EPA engineer Robert McKnight 

; isaid the reductions cao be attrib- 
: hted to the agency’s overestimat- 
I ;ing disposal costs and contractors’ 

imaking lower-than-expscted bids 
i to landscape the contaminated 
rhomes in Montclair, Glen Ridge, 
;and West Orange. 

1 : The EPA suspects that the area 
1 fwas contaminated sometime dur- 
I ‘ing World War I, when a company 

ri, Orange called U.S. Radium 
painted the radioactive substance 
Jon watch dials to make them glow 
iin the dark. Radium waste from 
-the manufacturing process may 
shave been dumped in the three 

areas, but McKnigh~aaid it’s un- 
ixtain how the neighborhoods 
were contaminated. 

In those l reks. there are 350 
homes slated to be cleaned up, and 
IO0 have &en decontaminated. 

‘I&Knight said. 
The cleanup cost for about 30 

percent of the homes is about 
$500.000 each, he said, but for 
some the work CM cost ns little as 
$1,000. Cleanup involvas removing 
the radium-&b&d soil and bag- 
sine it Tl xe bngs then are shipped to a 
federally licensed dis 
Clive, Utah. Sb far, l&F 

nrea in 
ut 115 mil- 

lion pour+ has bee? rhipped to 
fllrea smce +le proJect began 111 

. 
Radium has I 1.600-year half- 

life, or the time period it takes for 
helf the atoms in a radioactive 
substance to,decay. 

As radium decays, it emits gam- 
ma radiation and radon. Roth are 
kn;~o~~inogenn and can seep 

McKnight said radon mitigation 
systems have been installed in the 
homes, but the removal of radium, 
the source of the emissions, is the 
most important part of the 
cleanup. .I, 
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June 8, 1994 - 

Susan M. Cange 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Former Sites Restoration Division 
P.O. Box 2001 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723 

Re: EE/CA proposed pile removal with option for soil washing-public comment 

Dear Ms. Cange: 

The following are comments of Concerned Citizens of Maywood (CCM) on 
above EE/CA which we strongly oppose. 
exercise in futility. Why? 

However, this may again be an . 

Because the letter (7/20/93) from Michael J. Nolan (CCM) to Secretary 
Hazel O'Leary requested she include his letter of January 27th 1993 with 
attachments to Wm J Musznski, Acting EPA Regional Administrator Reg II, 
in the administrative record as modifying criteria per EPA Directive 
No 9355.03-01 FS4. Mr. Albert S. Johnson (DOE) refused for Ms..O'Leary 
despite requirement that known community concerns should be reflected 
in the preferred alternative. 

Mr. Muszynski did place the letter in the EPA Administrative Record and 
Ms. O'Leary should now do the same since this IX/CA conflicts with the 
DOE Preferred Option mandated by Public Law 98-50 per Congresswoman 
Llo d (6/l/84) to Shelby Brewer (DOE) and agreed to by Brewer to Lloyd 
(7&w 
enclosed. 

and reported to Congressman Tom Bevill (4/11/86). Letter copies 

Comments filed by Maywood and Wayne residents on the 1994-1998 DOE Five 
Year Plan were not included in the August 1993 Volume III - Public 
Concerns. DOE also omitted the Borough of Maywood-endorsement of the 
1989 NJ DEPE Utah Plan as a comment on a prior 5 year plan. 

Accordingly, we request that all copies of all comments received on this 
EE/CA be spread in the Administrative Record rather than a Cange style 
summary. 

We challenge DOE to excavate and ship all the Pile offsite for disposal 
and say what day it will start and be completed, Contractors have already 
estimated the Wayne Pile can be removed in less than 6 months1 

But the DOE wantsthe option of impiementing volume reduction treatment? 
They want to experiment with unproven soil washing which was rejected in 
Montclair because the EPA could not separate the SOilS for a 5 pCi/g 
health based standard clean up. What happens if soil washing did work? 
It makes two piles. But instead of 5 pCi/g the DOE wants a Ifi pCi/g 
level, which is not a health based standard. The Pile reading above 
15 pci/g would be shipped out and the Pile reading as high as 15 pCi/g 



Susan M. Cange 
Rer CCM comments 
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would be left on the MISS. Instead of a clean up, Ma.wood would become 
a permanent dis osal area instead of an interim stora e area site, 
Jeff Gratz (EPA rn writing told Susan Cange -+--- (DOE){1 28/94) that f 
"proposals that leave residual contamination onsite results in a Permay - 

nent disposal area." .- 
use of properties. 

Maywood wants a clean up that allows for unrestricted 

The Mayor C Council have gone on record that they oppose the soil washing 
and leaving contaminated soils. They have called on the EPA/DOE to 
excavate and dispose offsite all the contaminated soils above 5 pCi/g 
standard. 

Page 34 of the DOE EE/CA on the File Plan states the removal with the 
option would be conducted.only with the approval of the affected local 
authorities. Are you going to ignore your own published comittment? 

Who could allow you to ignore the followine: facts: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5* 

6. 

Letter from Maywood Borough Attornzy (6/6/94) to Kathleen C. 
Callahan (EPA) expressing Mayor & Council opposition to the 
“5/15" criteria and soil washing. It'includes the New Jersey 
Senate Resolution No. 66 introduced on May 12, 1994 calling on 
DOE, EPA and NRC in conjunction with:-State officials to effectu- 
ate the immediate and permanent removal of all thorium con- 
taminated soil from the MISS and other sitefin Maywoody 
Borough, Rochelle Park Township, and Lodi Township, N.J. 

Senator Byron Baer (our District 37) May 17th letter pointing 
to the fact that "The Resolution addresses contaminants that .- 
might be underground as well as those'found in the Pile." 

Borough Attorney Fede's letter of April 13, 1994 to Wm. J. 
Muszynski's (EPA) reporting Mayor e: Council opposition to any 
use of the 15 pCi/g standard and urging a stop to any activities 
advancing the EPA Region 2 position on the dispute. 

Maywood Council Resolution 136-93 dated 10/26/93 endorsing 5 pCijg 
clean up standard removal with no further storage within 
Maywood. 

Page C-39 of NJDEPE Comments (Karl J. Delaney) to DOE 1994-1998 
5 Year Plan - advises "State uses criteria of one in a million 
excess cancer occurrences within an exposed population and this 
is a minimum which is applied to all remedial activities .m- 
ducted within New Jersey." Does this not settle the issue? 
No other meetinasi necessary. Would you dare send your Mr. 
zimond to NJDEPE as you did to EPA and with whose approval? 

. _. . . 
June 4, 1994 (The Record) "R.J. balks at thorium clean up" - 
does not comply with state law, dangerous to the public - not 
acceptable level of protection to the public - and a 5 pCi/g 
standard should be applied to both residential and commerical 
properties 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

100 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

comments 
1994 11768 

Jeffery Gratz (EPA) March 14,1994 letter to Wayne resident- 
"For the Montclair site - soil.washing could not effectively 
and efficiently meet the DOE remedial action objectives" - which 
was a 5 pCi/g clean up level! - 
Fage 11 -12 - 18 of consultant!& Soil Separation Report for 
Wayne - page 12 states."in this test, the characteristics of the 
"clean" stream are in fact that of a 'dirty' stream." This was 
Montclair test. Page 18 says "at this juncture, it is likely. 
that DOE will go for the 15 pCi/g standard, arguing cost 
minimization and savings-to taxpayers." In May 25,1994 letter to 
Maywood Mayor and Council, County Executive Pat Schuber stated- 
"if the 15 pCi/g standard is being Utilized for cost measures, 
then we are subjecting future inhabitants of these properties 
to questionable health risks due to economics." He also stated 
"The protection afforded to residential properties should be 
applied to commerical settings” and "the EPA/DOE Decision, 
however is not endorsed by the general public." 

Schuber letter (11/19/93) to Mayor and Council - he supports the 
5 pCi/g standard for clean'up as recommended by NJDEPE and EPA. 

Congressman Torricelli letter (11/22/93) assures he will continue 
to work to remove "every bit" of thorium waste from Ma.ywood as 
soon as possible 

Letter (5/18/94) to.NJDEPE Commissioner Robert Shinn from Dr. 
Resnikoff, Maywood's consultant clearly establishing the necessity 
for a 5 pCi/g standard for clean up. .- 

From Soil Separation Report (4/20/94) for Wayne by RWMA - "In 
the agreement pertaining to Maywood, the DOE has stated thty are 
bound to "clean" only to a level of 15 pCi/g but they will make 
a "Best Effort" to exceed this and approach or exceed the 5 pCi/g 
limit where possible. This agreement leaves considerable uncertain- 
t0 wi..th the DOE having the option to "clean" only to the level 
of 15 pCi/g, when the "Best Effort" proves too costly. Having 
15 pCi/g material remain at the site means the use of the sites 
will be subject to restrictions , essentially forever, and is 
likely to result in the decreased values for adjoining properties. 

Page 5 - 6 - 13 of RWMA comments on Baseline Assessment: Wayne 
“Some of the Wayne wastes came directly from Stepan Chemical," 
shipped October 11, 1963. Look at those pCi/g radioactive 
concentrations - nothing under 3270 and on up to 98100. And they' 
came from Maywoodt Montclair could not soil wash 40 pCi/gl 

Letters from George Pavlou, (EPA) to Nolan (CCM) (4/4/94) and 
C. Tudd, Envirocare, (7/6/93.) to A. Drol (Wayne.).. Pavlou states 
"that DOE chose to dispose of waste only from UMTRCA sites-at 
the South Clive facility rather than waste from Maywood and 
Wayne during 1983 through 1988 was a DQE waste management 
decision; EPA was not part of that decision making process.*' 
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Judd says 2.5 million cubic yards of ll(eJ2 waste was disposed 
of in that period, 

In 1989 EPA/DOE rejected State's Utah Plan. Meanwhile we 
were told no site was available while DOE tried to force the 
State to locate a Site in N.J.. 
or cost savings to the 

So don't talk to us about delay 
taxpayers while you ignore the 

responsible parties. Talk to us about the truth! Talk to us 
about excavate and disposal offsite as was mandated by Congress, 
Nothing else! 

said 
Talk to us about our federal officials and what they have 

through the years and especially now when they talk of 
cost savings to the taxpayers but cannot spell RESPONSIBLE 
PARTY or admit they cannot fund the projects for proper clean 
ups. Rich;ltd Guimond (DOE) has said Congress is underfunding 
FUSRAPI Want proof? 

Look at the DOE memo of January 26th 1994 under December 14th -.. 

.A-- -_ ---mend 

.at took place and we suggest that 
- Maywood Dispute: Review of the next steps after Gui 

i%.vniski meeting We know wh 
Mr. Guimond head his ship away from NJDEPE officials and UR. 
One cave in has been corrected by the State's 
health based 5 pCi/g clean up standard. 

_-_--- ---- --- 
- - insistence on the 

As we said, no more meetings or "agreements" or "positions" are 
necessary. Let's get on with it or a full investigation. 

Thank you. 

Chuck Parodi FAX : 201-845-3271 
President, Concerned Citizens of Maywood/ West Grove Avenue, Maywood,NJ 

cc: Governor Whitman 
Carol Browner (EPA) Administrator 
Hazel O'Leary (DOE) Secretary 
U.S. Senator Lautenberg 
Congressman Torricelli 
Wayne Mayor & Council 
Maywood Mayor & Council 
Congresswoman Roukema 
Bergen County Executive Pat Schuber 
N-..J-.. PIRG 
Robert Shinn (NJDEPE) Commissioner 
Jeanne Fox EPA Region II 
Dr. Marvin Resnikoff 

Enclosures: For numbers one through fifteen 

- 
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JOHN W. CONTANT (lS31-1988) 

RICNARD JON CONT.&NT* 
i WICNALL L  scNmsr** 

8RUCL L ATKINS- 

3  

DANlo. c. aRECNsruN* 
MAT-rN~ 8. RoacRs 

ANDREW T. FCDE 
SRIAN I. aEaNC* 

I June 6, 1994 

+TTORFEYS AT LAW NEWroRK OWICE 

33  HUDSON STREET 337 NORTH MAIN STRLcr. S”,TC I, 

HACKENSACK, N. a. 07801 
NEW CITV. N.V. IOSW 

(914) 6384sz5 

w!o,, YZ-IO70 
FLNSTER 6, WEISS. f&S. 

TLLLCOPlCR ~20l>34L-S21, a. couKaQcL - 

Kathleen C. Callahan, Director 
Emergency and Remedial Response Division . 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 

J 

Region II 
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building 
New York, NY 10278-0012 

Re: Borough of Maywood 

Dear Ms . Callahan: 

Thank you for your May 10, 1994 letter, which replies to m ine of April 
13, 1994. The Mayor and Council have asked me to write you to again 
express their strong disapproval of the N5/15" criteria 'for 'the 
cleanup, and opposition to a "soil washing" operation on the Maywood 
Interim  Storage Site ("MISS"). The M ISS property should be cleaned to 
the 5 pCi/g standard. Although you refer to land use consiQerations in 
your letter, the Mayor and Council are convinced that the "residential" 
standard is the only viable health-based standard for the M ISS. The 
property should be cleaned up so that .residential, commercial, or 
industrial uses are permissible. The time to do this is now, not 
later, as you imply, as land use changes affect the properties. 

I enclose for your review Resolution No. 66, of the New Jersey Senate, 
which calls for the immediate removal of all contaminated soil Erom tha 
M ISS, and the related properties. The Mayor and Council of the Borough 
of Maywood have also expressed this demand by Resolution, as have the 
voters of the Borough of Maywood, by ref.erendum. . 

The Mayor and Council also must &gain express opposition to the 
proposal for "soil washing" on the M ISS. The M ISS is in a highly 
populated and congested residential area. This is not the place for 
the use of the untested "soil washing" operation. I note the 
following, as reported by The Record on May 24, 1994: 
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EPA on the proposed cleanup of 
stated: "NO treatment tech- - . -_ 

An April 1993 report by the 
thorium and radon in Orange 
nology is known today that can substantially reduce the 
toxicity, mobility, or volume of the type of radiation." The 
report suggested disposal of all the contaminated soil. 

fi,"Fhl~~~oE~hCg~la~ya360~irector 
June 6, 1994 
Page-2 ' 

- 

According to an EPA report released in December 1993, 
before it and the DOE resolved long-standing differences on 
how to remedy the Wayne and Maywood contamination problems, 
*separation of soil and radioactive contaminants has been 
ineffective and was considered "not feasible" for Maywood and 
Wayne. 

Released in February, DOE literature introducing the soil- 
washing alternative said: "The effectiveness of [soil 
washing], or how well the process will work, is uncertain." 

With this information at hand, 
soil washing at the MISS. 

the Mayor and Council strongly oppose 

Of even greater significance, however, is the strong position taken by 
the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and Energy. As 
reported in The Record on June 4, 1994, the New Jersey DEPE has called 
the proposed clean-up plan "dangerous to the public." The DEPE has 
correctly called for strict adherence to the 5 pCi/g standard. 

The Mayor and Council urge that the E.P.A. and the D.O.E. follow the 
lead of the New Jersey DEPE. I also request that you provide me with 
the information you refer to in your letter, which.you state would 
indicate that the type of soil washing unit being considered has been 
operated safely and effectively elsewhere in the country. I also ask 
that you advise me of when and how the "revised cleanup proposal" will 
be formally presented for public comment. 

Thank you. 

cx7a _ 

ANDREW . FEDE 

ATF:RG 
cc: Mayor and Council / 

Congressman Robert G. Torricelli 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg 
William P. Schuber, Bergen County Executive 
James Pasqualo, New Jersey Department of Aealth 
Nicholas Martone, New Jersey DEPE 
Governor Christine Todd Whitman 
Commissioner Robert Shinn, New Jersey DEPE 

, 
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NEW JERSEY SENATE 

May 17, 1994 

Hon. Mayor John A. Steurt and 
Members of the Council 
Borough of Maywood 
459 Maywood Avenue 
Maywood, NJ 07607 

Dear Mayor Steurt and Council Members, ' 

Enclosed is a copy of SCR 66 dealing w ith the removal of 
all thorium waste from Maywood and from your neighbors in 
Lodi and Rochelle Park. This matter has been a nagging 
problem for Maywood's citizens for too long and calls for 
immediate settlement. 

I'd like to draw your attention to the fact that the 
resolution addresses contaminants that might be underground 
as well as those found in the pile. 

My office remains ready to do everything possible to 
assist you to reach a satisfactory conclusion. I welcome 
your advice and help. 

.Si 

BY 
Se 
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JOHN M.CONYANT 119314980~ 

RICNARD JON CONTANT- 

YlcI(*sL L sCHcneY** 
mnucc L ArKlws- 
0INaa Ed ~~LCN~TEIN* 

uhmew 8. noazas 

ANDIICW T, lLOE 

Dllu3( 1. KV3(C’ 

April 13, 1994 

: 

CONTANT. SCHERBY & ATXINS 
ATTORNFYS AT LAW Hew YORK OffICL 

33 HUDSON sTm3ET 
,,, HORT” -AIN STRCCI. SUIYL II 

NCW CIW. N.T. 10916 
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William J. Muszynski, P.E. 
Acting Regional Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Region II 
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building 
New York, NY 10278-0012 

Re: EPA Region 2’s Position on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup 
Levels for Radionuclide Contamination at the Maywood 
Chemical Company-Suparfund Site, Maywood, NJ 

Dear Mr. Muszynski: . 

Please be advised that I am the attorney for the Borough of Maywood. 
The Mayor and Council of the Borough have rece ived a copy of your March 
23, 1994 letter to Joe La Grone in regard to the above-referenced 
matter. Although a more detailed statement is forthcoming, the Mayor 
and Council authorized me to immediately write to you to indicate their 
objection to the proposec clean-up plan referred to in your letter. 

The aMayor and Council strongly object to the use of the 15 pCi/g 
standard. The Mayor and Council were under the impression that the EPA 
was enforcing a 5 pCi/g standard. The l’s pCi/gt standard is not a 
health-based standard according to the information provided to US and 
is therefore unacceptable as a remediation level in the affected area. 

Accordingly, the Mayor and Council of the Borough of Maywood urge you 
to stop any proceedings advancing the clean-up levels reached in your 
Letter, and this demand is also being made to the Department af.Energy,. 
as a copy of this letter is being sent to f-lr. La Grone. The Mayor and 
Council had hoped that the EPA would not waiver from the 5 pCi/g 
standard despite the position taken by the Department of Energy. They 
insist that you reconsider your proposal ‘-3 agree with the Department 
of Energy’s cle2n-up standard. 
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William J. Muszynski, P.E. 
Re: EPA Region 2's Position on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup 

Levels for Radionuclide Contamination at the Maywood 
Chemical Company Superfund Site, Maywood, NJ 

April 13, 1994 
Page 2 
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In addition, the Mayor and Council insist on the immediate removal of 
all of the contaminated soil from the Maywood Interim Storage Site and 
other affected properties in the vicinity. The Mayor and Council * 
oppose any soil washing program on the site because of the obvious 
effects this will have on the health of residents in the area as well 
as people working for businesses surrounding the site. The Mayor and 
Council have not seen any evidence indicating that soil washing is an 
effective remediation measure that will reduce the level of contamina- 
tion to the 5 pCi/g standard. Again, the Mayor and Council ask you to 
immedia;;;;e~~think your position in regard to soil washing on this 
site. , all contamrnated soil should be removed from the site 
and either stored or treated elsewhere, far away from populated areas. 

Thank you for your consideration, and if you have any questions;please 
do not hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

ANDREW T. FEDE 

ATF : RG 
cc: Joe La Grone 

Mayor and CouncilJ 
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CLERK MAYOR 

MARY ANNE l3AMPCUA. RMC JOHN A. STEUERT. JR. 
(201)645-2900 

FAX(201)909-0673 COUNCIL PRESIDE 
ANTHONY NAPOLI 

BOROUGHOF&!~.OOD 
459 Maywood Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607 

COUNCIL MEMBER!3- 
JOAN T. WINNIE 

m0&4s M. BERNTSON 
RlCHARD P. O‘NEIL 
MICHAEL J. RUBER 

ANNE SALVATORE SCHMIDT 

RESOLUTION #136-93 
ENDORSING CLEAN UP STANDARD FOR THORIUM 

CONTAMINATED SOIL 

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of the Borough of Maywood 
continue to be concerned about the need for adequate clean up 
criteria for thorium contaminated property in the Borough of 
Maywood; and 

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council have learned that the 
Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A.) and the New Jersey 
Department of Environmental Protection and Energy (N.J.D.E.P.E.) 
have'advanced clean up criteria of five picocuries per gram, a 
health based standard, as the recommended level for the clean up 
of thorium contaminated soil for unrestricted use at the Maywood 
site; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and Council 
of the Borough of Maywood that: 

1. The five picocuries per gram clean up criteria is 
endorsed by the Mayor and Council and.the U.S. Department of 
Energy (D.O.E.) is urged to resolve the dispute resolution with a 
E.P.A. by accepting and including the five picocuries per gram 
standard in the D.O.E. proposed clean up plan for the' Maywood 
site; 

2. The Bergen County Board of Health and the Maywood 
Board of Health are urged to also support this clean up standard; 

3. A copy of this resolution be sent to the Secretary 
of the D.O.E., the N.J.D.E.P.E. Commissioner, the Administrator of 
.E.P.A., County Executive William P. Schuber, the N.J. State 
Legislators for the 37th District, Congressman Torricelli and U.S. 
Senators Bill Bradley and Frank Lautenberg; and 
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RESOLUTION 1136-9.3 PAGE 2 

EE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that with the health based 
standard, the D.O.E. proposed plan should also reflect the 
affirmative Maywood Referendum message - "To secure clean up and - 
removal of the thorium contaminated soil within the Borough of 
Maywood and to prevent the further storage. within the Borouqh of 
Maywood of any additional thorium contaminated soil from outside 
the Borough of Maywood; and 

BE JT FURTHER RESOLVRD that a copy of the within 
resolution be on file in the Office of the Borough Clerk and be 
available for public inspection during regular business hours. 

t w 

, 
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-N.J. balks at thorium deanup 6 
6yftllklAELHOORE 
3talftwlar Asks U.S. to meet cocwiesper~&coaunercial 

diatricta- 
tighter standards But DEPE officiele believe 16 The&de Department of Envi- 

ronamatal Protection and Energy 
b mfusing to approve the federal 
government’8 pIan to mmove t&r< 
ium-tainted aoil spread througb- 
out Meywood and Wayne, a move 
that could further delay a cleanup 
first promised mom than a decade 
ago. 

Calling’ the federal Department 
of Energ ‘1 cleanup plan for 
610,000 cu 1c yard8 of radioactive fi 
soil “dangerous tc the public,” the 
DEPE is withholding ite needed 
approval until the federal 
agrees to meet stricter rtan 3?icz 

“we don’t believe the I)OE’6 
cleanup plan either complies with 
state law or iffords an accept8bIe 

From Page A-l 1 
8 lauded the agen a de&ion “I 
&il the DEPE,“% aeid “&ey 
am atdrting to am the light of 
dsy.’ 

“At least the DEPE hu taken l 
tough, protective rtanca. The fed. 
era1 age&u should get in line 
with the ahte’a directive LO we can 
clean this up uickly and eafely.” 
raid Bergen 1 ounty Executive 
William “Pat” Schuber. “I wiU be 
pressing Governor Whii t4 in- 
tervene and pmh the federal agen. 
des to adopt the atandardn of the 
DEPE.” 

Whitman apokeanmn Cd Gold. 
an eaid the governor ia awara of 

level of rotcction tc the 
said Nat Martone, DEP -P 

ublic,” 
E 

.pg’gg~!$!yd$~~ 
both residential and commeti 

man. 
ager for the &wood and Wayne 

properties. Matine mid cleanup 
rites. “We’m aot going to go along 

cannot legal1 begin without 
with this and give residents a Use 

DEPE approv ai 

senM pf 8.eclnity.w 
A picocurie ia a unit iif radioac- 

tivity. Thorium ia a radioactive 
Trumpeted as one of &i M e!emeat that breaka down into m- 

obrhclea to eolving the radioac- &n, a gas pmven to cause lung 
tive soil woea of North Jersey, tbe amcm end other uihnentu. 
DOE’S long-anticipated cleanup Area officials rupport the 
propoeal, hammemd.out with the DEPE’e demand for a uniform 6 
federal Environmentd Protection picocurie standard. 
Agency, c&3 for con~ted W-e Mayor David W&n, who 
dirttobacJeanedtoaleveIof6 bee beed writing to the DEPE to 
picocuriee of radiatbn per 
mil in residential areaa an f-?’ 

push for dctar rtandards, ap- 
16 PI. Se6 TRORIUIR Page A-R 

z State balks at US, proposal 
North Jcraey’a thorium dilemma 

and, af?,ac cnnrulthxg with DEPE. 
conuniMiooar [Robart Sbinn], abe 
uin geet things moving y&h, the 
federal agencies” 

But tha DGE aaid Naw Jer&‘a 

“p parent dudal to ap rwa ihe 
p an could further rlay the i 
deanup, firar pmpoeed in 1933. 

“I don’t know what will happeu 
oat and I’m not aura what tha 
WE or EPA% poeition ie now,’ 
aaid Suean Cange, DOE rib man- 

.ser for l&wood lMl wayme. 

“IV0 undentis w the 
atata hr mlagih~’ ad Jeff 5 
Gratr, EPA aite manrgar in 
Maywood and Wayne. :Gur u-‘ 
ulmption of 15 picocunm beiig 

f 
r0tactiw may have b bs reeva- 

uated. Wemaybavetolookata 
. lower criteria.” 

%‘a too efdy b say what well do. I The thorium ia . Klduct c 
Yin the xnmmfactnm of pa terMa 

thb o&l Maywmd Chamlml Work 
b&wean 1918 and 1953. and l Lh 
former W. R Grace k Co. plant h 
W 

IT 
e between 1948 and 1971. 

tedala fenr that the 
developing new atan dad$zgi: 

:with the poMibiity of &Sam 
mew negotiating a compromise 
could further delay tha deanup 0; 
theaoil.jurtastheDGEandEPA 
rpuabbk dehyed the e&ii plan 

_ for 13 moatha. 

for aura that it wont” 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGlONll 

hAR \ 4 1994 
Ms. Sue Portanova 
17 IAcas Lane 
Wayne, NJ 07471) 

JACOB K. JAW15 FEDERAL BUlLD!hG 

NEW VORK. NEW vORK 1027840,2 

Dear Ms. Portanova: 

J 

This letter is in response to your correspondence of March 9. 19!)4 regarding the soil 
washing treatment technology and its npplicability al the Wryne Interim Srorage Sire. 
Specifically, you asked wh 
I bdicve it migh:hr work at 

I am fess o Cmistic about the viability of the soil separation tuchnology for the ma~&ial 
in + Ihchuria pits beneath the pile where levels of cxmtnminants BrC several orders of mqyr~tude / 

- hi kr than those in t6e pile. How&-eve we should 
h 

give th& Department of Energy 
.O * ) the opportunity to test the technology. At the meeting 01 C’ungressman Klein’s oificr on 

March 4, lYY4, which you referred to in your letter, the Undcrsccretarv for the Environmenl ior 
DOE. Thomas Grumbly, stated that if trcatnxxt’turned out not to e, all cont~minnted 
material that could not be treated would be removed from the site end tn oversee this 
&atment and removal operati.on 10 enatllat It is prolccIkc zinc! ihili ir pror-eetls in ;1 timel) 
niznncr. 

Thank you for your concern If you have any further questions on his issue, please call 

me al (212) 264.6667. 

:,$ypy - 

Jeflrcy Gratz. Project Manager 
Fe&xii Facilities Section 

0 
I I 
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plausible. explanation of the error. Given the potential impact of this technology. on 
. Wayne, we are concerned regarding the lack of flaw-free tests. 

THE MONTCLAIR SOILS 

The processes just described can be carried out on small quanlities of material in 
a laboratory relatively inexpensively. However, there are major uncertainties regarding 
what will happen when a machine capable of processing several tons per hour is 
constructed. In this section we will examine how laboratory and pilot-plant processes 
compared for the only case where they have been applied to soil from  the same site. 

The Loboratory Test 

Soil from  Montclair was tested by the EPA’ IO help determ ine the feasibility of 
soil separation. When received, the soil had a measured radium -226 activity of 54 pCi/g. 
with an error of plus or m inus 10 pCi/g. The EPA then tesred the material lo gauge the 
applicability of soil separation; their resul1s are shown in the firs1 three columns of the 
seven column Table 1. 

The firs1 column gives the sieve size, where a higher mesh number indica1es that ‘- . 
only smaller particles can pass through.’ The second column shows what fraction of the 
material (by weight or mass) would not pass through IM sieve, but would pass through.- I 
the one above. For example, 11.1% of the material was too large to pass through the 
coarse sieve, #4. 5.6% would pass 1hrough the #4, but not through the #16 sieve. In the 
end. 32.5% of the input material was fine enough IO pass through the #400 sieve, 

The third column shows 1he results of radiological measurements. After the soil 
was separated according IO size, as just described, each fraction was measured for Ra-226 
activity, and the results are shown on each line. For example, 13.9% of the material 
would pass through the #SO mesh, but not through lhe #lOO, and after being dried, it had 
a Ra-226 activity of 15 pa/g. 

If the activi1y of the whole sample is calculated by multiplying each’nctivity by its 
weight fraction and summing over all the fractions, 1he result is 716 pa/g. This shduld 
,be the same as the 54 pa/g we started with (According to 111~ EPA, there was no ’ 
measurable activity in 11x waler.); the difference indicates 1he lim its on the accuracy of 
the measurement process. This indicates that the activities of all of the streams could be 
off by several picocuries per gram , and shows the need for additional te.s1ing. 
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Still using this example of the data from the test done on Montclair soils, we now 
have eight streams of different size material. However, what’s really wanted is two 
streams - a “clean” stream and a “dirty” stream. The different possibilities are gotten by 
deciding where to~“cut” tbe eight streams, that is, deciding on a size where all the larger 
material will go in the “clean” stream and all the smaller material in the “dirty” stream. 
The results of the different possible cuts, calcula!ed from the data in columns two and 
three, are shown in columns four through seven and in Figure 1. 

For example, if we put only the material which did not pass through the #4 mesh 
in the “clean” stream, it will constitute 11% of the input material and will have an 
activity of 12 pCi/g. The dirty stream will have the other 89%, and will have an activity 
of79 pCi/g. If, however, we put all the material that faited to pass through the #16 mesh 
in the clean stream, and all the material that did in the dirty stream, we get a clean stream 
consisting of 17% of the material with a specific activity of 15 pCi/g and a dirty stream 
containing 83% of the material, with an activity of 83 pa/g. As we add more’ and more 
material to the clean stream, it at first stays steady at 15 pa/g, then when quite fine 
material is added, it begins IO have higher activity levels. Of course, if wc put all the 
material in the SO callrd “clean” SIWillll, it conlains I!::: tOtill ilctivitp 0f Ille matcri;ll, 72 
pa/g, and all of the tnekrial. 

The characteristics of the “clean” stream for these laboratory results are graphed 
in Figure 1, where the fraction of the soil put into the clean stream is plotted horizonially, 
and the corresponding Ra-226 activity is plotted vertically. In general, the more material 
is put into the “clean” stream, the dirtier it gets, but there is a substantial plateau where 
this effect is so small it is negligible, for this sample. For this soil, the clean stream is no 
dirtier if it comprises SO% of the material than if it comprises only, say, 20%. 

It should be noted that the “cleanest” soil produced in the test on Montclair soils 
was 12 pCi/g and this level is uncertain by several picocuries per gram. This is 
significantly above the level of contamination that RWMA feels should fall under the 
definition of “clean” and significantly above the levels of contamination that should be 
retained on site, as discussed in Section 1 and. Appendix B.. In this test, the 
characteristics of the “clean” stream are in fact that of a “dirty” stream. . 

. 
The Field Tcs t 
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The results of Table 5 are plotted in Figure 3. This figure assumes that the lab 
tests are a reasonably accurate predictor of how a full-sized plant would operate. If this 
assumption is correct, then, soil separation of up lo 53% of the W ISS.pile could result in 
a coarse stream  with material below the 5 pCi/g lim it. 

However, as indicated in our previous discussion, it probably is not safe lo 
assume that the pilot plant will operate in a manner that is comparable to the lab tests. 
The pilot plant has not been run for long enbugh to predict with certainty how it, or a 
larger system, will operate. The procedures and results of further tests must be examined 
closely and evaluated carefully. 

Also, Figure 3 also indicates that up to perhaps 75% of the material could be kept 
on site if a 15 pCi/g criterion were used. DOE has already given an indication that the 
agency’s preference is to move to the 15 pa/g criterion with the decision to classify the 
W ISS site as commercial and its stated intention to make only a “best effort” to achieve 
the 5 pa/g standard. At this juncture, it is likely theI DOE will go for the 15 $i/g 
standard, arguing cost m inim ization and savings to taxpayers. 

’ W. S. Richardson, T.B.Hudson, J.G.Wood and C.R.Plrillips, ” Cb;lracleritation and Washing Studies on 
Radionuclide Contaminated Soils’. Auburn U/S.Cohcn Assoc./US EPA-Monlgomery. in ~onlaminated 
Soil Treatment, Pub??, date??. 

‘. For example, a #4 mesh will pass plrticlcs up 10 4.75 mm, 0.19 incbcs in diameter, while a l200 mesh 
will only pass particles of 0.075 mm, or 3/1000 inches diameter or smaller. 
’ W. Dolezal and P. Pierce, ‘Preliminary Conceptual Dcsiga of a Unit to Demo --a lrate,thc Field 
Treatability of Contaminated Soils in Monlclair rnd Glen Ridge, NJ’, S. Cobcn & Asso&atcs, McLean 
VA for tbc US EPA Office ol Radialion Programs. Dee. 1988. 
’ M.C.Eaglc, W .S.Ricbardson. S.S.Hay and C. Cox. ‘Soil Washing for Volume Reduction of 
Radioactively Contaminated Soils”, J?cmcdialion, Summer, p. -327 and accompanying “Preliminary 
Report on the VORCE Pilot Plant Phnsc II Test.” 
’ ‘Preliminary Characterization and Bench Scale Testing of Soil S;~mplcs from W.R.Gracc and Company 
(Wayne Plant) and Maywood Chemical Comprny Sites’. S. Cohca and Assoc., McLean VA, for tbe US 
EPA, Office of Radiation Programs, May 1991. 

‘ ‘Characterization Report for the lnlcrim Storage Pile at the Wayne Interim Slorap Silt’, Bechtc) 
National, Inc., Oak Ridge TN, for the US DOE, DOnOR\1949-298, Sept. 1991; this report con!aiu . 
C~OIS in iIs averaging procedures wbicb must be corrected IO make ibis claim spparcnt. 
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COUNTY OF BERGEN 

Administration Building l Court Plaza South l 21 Main St. l Room 3COE l Hackensack, N.J. 07601-7~ 
(201) 646.3630 

_ 
- 

William P. Schubcr * t chnry Ex.%udvc 
\ 

Mayor John Steuert and Council 
Borough of Maywood 
459 Maywood Avenue 
Maywood, NJ 07607 
Re: M.I.S.S.- Thorium Contaminated Soil 

tandard Dispute 

s to discuss with you my views 
t*informal dispute" between the 
ed 

standards 
in determining the cleanup 

at the M.I.S.S. and the vicinity properties. 

I would be remiss, however, if I did not reiterate my 
continued concerns 
criteria. 

associated with this 
There has been no indication 

federal agency:,$s-,tQ$$ow this new standard wi 
~;tz%ll, .scope -.of;- work. Will the DOE. revisit cleaned 

expand the timetable for cleanup and removal and reque& an unconscionable amount of funding to comblefe 
the project which may cause further delays? 



November 29, 1933 

that an aus 
tes.mver we must keep an 
ects the ultimate removal plan 

As always, please continue to communicate with me on this 
important issue or any other issue of interest to you. 

1 

Thank you. 

Bergen County Executive 
WPS/as cc: Mark A. Guarino, B/C Health Services 

Michael Nolan, Concerned Citizens 
Chuck Parodi, Concerned Citizens 



November 22, 1993 
. 

Congress of the %lnited %;tatu 
lIlause of lRepresentstiues 

Washington, EX 205)5-joog 
1’17688 

Dear Friend: 

I'm pleased to inform you that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
recently made a decision that will be of enormous benefit to our efforts to \ 
remove thorium waste from Maywood. The NRC has granted a license to 
Envirocare of-Utah to permanently store thorium waste. This-ligense-n&es _. 
Envirocare the first facility in the nation to be licensed to store such 
waste, and means that a repository for the Maywood waste has now been 
identified. 

As you know, the United States Department of Energy has been working L/ 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to draft a final cleanup plan 
for the Maywood cleanup. The plan is certain to call for the shipment of 
most of the Maywood soil to a commercially licensed site out of state. - 

In the meantime, 
is approved, 

I have been working to ensure that once a final plan 
there is a site--under-contract with the Department of Energy 

that can legally accept and .safely store-the thorium waste. The NRC 
approval removes the final roadblock to the granting-of such a contract to ' 
Envirocare. I am confident that once a E%l t%%up plan is approved; 
there will be no delay in sending Maywood's thorium to Utah. 

The citizens of Maywood should be commended for their patience during 
the arduous effort to remove deadly toxins from our neighborhood. While we 
all regret the delays, it is importaut that the job be done right. The 
careful environmental planning and evaluation that has been performed will 
lead to a better cleanup that will guarantee safe transportation and 
disposal and efficient use of Federal dollars. . - _ 

Please be assured that I will continue to work 
thorium waste from Maywood as soon as possible. If 
or questions, please feel free to write or call. 

any comments 

RGT:reh 
ROBERT G. TORRICELLI 
Member of Congress 
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May 18,1994 
Robert C. Shinn, Jr., Commissioner 

, 

Department of Environmental Protection and Energy 
Trenton, NJ 086250028 

Re: Cleanup Levels for Radionuclide Contamination 
May-wood Interim Storage Site 

Dear Commissioner Shinn: 

Mike Nolan of Concerned Citizens of Maywood, for whom we are working under 
an EPATechnical Assistance grant, asked me to respond IO a letter from Ronald. 
Corcory, in response IO a letter Mr. Nolan sent to you. Concerned Citizens and we arc 
troubled by the proposed remediation standards and fear that New Jersey DEP may be 
relaxing its protectiveness criteria. 

J , 
1! i 
ei 

As you probably know, as we learn more about the thorium hazard and the ris’k of 
radiation, these standards have gotten more restrictive over time. The thorium wastes at 
Maywood’were produced between 1916 and 1956 and will remain radioactive and 
hazardous essentially forever. Between that time, the atomic bomb blast occurred ar,d 
continuing information from the victims has taught us much about the harmful effects of 
radiation. For low-level waste facilities, the performance standard is 25 millirems per 
year (mr/y) whole body dose commitment. But the Department of Energy is arguing 
instead that the limit 100 mr/y is appropriate, a limit that applies to operating nuclear 
reactors. Since all agree that these thorium wastes arc hazardous, it is difficult to 
explain the appropriateness of a whole body dose of 25 mr/y to8 community facing a 
proposed low-level waste facility and 100 mr/y to citizens around a thorium waste 
facility. One reason for this lower limit around low-level waste facilities is that this 
waste is quite long-lived and many generations could be potentially exposed; this is 
certainly also true for thorium waste. While it is true, as Mr. Corcory argues, that natural 
radiation exists at risk levels of 10” in the State and can vary greatly, the thorium wastes 
are in addition to the natural background that exists in the impacted communities. AH 
risk assessment studies’subtract out background. 

- 

The implications of the above for thorium wastes can be seen by examining the 
hazard posed by these materials. The radioactive hazard of thorium residues arises 
primarily from direct y exposures and inhalation OC radioactive radon gas from 
contaminated soil and secondarily from ingestion of radioactive dirt (a more serious 
problem for children than adults) and ingestion of contamiuated ground or surface water. 
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‘For a residence 5 pCi/g in soil corresponds to a direct y exposure from radium-’ 
228 and its radioactive decay products of 67 to 81 millirems per year (&/& depedding 
on the contamination depth, as shown in the attached Table.. This shoiild be contrasted 
with the DOE expdsure Limit from opetating nuclear facilities of 100 mdy. Clearly 
concentrations of radium-228 of 15 pa/g would be over the limit for a residence. 
Perhaps all parties, the State and Eederal governnient are in agreement on this point, 
though meeting the 25 mr/y figure would require radium concentrations of about 2 pCi/g. 
The problem is that the thorium waste material at the 15 cm or 6 inch depth can be 
brought to the surface in the future. As community zoning changes, the time a person 
spends at these contaminated properties can change as well and the risk correspondingly 
increase. 

Radon presents an additional risk. At 5 pCi/g, “an &mated 4 picocuries per liter 
(pa/l) of radon would be added to the lowest indoor level of a residential structure. 
Such a concentration would translate to an approximate-lung cancer risk of 2 x lo”.“’ 
This additional risk is considerably greater than the risk levels commonly employed by 
the EPA, one part in a million. 

To these risks must also be added the ingestion risk, particularly for children. 
Assuming a child ingested 1 g soil/day of soil containing thorium-232 aod its decay 
products in secular equilibrium at 5 pa/g, the additional radiation dose received is 9.1 
mr/y, as also seen in the Table. An ingestion dose of 1 g per day was assumed by EPA 
contractors at Montclair. 

We see important reasons for the State to maintain the risk level, one part in a 
million; and to brther restrict the allowable thorium levels on remediated properties, 

cc: M Nolan 



lRadium-228 Hazard* I 
- Direct Gamma Dose 

6 pa/g 
15cm 

15 pa/g 
fnfinite 1 km lnfinlte 

h-228 25.73 29.89 77.34 89.66 
Ra-224 0.24 0.26 0.73 0.77 
RI-212 3.38 3.52 10.14 10.66 
Bi-212 5.01 5.38 15.02 17.57 
TI-208 32.55 41.36 97.64 124.07 

‘TOW 66.96 80.88 200.88 242.64 

l In mr/y assuming 8760 hr residence. If commercial, 
must assume 40 h&P50 WI+ = 2000 hr exposure. 

IRadium-226 Hazard* . I 
Dfrect Gamma Dose 

5 @ i/g 15 pa/g 
lbcm lnfinlte 15cm lnfinfte 

Ra-226 0.15 0.18 0.46 0.48 
Pb-214 6.26 6.71 18.77 20.12 
Bi-214 40.72 49.04 122.17 147.11 
Pb-210 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 
Bi-210 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 

Total 47.16 55.93 141.49 167.79 
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Is sull separation atI cxperinrcntal technique? 
Yes, soil separation al radioactive sites is a new, virtualiy untested, technology. 

Soil separation has, been ‘extensively used in m ining operations with non-radioactive 
materials. However, the technology is in its infancy as far as its application to 
radio&tively contaminated soils. There have been a number of laboratory tests of the 
technique, but only one tietd test. The field test was conducted by the EPA on a pilot 
plant constructed in Alabama and tested using contaminated soils from  Montclair, NJ. 
The test was on a small amount of soil -- 3000 Ibs.--in a test that lasted for several hours. 
Many times this amount of material needs to be tested to determ ine 111~ efficacy of soil 
separation. Both the lab tests and the one field test had signiticant, largely unexplained 
‘anomalies in the lest measurements, which make ii diffjcult to draw hard conclusions 
from  the data. These and other problems with both ihe laboratory ICSIS and the field tests 
are discussed in Section 4. 

How does the DOE currently dcline clcun? 
The DOE and the EPA have recently agreed on separate standards for residential 

and commercial sites in Maywood, another radioactively contaminated site in NJ. 
, Residential areas are to be ““cleaned” 16 5 picocurirs per gram  (pCi/g) of Ra-226 and Ra- ‘.- 
228 to any depth. Commercial/industrial areas are lo be “cleaned” 10 5 pCi/g for the top 
six inches and to IS pa/g below that. Where removal of the contaminated material : 
leaves a hole, replacement soil in commercial/industrial areas can be IS pCi/g at depth, 
but the top one foot.must be “clean” soil. 

This decision has only been made for Maywood, but it is likely that the DQE and 
the EPA-two federal agencies- will altempt to ignore the currrnt township of Wayne 
zoning and treat the W lSS site as commercial, since thc same people will make the 
decision and Since it is for the advantage of the DOE IO have in place a classification that 
allows a lower level of ‘*clean”-up.. The DOE considers most remaining sites to be 
commercial/industrial. 

The W ISS site has been zoned residential by the township of Wayne since 1939. 
Although Rare Metals operated at the site, the surrounding area is clearly residential with 
homes within 50 feet of the site. The DOE proposed standard would applv whether soil 
separation is used or not. Questions residents and the town governments must addre& 
include whether it is suitable IO treat sites which are now embedded in residential areas as -v 

and is it proper for federal agencies to override township zoning laws. 
In the agreeincnt pertaining to Maywood, the DOE has stated they are bound to 

“clean” only IO a level 01’ IS pa/g, but that they will m ;~ke a “best effort” to exceed this 
3 
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and approach or exceed the 5 pCi/g Iim iI where possible. This agreement leaties 
considerable uncertainty wiIh Ihc DOE having the option IO “clean” only IO the level of r 15 pa/g, when Ihe “best effort” proves Ioo costly. Having 15: pCi/g material remain 81 
the site means the use of the sites will be subjecl to resIriclions, essentially forever, and is 
likely IO r&II in decreased values for adjoining properties. 1 

What we the arguments in fbvor of P 5 pCi/g or Icss standard? 
The combined radioncIive concentrations of radium -226 and radium -228 in soil 

should be .subsranIially less lhan 5 pa/g for residences. This is a health-based 
requiremenl. The hazard of Ihese materials arises, primarily, from  direct gamma 
exposures and from  inhalation of radioactive radon gas from  contaminated soil. 
Secondarily, there is a hazard from  ingeslion of radioactive dirt (clearly, a more serious 
problem  with children than adults) and from  ingestion of conIaminaIed ground or surface 
waler. 

AI 5 pa/g, the direcI g:tmma exposures fro& radium -228 and ils decay products 
is 67 !o 81 m illirems per year. depending on the depth of the contaminants. This 
exposure is higher than the exposure Iim iI se1 by the EPA for ;I low-level radic~activc 
waslc facility which is 25 m illirems per year. (It should be noteLl Ih;11 an ooer;tlin< 
nuclear faciliIy has an exposure Iim iI of 100. inillircms per year.) It is incquitablc th;tt 
ciIizcns at Wayne would be asked IO accept a lim it less stringent than citizens 
surrounding a low-level waste dump. 

If the more restriclive EPA lim it is used, then 111e allowable radium -228 
concentrations would have IO be less than 2 pCi/g. Clr;lrly. the possible DOE Iim iI of 15 
pa/g would be cottipletely unacceptable. 

A  more detailed discussion of this issue is found in Appendix B. 

Cuu sail separation provide tnutct+tl tlt:~l will tnccl even DOE’s sI:tndards? 
W ill soil separation provide coarse material IIvII will meet either the 5 pCi/g or 

the IS pCi/g standard? .The DOE doesn’t know yet. - 
As mentioned above, a small “piioI plant” machine was tested in Alabama, using 

soil from  Montclair thnI was contaminaled at the level 40 pa/g. This test produced 
coarse (“clean”) material a1 12.1 pa/g. Since MonIclair was to be “cleaned” to 
residential standards, 11181 was nof accewahle and soil separaIion was not tested further. 

Material from  the pile aI Ihe Wayne site and from  Mnywood is somewhat .l’ess 
contaminated, and DOE has InhornIory Iests that indicate IhnI the coarse m ;t[erial could * 
have contamination levels that would mcel their standards and could be dumped b;tck 
into holes on the W ISS site. However, its will be discussed more fully below, there h;tve 
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we do not assume a future resident builds a basement because a basement on the WISS 
would have major water problems. A basement would also collect radon gas and would 
have to be ventilated. The process of building a basement would mean excavation of 
buried waste materials which would greatly increase the potential dose to a resident. For 
our calculations we assume conservatively that a person spends 8 hours outside the house 
and 16 hours per day inside. One could assume the outdoor time is reduced, but the 
calculated doses are in any case so high, it makes little difference to the bottom line 
conclusion, that the doses are too high for future occupancy unless the waste materials 
buried underground are removed. 

Radiation Dose Rates from Waste Pits 

Radioactive concentrations reported in the Remedial Investigation report are 
unreliable. Because of the presence of the pile, DOE contractors were forced to drill 
slantwise under the pile to locate the underground pits. These boreholes were intended to 
confirm the locations of certain burial pits. Sufficient measurements were not made for a 
radiological survey. The radioactive concentrations are much less than measured by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’ in 1983. Records of buried materials were destroyed 
in a mysterious tire at the site in 1977. Nevertheless, the process to extract thorium from 
monazite sands is known and was employed at Stepan Chemical, Maywood, New Jersey, 
for many years. The thorium-232 levels in the slurry pile at Maywood average 703. 
pCi/g, compared IO DOE’s assumed 567 pa/g at Wayne. The bottom line here is that 
the average direct gamma and radon exposures could be greater by 25% or more than 
calculated by DOE under the assumed concentration 567 pa/g. If the site reverted to 
residential use, the direct gamma exposures could be as high as 3059 mr/y, as shown in 
Table 1. This is approximately 200 times the current exposure rates. 

But hot spots in the burial area can range up to 13,000 pCi/g. The maximum 
theoretically possible thorium-232 concentrations’ are 109,000 pa/g, the specific 
activity of thorium-232. 

I-- In addition to being parallel in origin with the Maywood wastes, some of the 
4 Wayne wastes came directly from Stepan Chemical*, shipped October 11, 1963. 
{ Approximately 15 tons of thorium materials were shipped from Stepan Chemid. The 

’ US Dcpt of Health, Educatiott and Welfare, RndiologicnlHenlllr Hanhbook, January 1970. 
’ Nuclear Regulatory Conmtission Inspection Report, dated November 2, 1967. 
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inventory of materials shipped, and the radioactive concentrations of these materials is 
shown in Table 2. 
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Radon Exhahtion from Buried Waste 

Following direct gamma exposures, radiation doses due to radon are expected to 
be the second major contributor to radiation exposures to future residents. Calculations 
for current employees show radon to be a relatively minor contributor because the pile is 
wrapped in plastic and covers the underground waste materials. The radon cannot 
escape. Once the pile is removed, radon would be a major contributor. The radon levels 
would be much higher than the presently measured 0.004 pCi/l outdoors and 1 pCi/l 
indoors used by the risk assessment. 

The radon doses are calculated in Table 3 for future residents. The contribution 
to the whole body dose commitment is approximately 1436 mr/y. The total whole body 
dose commitment due to combined radon inhalation and direct gamma to future residents 
is 4,496 mr/y, about 300 times present levels. These doses are far higher than the 
allowable limit to non-nuclear workers, 100 mr/y, or the EPA standard for low-level 
waste facilities, 25 mr/y. 

Additional radiation pathways to humans provide a relatively small contribution .__. 
and are not calculated here. These pathways include inhalation of radioactive 
patticulates. immersion, water ingestion and dirt ingestion, primarily to children who 
might play in Sheffield Brook. Sheffield Brook is an intermittent stream, but children 
can play in the dry stream bed. DOE assumes a low dirt ingestion rate, 50 mgld. A more 
realistic value is 1 g/d assumed by the EPA in risk assessment calculations at Montclair, 
New Jersey. The number of hours per week, and number of weeks per year also appears 
too low, a total of 7 hours a year. A more realistic estimate is 4 h&k, 50 wWyr, but 
these calculations based on these higher assumptions were not carried out in this report 
because the estimated exposures would be low compared to direct gamma and radon 
contributions. ‘. 

Risk Factors 

To convert radioactive intake to-risk, two factors must be employed. One set of 
factors, dose conversion factors, convert intake of radionuclides to radiation dose. The 
parameters employed by DOE, embodied in the RESRAD computer model, appear to be 
the latest values, based on the most current ICRP model. 



Material 
Percent 

ThO 
24% Uniter ’ 

Rare Earth Oxides 
Thorium Chloride 
Thorium Phosphate 
Thorium Sulfate 
Thorium Acetate 
Thorium Citrate 
Thorium Hydroxide 
Thprium Fluoride 
Thorium Nitrate (crude) 
Thorium Oxide (crude) 
Crude Monazite 

12% 1260 13080 
45% 155 49050 
12% 3000 13080 
45% 18 49050 
55% 4 59950 
26% 2 28340 
80% 2 87200 
69% 1 75210 
45% 50 49050 
90% 50 98100 

3% 20000 3270 ..- 

Table 2. Radioactive MateriaIs Shipped from Stepan , 
Chemical, Maywood to Davidson Chemical, Wayne, October 
11,1963 

Weight 
(W 

2800 

Radioactive 
Gmcentratioti 

(PC&l 
26160 

u 
I” i 
11 
c I 

- 
63 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 19768 
RECtON II 

JACOB K. JAVITS FEDERAL BUILOING - 

3 !pql NEW YORK, NEW YORK 102784012 

Mr. Michael Nolan 
Concerned Citizens of Maywood ' 
69 Lenox Ave. 
Maywood, New Jersey 07607 ' 

Re: kaywood Interim Storage Site 

Dear Mr. Nolan: 

I am writing in response to your letter of March 9, 1994, in which you 
expressed concerns over cleanup levels for the Maywood Superfund Site among 
other issues. I 

As I stated in my September 7, 1993 letter to you, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) will only agree to cleanup levels and a remedial 
action plan for the Maywood Site that are protective of human health and the 
environment. I assure you that EPA will not "cave in" to any cleanup plan 
that compromises our bottom line. -Soil washing, if it is to be formally 
proposed by the Oepartment of Energy (DOE) as part of its cleanup plan, must 
be shown to meet our cleanup objectives before we will agree to its 
implementation. After resolution of the cleanup level dispute and 
finalization of the Record of Decision for the site, we will set up an .- 
ambitious, enforceable cleanup schedule with DOE. 

/With regard to another comment in your letter, I did not 
?-65&?KitZrtZildirt.nse in my September 7, 1993 letter to you, tha 

es designated under Title I of the Uranium 
of 1978 (UMTRCA) at its South Clive 

"Vitro" facility. OE chose to dispose of waste onlv frw si es. ' 
at the South Clive ty ra3er than waste from Mavwood and me during 

F?F%X%%king process. 
8 was a DOE wasfe management decision; EPA was not part of 

If you have any other questions regarding the Maywood site, please call 
Jeffrey Grate, EPA project manager, at (212) 264-6667. 

Sincerely yours, 

ti 
4c*h, 

George Pavlou, Acting Director 
Emergency and Remedial Response Division 

cc: N. 

.r 

ton, NJDEPE 
S Cange, DOE 
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THE SAFE ALTERNATIVE ? 1wm 
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Andrew Drol 
13 Lucas Lane 
Wayne, New Jersey Qj470 

Dear Hi. Drol: 

I appreciate your interest in our Radioactive Waste Disposal 
Facility located at South Clive, Utah. I am writing this letter to 
describe to you the background and status of licensing our facility 
to take lie.(2) materials. 

Utah and the Department of 

c 

The south Clive site was originally opened by the State of ' 
Energy in 1983 to accept and dispose of 

lie.‘(2) materials. 
cribicyra 

During the s 2.5 million 
f lie.(2) waste was 

under tahe ii:ection of thepepar 

Near the end of the five-year ur-eject, Envirocare 
: the remaihing portion of the South Clive property an 

license for disposal of radioactive material. - , 

In 1989, Envirocare asked the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
for the authority to dispose of the same type of lie.(2) niate+ial 
on the same property. Because Envirocare is a corporatiomt 
a govern ency, the req_urFiZd-Fve to co throush a 
:~E~~~~~:e~h~~r~~~~~~ been P v Jously developed w d 

h the i!C for almost four yearietA 
complete this application process. Our most recent correspondence 
with the NRC has suggested that the licensing should be completed 

)by October 1993. Soon after that date, Envirocare will be able to 
a=pF7-material for disposal, 

Again I appreciate your interest in our facility. If there is 
any fur.: her 
at (8Cij 

information that I can provide, please give me's call 
532-1330. i , 

f I 

g 

.- 

Charles A. Judd: P.E. 
Executive Vice President ..y. .* . . 
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January 26, 1994 I/; 
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DOCUMENTATION OF BI-MONTHLY PKOJECT.MANAGEHS MEETJK(;S 

PDk File: 

Bi-Monthly Project Managers Meetings were held with Jeff Grate. on October 8 au.! again on 
December 14, 1993. The following is a list of topics discussed at each of these mc<tlngs. 

October 8. 1993 . 

l Maywood Dispute 
- EPA will be writing their decision now that Oct. j has conit* .l:ld gone. 

l Wayne Document Schedule 
- BRA will be delivered November 18 
- FS will be dclivcrcd Octohcr 29 
- PP will be delivered Novcmbcr 30 

l Onsitc Activities 
- DOE plans to collect additional samples from Sheffield Brook during ELI in response 10 

EPA comments on the FS. 

December 14.1993 

l Maywood Digge . - - Review of next steps after Guimond 8: Mu~z~~~~isH;~~~ting c 0 

l Plans for radonzng in Maywood 
- Schedule is to test in Feb. 
- Plan will be sent in Jan. 

l Wayne Document Schedule 
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